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Author’s Notes
Like its first-edition predecessor, this new edition of the Goleta Depot
book owes its existence to many. It would not exist, of course, without the
original 1982 book and all that went into it. Readers are thus encouraged to
read the first Author’s Notes, which are repeated on the pages that follow.
You will also find there a long list of acknowledgments to those who made
contributions to that first edition.
On pages 255-256, there is a comprehensive acknowledgment for all of
the images that are contained throughout this volume, including those that
also appeared in the 1982 book. Special thanks are owed to Charles Lange,
who allowed me to use a number of his personal photos of Goleta Depot.
These have added immensely to the current volume’s value as visual documentation of the landmark building’s final years along the Southern Pacific
tracks. I also want to thank Jean-Guy Dube, who shared his scaled architectural drawings of Goleta Depot for use in the book. These remarkably
detailed renderings can be viewed by clicking on my rough floor plan from
the first edition, which can be found below on page 24.
This volume contains two pages that recognize and thank all who helped
to underwrite the costs of the books. The original list of donors who supported the publication of the first edition is repeated on page 257. Those
whose financial support made this new edition possible are listed above, on
the page facing the main title.
I’m deeply indebted to those who read drafts of the manuscript and provided comments, corrections and constructive criticism. They are Henry
Bender, Carla Cabanatuan, Ed Leska, Noel Langle, Bruce Morden and Phyllis Olsen.
Carla Cabanatuan took on the thankless chore of correcting my grammar and variations of style. She came well-prepared for the task. Carla’s
first job after receiving her bachelor’s degree in journalism was as copy editor for Model Railroader magazine at Kalmbach Publishing Co.
Ed Leska not only read drafts of the manuscript but also helped to evaluate many of the book’s technical aspects. Whenever something needed
testing, Ed was there to lend a hand.
Bruce Morden and Henry Bender know more about the Southern Pacific
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Railroad and its depots than anyone I know, certainly far more than I personally would ever hope to know. Their feedback was of enormous help
in making this a much better book. My apologies to both of you for those
few instances in which I threw caution to the wind and chose not to follow
your sage advice.
Bruce has also been an active participant during many of Goleta Depot’s
museum years, so he was able to provide additional comments covering
much of this later period of the building’s history. The same can be said for
Noel Langle and Phyllis Olsen. Noel and Bruce know Goleta Depot and the
railroad museum quite well – as longtime volunteers and as officers and
members of the Board of Trustees. They were able to apply all of that considerable knowledge and experience in their careful readings of the manuscript.
Phyllis has been around longer than Noel and Bruce and her involvement has been more intense. For more than 30 years, Phyllis has lived and
breathed Goleta Depot and the South Coast Railroad Museum. Her contributions to this narrative, like her contributions to the underlying history,
are immeasurable.
In contemplating whom to acknowledge here, I was reminded of the
dedication in the original book:
FOR THE PEOPLE
who really wrote the depot story:
The men, women and children of the Goleta Valley
today and in days past.

That same sentiment applies here once again. Now, though, we’ve added
another third of a century to that story – and the list of contributors to the
Depot saga has grown by many thousands – volunteers, financial contributors, members, well-wishers, visitors and many others. People who have
helped to make it all possible and people who have benefitted from what it
has meant to save Goleta Depot and to build a museum around it.
It has also been a great honor and privilege for me to have played a part
in that special story.
GBC
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Author’s Notes [to the first edition]
This volume owes its existence to many people. Much credit is due to
those organizations and individuals who underwrote the research and
manuscript preparation costs. These contributors have received a special
acknowledgment on an earlier page.* The members and friends of the Institute for American Research also have been essential in supporting the
project.
My thanks to the many longtime Goleta residents and former Southern
Pacific Transportation Co. employees and their families who provided the
oral testimony on which much of this book rests: Al Hartnett, Earl and
Rose Ann Hill, Mildred Love, Ruth Hammond, Marion Sepulveda, Al Sandal, George Love, Barbara MacLean, Frances Rodrigue, Evelyn Durham,
Margaret O Rourke, Charles and Sallie Munro, Mrs. Ralph Hughes, Sue
Anderson, E.P. Sandy, Albert St. Clair, Tom Hartigan, Gene Allen, Frank
Vasquez, and Chris Christenson. Thanks to the many other fine people who
helped in one way or another to find and bring together the information
contained in this volume: Larry Sizer, Lucille Christie, Michael Glassow,
Greg Knudson, Robert Miller, Susan De Lapa, Ray Baird, Angie Burke, and
Linda Dick.
Paul Heuston generously devoted countless hours to the project, providing photographic work and technical advice whenever they were required.
A considerable debt is owed to Walker A. Tompkins, not only for his excellent foreword, but also for his editorial assistance and his earlier written
works on the Goleta Valley — Santa Barbara‘s Royal Rancho, Goleta: The Good
Land, and Fourteen at the Table — which proved to be indispensable sources
for much of the general material on local history contained in this volume.
Encouragement and assistance was lent by Steve Sullivan, longtime bureau chief of the Santa Barbara News-Press, whose interest in the depot
spans more than a quarter-century. The newspaper’s generous loan of key
* This acknowledgment of financial contributors to the first edition is now located on page 255.
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pictures made by staff photographers over the years also helped make the
book possible.
Finally, I want to thank Phyllis Olsen, assistant director of the Institute for American Research, for her help in collecting the oral accounts and
written materials on which the book is based, for her successes in obtaining financial underwriters, and for other assistances far too numerous to
mention.
In order to improve the readability of the depot history, I have not included references to all of the many source materials used in its preparation. To assist researchers and others who may be interested in tracing and
reviewing these sources, a fully-referenced copy of the book may be consulted at the Institute for American Research, 300 N. Los Carneros Road,
Goleta, Calif
GBC
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FOREWORD [to the first edition]
by Walker A. Tompkins

Author of Goleta: the Good Land
The only thing more destructive to historical landmarks than a bulldozer is procrastination on the part of preservationists. Witness what
happened in Santa Barbara: Out of 200 authentic Spanish adobes at the
turn of the century, only 16 survive today.
The Goleta Valley was essentially developed by American settlers,
who had few Spanish-era adobes to protect. The San Jose Winery on upper Patterson Avenue and the Daniel Hill Adobe on La Patera Lane are
examples of landmarks which escaped destruction.
Lack of awareness of their heritage on the part of the Goleta Valley’s
earlier settlers resulted in the irrevocable loss of such landmarks as John
More’s mansion on More Mesa, the Birabent Hotel near Magnolia Avenue, the original St. Raphael’s Catholic Church which stood on stilts
above the marsh at Hollister and Fairview Avenues, the 1875 Langman
ranch house, the 1872 “Fairview” home of Albert G. Hollister, the Methodist Church of 1875, the Baptist Church of 1884, Deu’s pioneer store,
Pico’s blacksmith shop.
All unnoticed in the years following World War II, another facet of
frontier Americana was disappearing before our eyes on a countywide
scale — the taken-for-granted country railroad depots and freight stations at Carpinteria, Naples, the Sudden ranch, Point Conception and
Surf.
These Southern Pacific depots didn’t look much like future museum
pieces. They were strictly utilitarian, with about as much architectural
ornamentation as a shoe box. They were universally painted “SP yellow”
with brown trim, and had clones wherever the Southern Pacific tracks
ran.
It was the newcomers to the Goleta Valley — members of the great in-
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flux of people following the Cachuma water project of the mid-50s which
tripled the valley’s population in one decade — who first called public
attention to the fact that Goleta had a rare treasure in its midst — the last
surviving example of the classic “Combination Station 22” railway depot.
The Southern Pacific had stopped using Goleta Depot for passenger
and freight service by 1973. The only thing that stopped them from reducing the hoary antique to matchwood was a legal contract with the Kellogg family heirs, original owners of the trackside property on which the
depot had been built in 1901.
The Kelloggs were willing to donate the Goleta Depot to the valley’s
historical society for use as a museum, but the Southern Pacific insisted
that it be moved from the premises. Each passing month saw the old station succumbing to mindless vandalism, souvenir hunters, graffiti artists,
transients and the weather.
The Goleta Valley Historical Society rallied around the battle cry of
“We’ve got to save the Goleta Depot! It may be the last of its kind! This
is a bit of vanishing Americana!” but after four futile years of battling red
tape, they gave up the struggle.
Not until 1981 was the litigation between the railroad and the Kellogg
heirs unscrambled, clearing the way for a massive rescue effort on the
part of Goleta Beautiful and a hastily-organized “Friends of Goleta Depot,” composed of valley old-timers and newcomers alike.
The catalyst of that rescue campaign was Gary Coombs. In this book
he reviews in succinct prose the trials and tribulations, the comedy and
the pathos which attended the all-out community effort that culminated
in the removal of the historic Goleta Depot on the night of Nov. 18-19, 1981
from its 80-year-old site to a new home on Los Carneros Road near the
Stow House, three miles away.
Any Goletan who reads this stirring account of an 11th-hour rescue
of their most precious relic from the past cannot help being thrilled and
proud of a community-wide accomplishment of the first magnitude. It
was achieved by amateur volunteers against mind-boggling financial and
logistical obstacles which at times must have seemed insurmountable.
Coombs’ narrative will also inspire history buffs in communities
throughout America who may despair in their battle with the bulldozers,
for the saga outlined in the following pages is living proof of that ancient
adage, “if there’s a will, there’s a way.”
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Goleta did it; you can do it. But always remember — don’t procrastinate! The forces which are slowly eroding our national historical heritage
are always at work.
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DEDICATION
With lasting love and great admiration,
I fondly dedicate this book to
George Adams
Each of our meetings started with a joke from George.
His broad community connections were indispensable.

Eugene Allen
The Museum would be a very different place without
Gene’s magic touch. You see his mark everywhere.

Phyllis Olsen and Raymond Baird
Without Phyllis and Ray, there would simply be no
Goleta Depot today.
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Prologue
In the earliest hours of a cold winter morning, a slumbering behemoth
awoke. From its tranquil resting place on Kellogg’s field, the gigantic form
began to stir. With street lights casting its massive shadow across wide expanses, the mammoth moved slowly toward one of the community’s main
transportation arteries.
It was not alone. While the giant still slept, a curious crowd had gathered. When it began to move, the waiting assembly responded. As TV cameras rolled, all attention became riveted on the sight. Uncertain, people
hurried from its path. Workmen who had been busying themselves adjusting utility wires stopped to watch the lumbering hulk pass. A woman
screamed as the thing weaved, barely missing a street light suspended from
its metal pole.
From its trackside lair, the Giant goes on the prowl.
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Within four hours it was over. The colossus had reached its destination
and, anti-climactically, fell to rest once more.
The moving of Goleta Depot on Nov. 19, 1981 was a historic occasion,
both for the building itself and for the community that it symbolizes so
well. The event marked the end of an era — an era characterized first by
agriculture, then by a suburban explosion — an era during which the railroad dominated not only the transportation industry but the very mind of
America.
For 80 years, Goleta station stood by the tracks at the end of Depot
Road, a silent witness to the pageant of history of its community, an active participant in that community’s everyday life, and a major force in its
growth and development.
Nov. 19 also marked a beginning, however, for it was a day in which the
depot embarked on a new life, one vastly different yet in many ways reminiscent of its former existence. To understand the true significance of this
long-awaited day, we must travel back more than a century, when Goleta
Depot first came into being.

Chapter 1.
The Goleta Valley Gets a Railroad
Goleta Depot was born at the dawn of the 20th century, a player in one
of the momentous events of the era. The Southern Pacific Railroad was
completing its long-awaited Coast Line connecting San Francisco and Los
Angeles. Although the railroad already had a way to carry passengers and
freight between the Bay Area and Southern California since 1876, this was
by way of a long inland route, across the San Joaquin Valley, over Tehachapi Summit, then through Mohave, the San Fernando Tunnel and Newhall.
The new coastal route was not only shorter, but would also pass through
the rich agricultural lands of the Salinas Valley, as well as reaching a numAt the end-of-track, in 1887, was the Ellwood depot.
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Hand-tinted postcard shares a popular phot
ber of important cities and towns, especially San Jose, Salinas, San Luis
Obispo, Santa Barbara, and Ventura.
The Southern Pacific (“S.P.”) built a new railroad depot in Goleta in 1901.
It was one of the finishing touches of the new coast route, which opened in
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to of “first train” arriving in Santa Barbara.
March of that year.
The railroad history of the Goleta Valley began more than a decade earlier, when the Southern Pacific completed the southern quarter of the Coast
Line, from Saugus to Ellwood, in 1886-1887. The people of Santa Barbara
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celebrated the arrival of the first trains from Los Angeles on Aug. 19, 1887.
Four months later, the tracks had reached Goleta, where on Dec. 21 the
“Ventura Division” of the Southern Pacific was opened to Ellwood, 11 miles
west of Santa Barbara.”[1]
[1] Signor 1994, p. 11.
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At that time, the population of the Valley was a scant few hundred, but
the railroad gave the residents not one, but two train depots to call their
own. From the Goleta depot, in the east, to the Ellwood depot, at the endof-track in the west, lay a scant four miles of track. In between, the Southern Pacific built another station, named
La Patera, in honor of
the small lake on the
nearby Stow ranch.
The original 1887
route from Santa
Barbara into the Goleta area was built to
branch-line standards
for slow speeds and
followed a meandering course. The survey
was the work of S.P.
engineer W.B. Story,
who gave up a shorter
route in exchange for
a more level one, with
fewer needed cuts, fills
and bridges. This was
achieved by following
existing ground contours whenever it was
practical.
The track left Santa
Barbara and entered
the Goleta area by
skirting the hills of
Hope Ranch along a
level grade that would
Train waits at old Santa
Barbara Victoria Street
station.
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later become today’s Vieja Drive. The route then wound along
the northern edge of More Mesa, just south of Atascadero Creek.
From the confluence of Maria Ygnacia and Atascadero creeks,
the railroad ran northwestward over a trestle nearly a half-mile
long to the site of the original Goleta station. This first depot was
located near where Ward Drive and Ekwill Street now meet. It
was a one-story building, equipped with a loading platform for
freight and landscaped with plants and flowers set out by the
Sexton family from their nurseries.
From the Goleta station, the track ran westward about one
mile to La Patera station, on Williams’ flat, near the intersection
of La Patera Lane and Hollister Avenue. A coal shed, water tank
and stovepipe well were found at La Patera, according to local
historian Walker A. Tompkins. Continuing westward, the old
tracks eventually reached the present-day railroad right of way
at the old Coromar siding, in the vicinity of modern-day Castilian Drive.[2]
In a dramatic arch, curving north and then south, paralleling
what would later become Tuolumne Drive and Ellwood Station
Road, the rails ended on Ellwood Cooper’s ranch, where the Ellwood depot was built, about two miles from La Patera station.
The winding track traversed many farms and ranches as it
crossed the Valley. In order to maintain the rights of way through
these private properties, the S.P. had to extend special privileges
to landowners and to maintain a regular schedule of trains from
Santa Barbara to Ellwood. According to railroad historian David Myrick, the service into the Goleta Valley consisted of mixed
trains[3] operating on Wednesdays and Saturdays.[4]
At harvest times, rail traffic was a lot busier, as special freight
trains were mustered to carry Valley produce to distant markets.
Santa Barbara Morning Press issues of the 1890s carried numerous
mentions of agricultural shipments, especially local walnuts and
[2] Tompkins 1966, pp. 196-197.
[3] That is, trains carrying both passengers and goods
[4] Myrick 1987, p. 30.

Recent aerial photo shows surviving remnants of the 1887
rail line near Atascadero Creek.
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Railroad survey party at work in the Valley in the 1880s.
beans, from the stations at Ellwood, La Patera and Goleta. The Southern
Mill & Warehouse Co. handled the consignments.
Sherman P. Stow yesterday shipped two carloads of walnuts to
Chicago. Joseph Sexton shipped a carload of pampas plumes east.[5]

Ten days later, 11 carloads where shipped from Ellwood and Goleta,
including walnuts, beans, hogs and asphalt from the Alcatraz Asphaltum
Corp., whose deep-shaft mine still exists below the University of California, Santa Barbara campus.
Part of the old right of way is still visible along the south side of Atas[5] Santa Barbara Morning Press, Oct. 19, 1895

“Ellwood Special” served the Goleta Valley from 1887 until 1901.
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There were many small passenger stations along the 1887 route, including
this open-air shelter at Miramar.
cadero Creek below More Mesa. This may be seen on a scenic 15-minute
walk, over flat terrain, beginning at the eastern end of Shoreline Drive, off
of South Patterson Avenue. Walk eastward along the packed dirt road that
was once the railroad bed, to an engineered cut through a low-lying hill just
west of the eroded Maria Ygnacia Creek bed, where a trestle once stood.
Another interesting section of the old route can be viewed about one
Built in 1887, the Carpinteria depot was removed in 1967.
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Trestle at Alegria Canyon, west of Gaviota, was under construction when
this rare photo was taken in 1897-98.
block west of the Storke Road overpass, between Hollister Avenue and
U.S. 101. This deep, curving cut is located directly west of Edison’s facility on Glen Annie Road. Old cuts and fills are also visible near La Entrada
housing tract south of Modoc Road.

Closing The Gap
Construction of the Coast Line from the south was halted at Ellwood in
December 1887. By then, work from the north had reached as far south as
Templeton, about 137 miles from Ellwood. With track-building slowed by
an economic recession and some daunting geographical challenges for S.P.’s
engineers, it would take the railroad another 14 years to finally close “The
Gap.”[6]
[6]. See Lawler (1981) and Myrick (1987)
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A 661-foot-long viaduct would span Dos Pueblos Canyon west of Goleta.
Having reached the Goleta Valley, the Southern Pacific next focused all
of its efforts to the north. Santa Margarita, 14 miles below Templeton in
the upper Salinas Valley, was reached in 1889. By 1894, the lofty Santa Lucia range north of San Luis Obispo had been successfully traversed. The
mountain crossing required an elaborate engineering design that included
six tunnels, including the 3/4-mile-long Tunnel 6 at the summit, and the
famous Southern Pacific Horseshoe Curve. Today, passengers on Amtrak’s
Coast Starlight trains can still marvel at these dramatic features of the his-
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toric coast route.
Rail service from San Francisco to San Luis Obispo was opened May 4,
1894.[7] The first trains were met with much the same excitement as had
greeted the first Los Angeles-to-Santa Barbara arrivals seven years earlier.
In late 1896, the bridge across the Santa Ynez River was completed. The
track from the north then reached as far south as Surf, about 56 miles from
Ellwood.[8]
Southern Pacific planners resumed work in the south in 1899. Over this
final stretch, the engineers and crews had to tackle one of the most difficult
and costly challenges of the entire enterprise: the large number of broad
canyons flowing into the Pacific Ocean that had to be crossed either by
bridge or by deep earthen fill. About two dozen of these canyons faced the
track builders between Ellwood and the Santa Ynez River.[9]
By March 29, 1900, the new rails had reached west from Goleta as far
as Eagle Canyon, and on April 7, the first construction train pulled into
Naples, about four miles west of Ellwood. In May, the 661-foot-long bridge
over Dos Pueblos Canyon was completed while track-building from the
north had reached Alegria, four miles west of Gaviota.
By the end of June 1900, The Gap had been reduced to only 17.9 miles,
from Cuarta Canyon (Sacate) to Gato Canyon, between Naples and Capitan.[10] The long-anticipated completion of Southern Pacific’s Coast Route
was only a few months away in Sept. 1900. Work trains from the north
and south – carrying crews, supplies and heavy equipment to the opposing
ends-of-track – were only a few miles apart.
Now in the spotlight were the broad canyons west of Goleta and the railroad’s dogged efforts to span them. By September’s end, mastery of Alegria
Canyon, four miles west of Gaviota, had been achieved with the opening of
a 634-foot-long viaduct.
Setbacks were many. In October, for example, a Thompson Bridge Co.
derrick was being moved from Refugio Canyon to Corral Canyon when it
toppled and could no longer be used. A replacement was recruited from the
Los Angeles Breakwater project.[11]
The much-awaited completion of the Coast Line was finally drawing
[7] Myrick 1987, p. 35.
[8] Myrick 1987, p. 40.
[9] Lawler 1981.
[10] A major milestone in the long history of the Central Pacific and Southern Pacific Railroads was
reached Aug. 13, 1900 with the death of Collis P. Huntington, the last of the “Big Four” founders of the
CentralPacific/Southern Pacific. (Myrick 1987, p. 44.)
[11] Myrick 1987, p. 56.
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Amtrak’s Coast Starlight crosses the bridge at Gaviota, longest
along the Santa Barbara Channel coast.
to a close. In those final months of 1900, while most public attention was
focused on the laying of new track west of Goleta, the railroad was also
devoting much time and effort to improving and straightening the original 1887 line from the south. The last few miles of the old line, the portion
that snaked from Santa Barbara to Ellwood, was especially in need of attention. On Oct. 24, 1900, crews finished the realignment work on the segment
from Hope Ranch westward to the end-of-track.[12]
By November, The Gap had been narrowed to a few miles and two remaining major impediments, the canyons at Arroyo Hondo, four miles west
of Refugio, and Cementerio, another four miles to the west, near Gaviota. Late in the month, crews completed construction of the 541-foot-long
bridge across Arroyo Hondo.[13].
As the weeks passed, crews found themselves drawn into an undeclared
race to complete the final link, the viaduct at Cementerio,[14] before year’s
end. They eventually won that duel, but by only a few hours. When the
[12] Myrick 1987, p. 59.
[13] There is a scaled reproduction of this magnificent bridge, built by Raymond Baird, in the modelrailroad exhibit at the South Coast Railroad Museum. See page 162.
[14] Lawler 1981, p. 98.
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Large crowd at Santa Barbara’s Victoria St. Station greets first through
train, Los Angeles-to-San Francisco, March 31, 1901.
locomotive of the construction train at last was able to cross the completed
bridge it was 7 p.m. on New Year’s Eve. The Gap was closed![15]
While an unbroken ribbon of track now existed from San Francisco
to Los Angeles, much work was still needed before the Coast Line could
handle regular rail traffic. Railroad historian David Myrick describes the
construction on the Coast Line during the early months of 1901:
...the main work was ballasting and surfacing the track. Five trains
were dumping ballast along the line at the rate of a half-mile per day.
Between Goleta and Ellwood, 200 men were in the gang, surfacing the
track and, depending on the weather, were making good progress.[16]

The Coast Line was officially opened for service on March 31. The announcement caused a stampede for tickets on the first trains, which were
quickly sold out. The first scheduled train into Santa Barbara was No. 1, the
[15] Myrick 1987, p. 56.
[16] Myrick 1987, p. 56.
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Coast Line Limited, out of Los Angeles. Later that day, the sister train, southbound No. 2 from San Francisco, arrived. Both trains were met by much
fanfare and large welcoming crowds in the city.
Two Through Trains Daily. The COAST LINE LIMITED leaving each
terminal in the morning, equipped with elegant café and parlor cars,
makes daylight trips through the most picturesque, varied and entertaining scenes on the continent. There is no grander trip.[17]

The realigned route through the Goleta Valley was dramatically different from its predecessor. The new right-of-way was located well north of
the original alignment, and most of the bends and curves had been eliminated, in favor of a greater dependence on engineered cuts and fills of compacted earth to maintain a relatively level grade.
Writing in 1942, long time Goletan Jim Smith described some of the
changes that he had seen take place in railroad construction:
When the first railroad was built from Santa Barbara to Ellwood in
1888, nearly all the dirt was moved by Chinese with one horse dump
carts and hand carts... When the tracks were changed to the present location from 1899 to 1902, the contractors were using wheeled
scrapers, heavy road plows drawn by horses and mules, and also small
dump cars that ran on small rails... As time went on, around 1910 to
1915, better equipment began to appear, such as the steam shovel,
elevating graders, road rippers, Holt and Best track laying tractors,
trucks, etc. until in the last 10 years, there has been so much improvement in all kinds of road machinery that it does not seem possible to
make them better.[18]

A New Depot For Goleta
The S.P. now needed a site to build a new, larger station building that
could handle the bulk of the Goleta Valley’s rail business. The new straighter track alignment through the Valley had bypassed the old Goleta depot,
by a wide margin, leaving it stranded. Only the small Ellwood depot still
found itself along the railroad right-of-way.
[17] From an SP advertisement, in Sunset magazine, April 1901. Sunset was originally published by the
Southern Pacific.
[18] How Jim Smith would marvel at the sophisticated track-laying and maintenance equipment of today:
rail-riding machinery that uses a thermite process to weld rail ends together on the spot, eliminating
the need for conventional rail joints; or testing equipment that can find microscopic defects in the
steel of a rail or evaluate the gauge of a piece of track to within a fraction of a millimeter!
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The property that was selected for the new building that is today known
simply as “Goleta Depot” was owned by Franklin Erwin Kellogg and the
other heirs of Valley pioneer Florentine Kellogg. The Kelloggs deeded the
parcel, comprising about 8.5 acres, to the Southern Pacific in February 1901,
on the condition that a functioning railroad station be built and maintained
there. This unusual stipulation would become a critical fact in the later history of both the building and the property.
According to David Myrick, Goleta Depot was built during the first
months of 1901. At the same time, the railroad assembled a nearly identical
station building at (Point) Conception.[19]
It was not surprising that the Kelloggs made this valuable acreage available to the S.P., in exchange for having the Goleta station located near the
family’s farm lands, walnut-packing house and creamery. At that time, the
railroads were the nation’s dominant form of long-distance transportation and communication, the latter by virtue of the relationships between
American rail, telegraph and long-distance mail hauling.
In Goleta, as in rural communities across America, the new depot quickly became the social and economic hub of its community. Consider these
early newspaper mentions and personal recollections of Goleta Depot.
On July 11, 1901, an item in the “Goleta Personals” of the Morning Press,
reads:
The gospel has been brought to Goleta. We have a real missionary in
our midst, and he preaches everyday to the people in his own church,
the gospel car Emanuel, which is side tracked at the railroad depot.

And on Sept. 11, 1901, at the monthly meeting of the Farmer’s Club in
Goleta:
The bad condition of the new road to the depot and the crossing on
Hollister Avenue of San Jose Creek was discussed with result that
the supervisors are urgently requested to build a bridge across this
system.

Then, on Dec. 5, 1901, in the Morning Press report of the Farmer’s Club of
Goleta for that month, Henry Langman proposed that “...the club take up
the work of tree planting along the new road to the railroad depot.”
The Morning Press issue of Jan. 1, 1902 contains a list of “Improvements
[19] Myrick 1987, 56.
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Completed and in Progress in and near Santa Barbara during the year
1901,” which includes the entry “S.P.R.R. Co. — depot, etc.. — Goleta —
$6,500.00.”
On the following day, Jan. 2, 1902, a Morning Press article on “Railroad Improvements in Santa Barbara in 1901” contained this interesting statement:
For the convenience of travelers and patrons of the [rail] road, ornate
station buildings have been built at Sudden, Concepcion, Gaviota,
Naples and Goleta, and all of the usual sidings required for convenient
operation of the road have been provided.

An article that same day entitled “The Beautiful Goleta Valley” states
that “...The Southern Pacific Company... has erected a fine station building,
a home for the agent and made other improvements of a substantial nature.”
William McKinley’s presidential train didn’t stop in Goleta when it
passed through in May 1901. Many Valley residents turned out to greet the
chief executive, nonetheless, cheering and waving small American flags
as his train sped through town. Among these were youngsters Ruth and
Mildred Culver, who joined in the merrymaking, displaying a large American flag held between them. Where did the Culver girls and many others
choose to wait for the big event? At the depot, of course! Below the station
signboards that proudly announced who they were and where they were
from: GOLETA.
While Goletans embraced their new depot, there was ambivalence toward the railroad, itself. Indeed, the welcome that the Coast Line received
locally in 1901 wasn’t as uniformly friendly as when the railroad first arrived
in 1887. In the intervening years, the Southern Pacific had earned a reputation for corrupt meddling in California politics and ruthlessness in its dealings with farmers and others who came to depend on the railroad for their
livelihood. This soured the big event of 1901 in the eyes of some.
In this context, one can understand, if not forgive, the actions of those
residents who participated in what Walker A. Tompkins described as “Goleta’s Great Train Robbery,” the 1901 looting of some freight cars that had
overturned in an area of unstable track between Fairview Avenue and La
Patera Lane. To some locals, this “act of God ... was a good chance to get
even with the crooked railroad.”[20]
The Coast Line completion also sounded the death knell for a great symbol of the Old West: the stagecoach. Throughout much of the 19th century,
[20] Tompkins 1966, p. 237.
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Above and opposite: The first Goleta station building was shipped north by
rail to become the depot for Sunnyvale, Calif.
the stagecoach had been a part of the fabric of local life. All of the historic
routes that connected Santa Barbara with points north passed through the
Goleta Valley. All stagecoach mail and passenger service throughout Santa
Barbara County ended the same day that the first Coast Line trains ran.[21]
Large or small, positive or negative, the impacts of the railroad and the
new depot in Goleta could be found everywhere. William Strain remembers that his grandfather, Edgar A. Hollister, owned a strip of land of about
15 acres along the north side of the new railroad alignment, east of Fairview
Ave. near Goleta Depot. Hollister pastured his young horses there, according to Strain, “in order to accustom them to the train noise, prior to breaking them to buggy, wagon or saddle.”[22]
Whatever happened to Goleta’s original depots? The fate of these 1887
buildings remained a mystery until recently, when railroad historian Henry
E. Bender Jr., an expert on California’s depots, discovered an obscure reference in the Jan. 19, 1951 issue of the Sunnyvale Standard. The newspaper story was one of several articles reporting on a freak tornado that had struck
the Bay Area community earlier that same month.[23]
The article noted that Sunnyvale’s Southern Pacific depot was, in fact,
[21] Tompkins 1966, p. 133.
[22] Strain 1970.
[23] Formerly known as “Murphys,” the town of Sunnyvale blossomed in 1901, the same year that
it adopted its tantalizing new name — one designed to be inviting to rail travelers, tourists, and
potential future residents. Like so many other communities, along the newly completed Coast Line
and across America, Sunnyvale’s early growth can be traced back to the coming of the railroad.
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one of the surplus Goleta Valley buildings, which the railroad had “hauled
into town from Goleta back near the turn of the century.” This would have
been the Goleta stationhouse, not the Ellwood depot, which was used for
many years after the Coast Line had been opened. Although the Ellwood
station apparently never had an agent, it did play an important role in the
development of the nearby Elwood Oil Field. Barely a month after the June
1928 strike, a pipeline to the Ellwood depot had been completed and, on
July 29, a train with eight tank cars “carried the first rail shipment of petroleum to the Rio Grande processing plant.”[24] The Ellwood depot was
retired in 1936, according to Henry Bender.
By 1951, Sunnyvale’s depot had declined to the point that it was described by the article’s author as an “antiquated shed.” The twister, “which
all but demolished” the aging building, derailed a proposal under consideration in Sunnyvale to remodel and reuse the structure. What a strange end
for one of Goleta’s most important 19th century landmarks!

[24] Coombs and Olsen 1985, p. 7.
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This map appeared in the original, 1982 history of Goleta Depot. C
map in your bro
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This floor plan appeared in the original 1982 edition. To see more detailed plans, in high
resolution, including elevations, click anywhere on the floor-plan graphic.
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Chapter 2.
The Architecture of Goleta Depot
The building that the Southern Pacific built on the Kellogg family property along the new Coast Line route was based on a company architectural
standard called the “Combination Depot No. 22.” To ensure uniformity
in manufacture or construction, the Southern Pacific developed and used
many standard-design plans like this — not only for buildings and other
structures, but also for signs, tools, track materials and many of the countless other things that belonged to the company.
Carpinteria’s two-story depot, built in 1887, was an example of an earlier Combination Depot plan, called No. 17,[25] while the smaller one-story
Ellwood depot was based on the Combination Depot No. 7 design.[26] The
original Goleta station building was also a No. 7 Combination Depot.[27]
“Combination” meant that the depot was designed to serve both as a
passenger and a freight terminal. This dual functionality was a common trait
among town and country railroad depots across the United States, regardless of the rail line. In marked contrast, the rule in the cities, including Santa
Barbara, was to have separate station buildings for passengers and freight.
The No. 22 design was special among S.P.’s many depot plans because it
was used more often than any of the others. In fact, it was one of the most
numerous and widespread standard-design station buildings in the entire
country.
At least 100 buildings based on the Combination Depot No. 22 design
and its variants were erected from about 1893 until 1920 in California, Nevada, Arizona, Texas, Oregon and Utah. The design was especially popular
at the time the Southern Pacific was busy closing the Coast Line gap between Goleta and San Luis Obispo. Consequently, there were more No. 22
depots built in Santa Barbara County than in any other state or any other
California county! In all, eight 22s were built here – seven along an 86-mile
stretch of the Coast Line’s main corridor at Guadalupe, Surf, Concepcion,
Sudden, Gaviota, Naples and Goleta, and the eighth in Lompoc on a branch
[25] Bender 1998, p. 20.
[26] Bender 1998, p. 17.
[27] Henry Bender, personal communication.
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line that ran inland from Surf.
The earliest No. 22 depots in Santa Barbara County were those in the
north, because the Coast Line track was completed there first. The depot
in Guadalupe was opened in 1895, followed by Surf in 1896, Lompoc in 1899
and Naples in 1900.[28] The other No. 22 depots were all built in 1901, or
soon thereafter.
It was common for Southern Pacific’s builders to change the standarddesign depot plans to meet local needs, to follow stylistic trends, or to take
advantage of design innovations. Some of the No. 22 depots were lengthened to give them larger freighthouses or waiting rooms. Different floor
plans were produced by adding, moving or eliminating interior partitions.
The plans could also be reversed to create buildings that were mirror images of the standard. Most had gabled roofs, but 13 No. 22s that were built
during the 1910-1920 period were given hipped roofs.[29]
Goleta Depot is a three-level structure with a 25 ft. by 92 ft. footprint.
The lower level and the second floor
above are each 25 ft. by 48 ft. The adjoining split level is 25 ft. by 44 ft. and
is elevated to a height of about 3.5 feet.
Southern Pacific’s Coast Line tracks
ran east-west along the north side of
the building.
Goleta Depot, like its fellow No.
22 depots, was not a grand example
of Victorian architecture. Instead, it
represented a simplified or “carpenter” version, designed to look like a
residence — to be familiar and homey,
rather than to stand out.[30] Among the
various Victorian architectural forms,
the 22s belonged to the “Stick” style.
Their exteriors were ornamented with
decorative “stickwork” that included
wide horizontal mouldings and corner
boards, exposed vertical timbers, and
[28] Henry Bender, personal communication.
[29] Bender 1998, p. 23.
[30] Alexandra Cole, personal communication.
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roof brackets — all highlighted in accent colors.
Goleta Depot also featured wide eaves, milled redwood gutters and double-hung windows with six panes of glass in each sash. The exterior siding
is channeled, or beveled, horizontal shiplap. Underneath is balloon framing
made of Douglas fir. Most of the depot, including all exposed interior and
exterior surfaces, except for the roof and Douglas fir floors, were constructed of California redwood.
Southern Pacific also had its own standard paint colors, which were used
for its depot buildings. Anyone alive today who has visited Goleta Depot
would likely point to its yellow color as one of the building’s most distinctive features. But Goleta Depot was built before this color became an S.P.
Brick foundation of barely-new Naples depot was still exposed in this 1901
photo. (Note darker wainscot on lower parts of exterior walls.)
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favorite. Instead, in 1901, most of the railroad’s country stations were being painted a slate gray — part of a late Victorian
trend toward drab and deep stone tones,
according to Henry Bender. Although we
don’t have any photographs taken of Goleta Depot at that time, the darker slate gray
tone is quite evident in the early photo of
Naples depot shown on the previous page.
Like many other S.P. depots of its era,
the new Goleta Depot may have been given a painted wainscot of a darker shade of
gray that included sand between the layers of paint. The thickness of the wainscot
together with the sand helped to protect
a depot’s soft wood surface from freight
wagons, baggage carts, hand trucks and
other heavy impacts. The wainscot commonly extended around the entire perimeter of the building, maintaining a constant height above foot level, whether the
reference point was the ground, the freight
platform, or the elevation of individual
stair treads.
Southern Pacific started using a more
vibrant base color, “Colonial Yellow,” in
about 1906. The new paint standard was
to use Colonial Yellow for the exterior
walls, with a complimentary sanded “Dark
Yellow” wainscot. For the stickwork trim,
a rich light brown was applied. The warm
white of the window and transom sash
provided a stunning contrast. The wood shingle roofs were painted a “Moss
Green.”[31]
Newly-built depots were painted in this new paint scheme while exist[31] Bender 2013, pp. 292-295. Some of this paint information is also derived from a study conducted for
the Centerville depot project, Fremont, California. Click here for more details.
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Goleta Depot was a busy place in this 1912 trackside photo.
ing depots, including Goleta Depot, were quickly repainted to conform to
the new standard. We can see this in the two S.P. photos taken in 1912 for
the California Railroad Commission, which appear on pages 28-31. Readers
will note that, if Goleta Depot ever had a Dark Yellow wainscot, it evidently had been removed or covered over by the time these valuation inventory
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photos were taken.
Goleta Depot came with a cedar-shingle roof. Decades later, examples of
the wooden shingles could still be found beneath the green asphalt shingles
that S.P. used to re-roof the building in the mid-20th century.
The roof of Goleta Depot’s second story is gabled on three sides. Cedar
shingles laid out in a staggered-butt pattern were used to accent the gables.
Three painted brick chimneys projected from the rooftop. The lower roof is
hipped, with a pent eave at the exposed end of the split level.[32]
Goleta Depot’s most distinctive feature, and the only deviation from a
strict rectangular footprint, is a 12-foot wide, two-story tall, gable-topped
[32] Most of the architectural description contained here is from the National Register Of Historic
Places Registration Form for Goleta Depot (Coombs 2001).
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This 1912 photograph was taken as
part of a Southern Pacific inventory
of the railroad’s property.

window bay that projects about
four feet from the track side of
the building.
Goleta Depot contains about
3,500 square feet of floor space
distributed across its three levels. The floor plan was divided
into nine principal rooms and
several ancillary ones.
There are three main areas
on the ground level: Waiting
Room, Freight Office and Baggage Room. The Waiting Room
was at the end of the building
that faced westward, toward
Ellwood, Naples and San Francisco. The room had wooden
benches around much of its
perimeter for passengers and
other persons waiting for trains.
A pot-bellied stove made for a
warm and cozy atmosphere.
Next door to the Waiting Room was the depot’s business office or
Freight Office, the building’s action center. The Waiting Room and Freight
Office were connected by a ticket window, through which information and
tickets could be obtained from the agent. Both rooms also had public entry
doors on both their “track” (north) and “town” (south) sides. There was no
door between the rooms, themselves.
On the north or track side of the office, the window bay provided 180-degree visibility up and down the tracks. Such bays were one of the most
common characteristics of the country railroad depot. The agent at Goleta
Depot could see trains from either direction while seated at the “telegra-
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The station buildings at Surf (above) and Lompoc (opposite) were other examples of the
Combination Depot No. 22 design.
pher’s bench,” a built-in desk that ran the full breadth of the bay. As the
name implies, the telegraph equipment – key and sounder, switchboard
and relays – were located at the desk, as were the levers that controlled the
outdoor train-order boards used by the agent to signal approaching trains.
From the outside, the focal point of the bay, amidst a sea of 114 rectangular window panes, was a special, centrally-located window with a rounded
top. Stylistically, this was the main ticket window, although throughout
most of its service to the railroad it was used principally to pass train orders to engineers and conductors. Agent Ralph Cookson’s daughter, Margaret O’Rourke, fondly recalled placing the traditional Christmas tree in
the second-floor portion of the bay, where it could be seen and enjoyed by
the passengers and crews on passing trains. This was a common practice
among agent families and is a tradition continued today by the staff of the
South Coast Railroad Museum.
A school-type clock hung on the Freight Office wall for many years. Inside its pendulum box, the agents left an open container of kerosene that
released fumes that kept the timepiece running smoothly in spite of the
damp coastal air.
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A long counter divided the room, creating a reception and service area for
Wells Fargo and REA express customers. A steel safe was ferreted beneath
the staircase to the second floor. The agent kept his blank ticket stock and
cash receipts from ticket and express sales in the safe until they could be
deposited with the next passing mail train, in wax-sealed envelopes bearing the unique “Goleta” imprint.
From the office, a corridor along the back or south side of the building
led first to the Baggage Room, and then to the depot’s largest interior space,
the Freight Room (freighthouse or warehouse), which occupied the entire
split level at the eastern end of the building.
While most depot rooms were amply lit with many windows, the freight
and baggage areas each had only one short steel-barred transom window,
which served to heighten security and limit the harmful effects of direct
sunlight on the rooms’ contents. The agent could weigh rail shipments using a scale built into the Freight Room’s floor that was large enough to hold
a fully-loaded freight or express wagon.
Two downstairs restrooms, a men’s room located on the track side, and
a ladies’ room, on the town side, projected into the Freight House. These
tiny restrooms, each consisting of a toilet but no sink, were the building’s
only such facilities for many years. They could be accessed only from outside of the depot.
The Freight Room also contained a small interior room that was used
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The Combination Depot No. 22 at Naples was at times a busy place.
principally to store records. The Records Room was lined with galvanized
sheet metal to protect its contents from marauding pack rats and field mice,
many of whose caches were discovered in the depot’s walls during restoration efforts in the 1980s. The room had a door into the Freight Room as
well as a small pass-through door to the outside, so that train crews could
deposit or collect receipts or other items.
Besides having many hinged wooden panel doors for people to enter and
exit, Goleta Depot was built with five massive sliding wooden doors, large
enough to permit freight and baggage wagons to pass. Four of these were on
the exterior, one on each side of both the Baggage Room and Freight Room.
The fifth was an interior freight door that separated the Baggage Room
from the corridor that connected the railroad office and Freight Room.
A wooden dock surrounded the Freight Room on its three open sides.
The dock was the same height as the floor of a boxcar, to aid in the loading
and unloading of shipments from the adjacent tracks. The platform included a ramp that could be used to roll carts and wagons up from ground level.
Upstairs, above the Freight Office and Waiting Room areas, was the
stationmaster’s apartment. This included two bedrooms, a living room,
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kitchen, pantry and bath. This space was frequently used for different
purposes, however, depending on the size of the agent’s family and other
considerations. The living room, for example, was used as a dining area by
Stationmaster John Kenady and his wife, and later by Ralph Cookson and
his family.
The Kenadys used the adjoining bedroom as their living room, where
they kept their piano and entertained guests. To house the growing boys
of his large family, agent Edward Hazard converted attic space adjacent to
the kitchen and directly above the baggage room, into a bedroom. This area
eventually became the second-story bathroom.
The apartment was reached by a staircase at the back side of the depot.
Downstairs, the staircase had both outside and inside entrances. The latter
opened to the agent’s office.
Interior rooms, with the notable exception of the Freight Room, featured beaded tongue-and-groove vertical redwood paneling and Douglas
fir floors. The ceilings of these rooms had the same beaded tongue-andgroove redwood.
The Freight Room was of single-wall construction, lacking interior walls
and ceiling, with all framing exposed. Its fir floor was an interior extension
of the freight platform that surrounded this largest interior space.
A variety of colors graced the depot interior at different times, including Southern Pacific standard colors “Putty,” “Cream” and “Sash Green.” A
paint crew that was short on paint choices or on imagination might even
apply Colonial Yellow to interior rooms. It was said that agent Ralph Cookson’s wife would resort to bribery to get the company’s painters to use interior colors that she had selected rather than have the family live with S.P.
Yellow inside of their home, as well as everywhere else around them.[33]
The depot building changed very little over its 80 years beside the tracks.
Electric lights were installed in 1917. In 1932, according to a Goleta Valley
Sun interview with Agent Al Singleton, plumbing was added to serve the
stationmaster’s apartment. Prior to that date, water had to be carried
upstairs in buckets from the depot’s pump.
Metal stovepipe and exterior ceramic chimney pipe eventually replaced
the three original brick chimneys, which apparently were lost during the
1925 Santa Barbara Earthquake. In the late 1930s, the railroad permitted
Valley agricultural interests to build a metal shed onto the eastern end of
[33] Margaret Cookson O’Rourke, personal communication.
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the depot, adjacent to the Freight Room.
By the early 1950s, the Freight Room had been subdivided, creating an
auxiliary room adjoining the sheetmetal addition. A sixth freight door was
added at about this same time, on the track side of the Freight Room, to
provide outside access to the newly-created room. This new door was noticeably lighter and more simply constructed than its companions.
Two interior doorways were also cut to connect the metal shed to the
depot’s auxiliary Freight
Room, with the latter being rented to the occupants of the shed. In the
late 1970s, the east end of
the Freight Room was being used for storage and a
restroom by the Ontario
Building Material Co., the
shed’s tenant at the time.
On the track side of the
building, extending up
through the freight platform, there was a tall mechanical semaphore used
to signal to passing trains.
The device consisted of
a pair of signaling arms,
known as “train-order
boards,” situated at the top
of a tall standard or pole.
The original train-order
boards at Goleta Depot
Train-order boards and the attached shed are
were mounted on a woodboth visible in this Jack Cogan slide showing
en pole, and the signal
Goleta agent Al Singleton.
arms were controlled from
its base. In later years, a metal standard was installed, together with a linkage system of rods and bell cranks that allowed the signals to be set by the
agent from inside his office, by throwing either of two huge levers.
The Goleta rail yard consisted of three parallel tracks: the mainline, a
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This map fragment shows Goleta Depot
and a portion of the Goleta rail yard, as it
existed in 1926. To see the complete yard
map, at much higher resolution, click on the
map image.

house track and a siding. The house track, or team track, was located between the mainline and depot. It was used to load or unload shipments at
the depot and could also handle the short-term storage of rail cars. The siding, which was positioned across the mainline from the depot, permitted
opposing trains to pass one another at Goleta.
The S.P. constructed several other buildings and facilities in the vicinity
of the depot. A water tower, which can be seen in early panoramic photos
of Goleta, was located behind the depot, near the southeastern corner of the
Freight Room. The young son of Harry Brown, one of Goleta Depot’s first
agents, had a bad fall, from which he miraculously survived, while playing
on this tower. Several bones were broken in the accident which kept him
bedridden for many weeks.[34]
The Southern Pacific built a two-story house, located on the opposite
side of Kellogg Avenue, which was home for the section foreman and his
family into the post-World War II era. Similar houses were also used by
the railroad company to board guests of the line for short periods, but there
is no evidence that the Goleta building was ever used for this purpose. Located in this same vicinity were three or four smaller houses for members
of the section crew.
There was a garage for the agent’s automobile. Other nearby buildings
housed the handcar used by the section crew, and other tools and equipment. All of these houses and auxiliary buildings were painted Colonial
[34] Frances Rodrigue, personal communication.
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Yellow.
Directly across the tracks from the station house, the S.P. maintained
a nursery until the early l950s. This facility, which included a large lath
house and greenhouse, supplied trees and shrubs that were used to beautify and landscape station grounds throughout the old Coast Division, which
extended from San Francisco to Santa Barbara. According to a Morning Press
article, Goleta was selected as the site for the division nursery “because of
the extremely fertile soil” ... “where all kinds of plant life grow with a rush
and vigor.”

Chapter 3.
The Depot’s Role in Community Life
It is difficult today for us even to imagine how different transportation
must have been back in 1901, when Goleta Depot was born. Throughout
the United States, roads were primitive and automobiles rare. The “horseless carriage” was an oddity, a stubborn contraption used mainly for shortdistance recreation by wealthy individuals. The Wright brothers first flight
at Kitty Hawk was still two years in the future.
Back then, the railroad was the dominant means of long-distance transportation in America. The United States had over 193,000 miles of railroad
in 1901, but not a single highway or airport! The big railroads, including
Southern Pacific, ranked as some of the largest corporations in the world.
In short, the railroad was king.
Within the royal realm of the S.P., Goleta Depot played a small part, but
one that was indispensable, at least on the local level. More correctly, Goleta Depot played many small parts, for these country railroad stations were
nothing if not versatile: They did EVERYTHING that the railroad needed to
be done in their particular community.
Goleta Depot earned its classification as a “combination depot” by handling both freight and passengers, but there was a lot more to its job. The
country depots also took care of express business, telegrams and mail.
Some rural depots doubled as the local U.S. Post Office, itself. Others even
gave up a room to house the local school.
Goleta Depot was home to Southern Pacific’s local “agency,” which
meant that it represented the railroad in the town. The man who worked
there, the “agent,” was S.P.’s community representative. Unlike Goleta Depot, the depot at Ellwood probably never had an agent.
While the depot belonged to the railroad, it was also a Goleta building. It
served the railroad, but it also benefitted the community, serving its needs
as well. It was a gateway, the single most important gateway, between Goleta and the outside world. The agent was the industrious gatekeeper.
For more than three-quarters of a century along the tracks, Goleta Depot was a model of busy practicality. Let’s take a closer look at some of the
many things that went on there.
- 39 -
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A Portal For Freight, Express, Perishables & Mail
In the early years of the 20th century, commodities of every imaginable
type came and went by way of the railroad. It wasn’t long before the Southern Pacific held a virtual monopoly, especially for longer-distance shipping.
By 1925, the Coast Division was handling 7.3 million gross tons of
freight annually between San Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara ... [35]

Bread is one of the items sent by rail that is mentioned most often by
Valley old-timers. Fresh loaves from Hunt’s Bakery in Santa Barbara were
sent by mixed train to Goleta Depot, then on to Blakeway’s grocery. The
Pomatto family even had Italian-style bread shipped in by rail all the way
from San Francisco.
[35] Signor 1994, p. 48.
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Blakeway’s store also served as the Valley’s first post office. Over the
depot’s first decades, the Goleta mail all came and went by rail. This did
not mean that the train had to stop, however. Instead, a post was installed
adjacent to the track, with an arm to which the out-going mail bag was
suspended. A crew member on the moving train would grab the sack as the
train passed by and then toss the bag of incoming mail to the ground.
During the first decades of the 20th century, frequent shipments of automobiles, tractors and other heavy farm machinery were off-loaded onto
the freight platform. Imagine what it would have been like to be a Goleta
youngster then, sitting barefoot on the dock, watching the long-distance
passengers speed by, and waiting to see what new wonders the long
freights and mixed trains would bring to town.
Goods waiting to be shipped or received were stored temporarily in the
Freight Room or Baggage Room.
The latter also had a place for lost
luggage and trunks. Most of this
stored cargo was inanimate and
noiseless, but not all. Ida Mae
Brown, wife of Goleta agent Harry Brown, used to complain of
one frequent freight-room shipment that kept the family awake
long into the night with an incessant clicking noise — live
lobsters from coastal waters on
their way to fine city restaurants.
Cattle were shipped in frequently by rail when Goleta had
a slaughterhouse, home of the
Santa Barbara Packing Co., on
property where the municipal
airport was later built. Historian
Walker A. Tompkins noted that
pilots of early-day aircraft used
to know they were over the Goleta landing strip on low-visibility days by the pungent odors of
the stockyard and butchery ris-
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Lima bean and walnut houses could still
be seen behind Goleta Depot in 1962.

ing through the mist.
The stock were held in large pens near the depot, until
they were taken in grand drives, first down Depot Road,
later named Kellogg Avenue, then west on Hollister Avenue
to the slaughterhouse. Several young residents of the era remembered watching the dusty spectacle from the safety of a
strategically situated tree.
When Goleta families ordered special purebred dogs, or
when local farmers received shipments of baby chicks or
seed, these also typically came in by rail.
The railroad was essential in transporting the Goleta
Valley’s agricultural produce to outside markets. One of the
first records of this use is found in a story in the Oct. 30,
1901 edition of the Santa Barbara Morning Press, which also
reminds us how important it was for the Kelloggs to have
the depot near to the family’s lands.
The article reports that 14 railroad cars of walnuts had
already been shipped that harvest season by the Santa Barbara County Walnut Grower’s Association. The shipments
all came out of Frank Kellogg’s “works,” the first packing
house, located southeast of the intersection of Hollister Avenue and Ward Drive.
In 1913, the walnut association built a warehouse just a block south of
the depot. The lima bean growers, who had formed “The Goleta Farmers,
Incorporated,” constructed their own warehouse next door.[36]
Southern Pacific created quite a local stir when it announced that it
would not be able to install a spur to the packing houses because the required curve from the mainline was too sharp.[37] The railroad would need
to have more land to the west and south of the depot parcel. This outraged
the growers’ cooperatives, who had built the warehouses on the promise
[36] The buildings and other facilities described in these paragraphs can be seen on the map referenced
on page 37.
[37]Santa Barbara Morning Press, Nov. 9, 1913.
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that the spur would be built. As S.P. probably anticipated all along, a local
farmer, David Culver, who was also foreman of the More Ranch for many
years, sold a portion of his land to the railroad so that the walnut and lima
bean growers wouldn’t be left high and dry. Although the “walnut spur”
left the mainline some distance west of the depot, the Goleta stationmaster
acted as the railroad’s agent for shipments from the two facilities.
Young Clinton Kramer worked at the walnut house for a time. Years
later, in a 1983 interview, Kramer recalled that he would sometimes take a
capful of walnuts to the engineers that worked the Goleta yard to exchange
for a switch-engine ride. Kramer spent a lot of time in and around the depot
back in the 1910s and ‘20s. He kept in good favor with the station agent by
shooting rats in the Freight Room.
During the depot restoration efforts of the early 1980s, many of the wall
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Communications and other equipment attest to Freight Office’s “action center” role.
interiors were opened, revealing the prolific activities of the rats and their
rodent cousin, the fieldmouse. The work exposed thousands of broken
walnut shells in every conceivable nook and cranny, along with the nests
and other remains of the resourceful depot occupants who had purloined
the tasty nuts from shipments waiting in the Freight Room.
The walnut and lima bean warehouse buildings were both destroyed in
1966 by a huge fire. Only a miracle saved the depot from being engulfed in
the blaze. The searing heat scorched and peeled the paint across much of
the south side of the stationhouse.
The Kellogg family’s Goleta Dairy remained in operation until 1907,
when the herd was sold by Frank Kellogg’s son, Elmer, to Milo M. Potter,
founder of the elegant Santa Barbara seaside resort, the Potter Hotel. The
herd was used to establish a new dairy, with Elmer Kellogg as manager, on
Potter’s Goleta Valley holding. The “Potter Farm” supplied the hotel with
meat, poultry, vegetables and dairy products. Many of these perishables
were shipped to Santa Barbara by way of the railroad through its Goleta
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End view shows how depot looked in 1950s.
agency.
The Potter Farm was sold in 1920, but the dairy remained in service for
many years under Oakey and Bonetti, again carrying the “Goleta Dairy”
name. Evelyn Begg Durham recalled seeing five-gallon milk cans, apparently bound for hotels in the city, standing on the loading platform of the
depot back in the late 1920s.
The importance of walnuts and lima beans in Valley agriculture gradually declined. Even so, as late as 1933, more than 50 carloads of diamondbrand quality walnuts were shipped out of Goleta. At that time the packing
plant in Goleta employed about 50 women and 10 men during the packing
season.
As walnut and lima bean production slowed, other local crops gained
prominence. Chief among these were lemons, avocados and tomatoes. Rail
service was particularly important to the Valley’s burgeoning lemon and
tomato industries. In 1936, the Goleta Lemon Association built its massive
packing plant on La Patera Lane beside the track about a mile west of the
Goleta station.
The metal shed added in the 1930s to the east end of the depot was used
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A metal shed was attached to the east end of the depot for vegetable-packing operations.
initially as a packing plant for winter peas. In the fall of 1942, following her
high school graduation, Maxine Langlo worked there sorting and packing
tomatoes.[38] About 1946, the packing operation was taken over by Deardorff Jackson, which continued to run its Goleta operation from this site
until the early 1960s.
The Romer Box Co., which supplied cartons for the packing operation,
also had a presence in the metal addition to Goleta Depot during these later
years. In the 1960s, Ralph Hughes conducted his fertilizer and insecticide
business, later to become Coastal AgChem, from this location.
In the late ‘50s and ‘60s, a number of events took place that were to have
a major impact on Goleta and on the role that the depot would play in the
Valley’s future. These included the completion of Cachuma Dam and Tecolote Tunnel, the establishment of the University of California campus on
Goleta Point, and the development of Goleta as a major industrial research
center. Almost overnight, the resulting settlement boom transformed the
small agricultural community into a populous suburban area.
The makeover from agriculture to construction and growth was marked
by the appearance of many building-related businesses in the Goleta Valley. The importance of the railroad in this transformation is evident from
the placement of these new companies adjacent to the railroad mainline
and from the many rail spurs built to serve them.
[38] Maxine Langlo, personal communication, Jan. 1986.
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Local out of Oxnard switching at Goleta Depot in early 1970s.
Charles Lange photograph.
During this period, rail shipments into Goleta were dominated by building materials. For the first time, incoming shipments handled through the
depot began to exceed Valley exports.
The transition was further underscored by the arrival of Ontario Building Material Co., which became a tenant in the attached shed in 1960. The
company eventually came to occupy the entire facility, supplanting the earTrainloads of lemons were shipped from this old plant.
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lier farm- and ranch-oriented businesses.
In another sign of the times, in May 1960 the county Board of Supervisors approved an extension across Kellogg Avenue of the Goleta Depot
house track. This gave the Southern Pacific Milling Co., an S.P. holding, a
spur to its new concrete batching plant.
Goleta was a small farm center in this 1949 aerial view.
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Southern Pacific Transportation Co. records for the early 1970s, the final
years of the depot’s service, list cement (to S.P. Milling and Con-Rock),
plaster (for Ontario Building Material Co.), lumber (County Lumber Co.),
appliances (Sears Roebuck and Goleta Maytag), furniture (Weatherby’s),
paper (Data Communication) and beer (Santa Barbara Distributors) as the
principal incoming commodities and their consignees. Most of these companies were served directly by rail, with spurs from the mainline running
straight to their facilities.
When the depot was inspected years
later, a shipping claim form was found
amidst the clutter on the abandoned
Freight Office floor. Dated March 3,
1965, the claim made reference to damaged sheets of construction wallboard
sent by the American Gypsum Co. to
Ventura County Supply, Inc. which
had a Goleta office. Signing the form on
behalf of the railroad was Al Singleton,
the last full-service agent at Goleta and
the last to call the upstairs apartment
his home.
Singleton recalled one of the more
exciting and dangerous shipments
during that hectic period. In the late
1950s, when offshore petroleum exploration in the Santa Barbara Channel
was getting underway, the oil companies were using black powder for underwater blasting in their search for
the elusive “black gold.” On one memorable occasion, Goleta Depot handled
more than two dozen carloads of the
deadly explosive.
It is noteworthy as a historical sidelight that Goleta Depot had almost
been involved in the shipping of at
least one important construction ma-
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Long S.P. freight passes through Goleta during the 1960s.
terial from its beginning. The Alcatraz Asphaltum Corp. was an important
supplier of asphalt during the early days of American road construction.
At its peak, production at the mine reached some 60 tons of asphaltum
per day, and the mine employed 50 men. The asphalt was hauled by wagon
to the depots on the old branch railway, then shipped via rail to such faraway places as New Orleans. The operation was shut down in 1898, however, just three years before the new Goleta Depot was opened, because
the mining company found it more profitable to extract the raw asphaltum
from surface pits on the Sisquoc Ranch, according to historian Walker A.
Tompkins.[39]
In the late 1960s, Al Singleton reported that the Goleta agency still handled some 150 carloads of freight per month. While construction materials
dominated railroad arrivals to the Valley over the last 15 years of the depot’s
service, shipments leaving the Valley consisted largely of lemons. Bills of
lading found at the depot in the early 1980s date back to the late 1960s and
early 1970s and deal almost exclusively with lemons being sent from the association warehouse next to La Patera siding.
[39] Tompkins (1966, 223)
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Passenger Travel
Goleta was a small community, located only a few miles from the city of
Santa Barbara. For those reasons, Goleta Depot never became important for
long-distance train travel.
Goleta Depot did, however, stand witness to some of the most famous
and beautiful passenger trains in the history of locomotion. Among these,
the Lark, the Starlight, and especially the Coast Daylight are affectionately remembered by Valley residents of the era.
The first regular passenger service between Los Angeles and San Francisco along the newly-completed coastal route was provided by the Coast
Line Limited, a daytime coach train that was later renamed the Coaster. The
Coast Line Limited was soon joined by the Sunset Limited, which continued on
from Los Angeles to New Orleans by way of SP’s Sunset Route.[40]
Passenger rail service on the coast was eagerly welcomed by the traveling public. More trains were soon placed on the schedule. The Shore Line
Limited was added in 1906, the Lark in 1910. By 1916, there were ten long[40] Signor 1994, p. 49

Moving on house track adjacent to depot meant this train was doing Goleta business.
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During its national tour, the American Freedom Train, powered by S.P. Engine 4449,
gives Goleta Depot a Bicentennial salute.
distance passenger trains operating on the Coast Line. [41]
To passengers on most of these trains, however, Goleta Depot was little
more than a Colonial Yellow blur, as they hurtled past toward their next
regular stop — Santa Barbara for southbound trains, San Luis Obispo for
trains going north. In 1917, for example, the Goleta station was a regular
stop for only one of the seven passenger trains that stopped twice daily
at Santa Barbara. This was Train 17, the Seashore Express, which made 20
scheduled stops over the stretch from Goleta to San Jose alone, including
stops at Naples (only eight miles west of Goleta), Gaviota, Lompoc Junction (Surf) and Guadalupe.
The Seashore Express would also make unscheduled flag stops to pick up
or drop off passengers at places such as Ellwood, Carpinteria, Concepcion
and Casmalia. On the southbound version of this train, Goleta, too, was
only a flag stop.
[41] Signor 1994, p. 50.
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Due to the frequency of its stops, the Seashore Express took 12-1/2 overnight hours to transport Goleta passengers to San Francisco, averaging under 30 miles an hour. The trip to Los Angeles from Goleta took just under
3-1/2 hours. In sharp contrast, persons boarding the Lark or other fast trains
at Santa Barbara could reduce the San Francisco travel time by two hours
or more.
In 1958, the Lark was making the 360-mile run from San Francisco to
Santa Barbara in nine hours. The Coast Daylight took just 7-1/2 hours to cover the same distance.[42]
In the early decades of the 20th century, of course, even the slowest of
these travel times must have seemed like light speed when compared to the
alternatives offered by horse and buggy, coastal steamship, or even automobile, given the wretched condition of California’s roads at the time.
[42] This Coast Daylight time is about an hour better than it takes Amtrak’s Coast Starlight to cover roughly
the same span (Oakland to Santa Barbara) a half-century later.

In the late 1960s, Engine 6451 pulls Train 99, the northbound S.P. Coast Daylight, on its
way to San Francisco. Charles Lange photograph.
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For the added comfort of Southern Pacific’s passengers, the Seashore Express was equipped with a full dining car. Or, boxed lunches could be purchased on board for 30 cents.
It wasn’t long before there were no passenger trains making regular
stops at Goleta. The station remained a flag stop into the 1960s, however,
on the schedules of the slow-moving “locals,” of which the Seashore Express
was an early example. At the end of World War II, ticket holders could
board or detrain at Goleta on the northbound San Francisco Passenger and the
southbound Los Angeles Passenger.
Surprisingly, one of the most significant events in the history of the depot involved one of the lightning-fast passenger expresses that did not stop
at Goleta. This took place March 21, 1937, when the Southern Pacific introduced new streamlined equipment on the Coast Daylight run. The new train
used the powerful GS-4 steam locomotive, made famous near the close of
the 20th century by its last surviving example, Engine 4449, which pulled
the American Bicentennial Freedom Train. The new motive power cut 75 minutes off of the old 12-hour Daylight schedule between San Francisco and Los
Early Amtrak trains were composed of “heritage” equipment — locomotives and passenger
cars inherited from the commercial railroads as in this 1973 photo by Charles Lange of the
northbound Coast Starlight.
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Waiting for the
train at Naples.
Angeles and its inaugural run was a momentous event along the Coast Line.
Columbia Broadcasting (later CBS) made a special on-the-spot newscast
of the event over its Pacific network and Goleta Depot was selected as the
reporting site. A Santa Barbara Morning Press announcement of the coming
event, “Goleta ‘Mike’ To Give News of New Train,” noted:
Gary Breckner, announcer and commentator, at a KNX microphone
in Goleta, will give interesting sidelights on the streamliner’s trip, its
construction and speed. Before the train races through Goleta a railroad “Mike” will pick up the vibrations in the distance, and as the
Daylight speeds by the microphone, Breckner will describe his and
the crowd’s impressions of the train in action.

Like most railroads, S.P. was very particular about its schedule of regular and flag stops. In the late 1920s, Harold Love was returning from a trip
to San Francisco. He found himself on one of the trains that stopped in
Santa Barbara, but not Goleta. As the train entered the Goleta area, how-
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Daylight Engine 4449 passes a closed Goleta Depot, May 13, 1981.
ever, Love noticed that the train had slowed considerably, so he decided to
ask the conductor if it could stop for him, since he lived only a block from
the depot. The conductor replied that he could get off here, but only if he
was a good jumper, because the train did not stop, regularly or irregularly,
at Goleta.
Love took the chance, executing a successful jump. Risking life and limb,
Harold had saved himself several hours and redundant miles of extra travel.
I can’t tell you how many times I’ve wished that Amtrak’s Coast Starlight
stopped in Goleta, but I can’t imagine what it would take to convince me
to follow Harold Love’s perilous example!
Marion Fast Sepulveda, a member of the Kellogg family, tells a charming
story about an accidental flag stop at Goleta in which she was involved. It
was Halloween night and she had been trick-or-treating north of the tracks,
accompanied by her mother and her cousin, Dorothy DeMater. As they approached the depot on their return home, a train was approaching, so the
girls waved their Jack O’Lanterns in greeting to the locomotive engineer.
Thinking that his train was being flagged down for reasons of safety,
the engineer threw on the brakes, bringing the train to a grinding halt. At
first, the girls were delighted by the effect, but when they saw anger on the
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engineer’s face the trio took off for home, with mom leading the way, as fast
as their legs would carry them.
Three of the Coast Line’s earliest passengers were also among its more
notable ones. The first of these was John H. Williams, the founder of Naples
by the Sea, the planned seaside resort subdivision whose success depended
on the completion of the coast route. When construction was halted at Ellwood in 1887, the tracks were a mere four miles from Naples, but it might
as well have been a thousand miles for all the good it did to help Williams
achieve his dream.
When he died in 1895, six years before the Coast Line opening, Williams’ wish to make a triumphant trip aboard the first train into Santa Barbara seemed to have perished with him. But his wife, Alice Williams, was
nothing if not resourceful. As Walker A. Tompkins describes in Goleta: The
Good Land:[43]
When the first southbound passenger train appeared, it was flagged
down at Dos Pueblos for a rather macabre reason. Alice P. Williams
had arranged for six pallbearers to carry her husband’s casket from
the Naples memorial chapel to the railroad, where they loaded it
aboard a baggage car for shipment to Santa Barbara ... The next northbound train returned the coffin to Dos Pueblos and it was restored to
its crypt.[44]

According to historian David F. Myrick, one VIP on that first train from
the north was William H. Crocker, founder of Crocker National Bank and
son of Central Pacific Railroad co-founder Charles Crocker. Upon reaching
Santa Barbara, William Crocker and his family “quietly left the train for an
extended stay...”[45]
Another noteworthy passenger during the first months of 1901 was
President William McKinley, who passed through on a nation-wide tour
in the second week of May. The visit was a big event for the small agricultural community of Goleta. Local residents turned out in large numbers,
cheering and waving. Joining in the merrymaking were youngsters Ruth
and Mildred Culver. Like so many others, they had taken part in a similar
celebration only a few weeks earlier when the first train on the newly com[43] Tompkins (1966, p. 239) incorrectly places this first train on April 3, 1901. It is not clear whether
Williams body was transported on the first southbound train on March 31, or one three days later, on
April 3.
[44] Tompkins 1966, p. 239.
[45] Myrick 1987, p. 57.
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pleted line passed through town.[46]
Like the journey of John Williams, the McKinley visit was associated
with death. Less than four months after the President’s California trip, his
life was cut short by an assassin’s bullet in Buffalo, New York.
While Goleta Depot served as the starting point for few long-distance
trips, it was more important for shorter ones, particularly into the city of
Santa Barbara. For many years, the cost of this trip remained at a modest 25
cents and an interesting story, again involving Harold Love, concerns this
fare.
As George Love tells the tale, his father first arrived in Santa Barbara
from the East, as a teenager, in about 1914. Young Harold was looking for
work and had only a quarter left in his pocket. He soon realized that he
had but two options: To stay in Santa Barbara and buy something to eat, or
spend the two bits on the train to Goleta.
After some deliberation he concluded, much to the delight of future generations of the Love family, that it would be better to be hungry in Goleta
than full in Santa Barbara. Harold apparently found that he had made the
[46] Ruth Culver Hammond, personal communication with Phyllis J. Olsen.

At Gaviota depot, eastbound local (with caboose visible) waits on house track, while Coast
Daylight passes on mainline. Gaviota agent (man with light-colored shirt in front of Waiting
Room) “rolls the train,” looking for hot boxes and other hazards.
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President McKinley’s train at Santa Barbara, May 10, 1901.
right decision: he found the land and its people to his liking, settled down,
and became patriarch of one of the Valley’s early families.[47]
Since Goleta did not have a secondary school until San Marcos High
School opened its doors in 1959, Valley students had to travel into Santa
Barbara. This wasn’t an inconsequential trip, especially in the days before
roads were paved with concrete in the 1920s.
Many students made this trip by train, going into town on Sunday night
and staying in a rented apartment or room until the school week was concluded. Before the inauguration of bus service connecting the Goleta area
with downtown Santa Barbara, the local train also served many Valley residents making day-long shopping excursions into the city.
The short stretch between Goleta and Santa Barbara was also used by
many people over the years as a simple and inexpensive way of experiencing the joy and adventure of rail travel. Countless elementary school field
trips, for both Santa Barbara and Goleta youngsters, centered around this
brief but exhilarating eight-mile run.
One such excursion was taken by Evelyn Begg back in the late 1920s.
Leaving Goleta Depot in the morning and returning in the afternoon, the
Goleta Union School outing was an “all-day process,” involving brown bag
lunches and much planning, even though the boys and girls never left Santa
[47] George Hammond, personal communication with Phyllis J. Olsen.
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A young Charles Lange took this 1972 photo in Goleta Depot’s Freight Office showing the
operator (center) and two of Lange’s friends, Lou Mandeville (left), whose father was a Santa
Barbara ticket agent for S.P. and later Amtrak, and Steve Arbuckle (right), who hung around
the station a lot, then had a career as an S.P. dispatcher. (See other photos by Charles Lange).

Barbara station until it was time to return.[48]
Before World War II, tickets could be purchased at Goleta Depot
through the window connecting the Freight Office and Waiting Room. In
later years, the lack of passenger business caused the Waiting Room to be
closed. Then, ticket business was conducted across the express counter in
the station master’s office. The Santa Barbara County Walnut Grower’s
Association eventually leased the Waiting Room from the railroad for office use, beginning in 1963.
By the early 1960s, passengers boarding at Goleta had to obtain their
tickets in Santa Barbara. The only passenger service was provided by the
mail or “milk trains,” six- to 14-car local freight trains pulling mail and Railway Express cars, which also hauled a passenger coach. At that time, flagging the train involved standing near the tracks and waving a newspaper,
or flailing one’s arms about, as the slow-moving train approached.
[48] Evelyn Begg Durham, personal communication.
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Isla Vista Elementary School teacher Bobbi Piatt recalls a March 5, 1961
railroad outing with her second-grade class:
The train trip was fun — It was in an “old passenger” car. We got on
the train in Goleta and off in Santa Barbara (ate lunch under the Moreton Bay Fig tree) and rode the school bus back to Isla Vista School.[49]

You can read some of the childrens’ reactions to that trip, and see one of the
tickets, by following this link. The one-way rail fare was 15 cents.
During the 1957-1958 school year, Goleta Union School teacher Kathleen
Miller led her third-grade class on a similar one-way ride from Goleta to
Santa Barbara. The trip was in keeping with the current third-grade socialstudies curriculum focus on transportation.
The class walked down Kellogg Avenue to Goleta Depot, which had
been recently repainted, Miller recalls. There was great excitement, especially when off in the distance, at last, the train whistle was heard. Upon
boarding, the group saw that among the other passengers were a few servicemen. While en route to Santa Barbara, the train started to slow down,
prompting one of her students to joke, “Hey Mrs. Miller, are we running
out of gas?” This brought a lot of smiles and chuckles, especially from the
men in uniform.
When they arrived at the Santa Barbara station, the school bus was there
to bring them back. The train ride remained a principal topic of conversation on the bus ride and for the next few days. Kathleen recounts that “I
fondly think of this event whenever my family and I go to the South Coast
Railroad Museum.”[50]
[49] Jan. 18, 1988 letter from Bobbi Piatt to the author.
[50] Email of Aug. 10, 2009 from Kathleen Miller to the author.

Goleta teacher Kathleen Miller (center) took her class on a train ride to Santa Barbara.
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In the summer of 1960, members of the Willis family, who had their
home on Valdez Avenue, flagged the train in Goleta, making the short run
into Santa Barbara. The foursome who made the trip included Tom Willis,
who snapped the accompanying shot, and daughters Holly (center), age
eight, and seven-year-old twins, Hope (left) and Dawn.
The travelers would be picked up in Santa Barbara by wife and mom,
Eileen, who drove the family car there accompanied by one-year-old Glee.
Although she didn’t make the train trip herself, little Glee, who recounted
the experience for this book, did play an indispensable role in the undertaking: One of her diapers was used to flag the approaching train. Tom later
explained to his daughter that her diaper was used, rather than a “little
hankie,” because he wanted to make sure the crew would have no excuse
for missing their flagging signal.
He said that he really had to muster some courage to have his daughters

Willis girls get ready for a train trip.
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flag the train because he was expecting an unhappy crew, miffed at having to make an extra stop. To the contrary, the crew seemed delighted to
welcome aboard a “cute little family” whose members were “in the know”
about what it took to stop a train.[51]

A Social Center and Gathering Place
While Goleta Depot was a practical, commercial gateway for the flow
of passengers and commodities, it also touched the hearts and minds of the
people of Goleta. The stationhouse grew and prospered at the very center
of community life.
If Sexton Hall was the official and formal social center of the Goleta area,
then the depot was the unofficial and informal one. The railroad station
was the place where so many of the simple, everyday interpersonal events
that made the Goleta Valley a community occurred. As one early resident
put it, “the depot and Sexton Hall were the social life of Goleta.”[52]
On summer evenings the farmers in the neighborhood would gather at
the depot to swap tales and recount the events of the day. One of the livelier
wits at these frequent bull sessions was Leo Carrillo, who later became a
[51] Email communications from Glee Willis to the author, Nov.-Dec. 2013
[52] Frances Brown Rodrique, personal communication. (perhaps based on information from her
parents).

Teddy Roosevelt’s 1903 visit to Surf drew a big crowd.
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famous entertainer and motion picture
and TV star.
Young Leo worked as a stake boy for
Southern Pacific during the closing of
the Gap. His brother, Jack, was the engineer in charge of construction between
Ellwood and Gaviota.[53] One of the Goleta Valley’s foremost citizens, Judge
W.T. Lillard, also worked as a “Gandy
Dancer” (that is, a track worker), as a
teenager during this period.
The depot was also a place for young
lovers. The station played a central role,
for example, in one of Goleta’s most romantic stories. Like a retelling of Romeo
And Juliet, a young couple found themselves hopelessly in love, but the girl’s
parents didn’t approve of the boy and
forbade their daughter to ever see him
Ida Mae Moody
again.
The wife of the stationmaster, whose
name must also remain untold lest the identity of the couple becomes
known, was the friend and confidante of the girl. This good-hearted woman, seeing the pain in her young companion and knowing true love when
she saw it, permitted the pair to meet secretly at the depot.
The relationship blossomed there and a proposal of marriage was soon
made and accepted. The story ends happily, for the couple were to live a
contented life together, in a union that was always to retain much of its
early passion.
Barbara MacLean remembers that her father and mother, Ernest Sexton and the former Ester Moody, first met at the depot. Young Ester was
in town to visit her sister, Ida Mae Moody Brown, wife of W.H. (Harry)
Brown, an early stationmaster.
Ernest, ninth child of the famous Goleta horticulturalist, Joseph Sexton,
became a well-known nurseryman in his own right. He planted the palm
trees along Modoc Road, in the Santa Barbara Mission patio and along Ca[53] Tompkins 1966, p. 236.
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brillo Boulevard at West Beach.
The Sexton patriarch himself was
also a common sight at the depot. Joe
Sexton greatly loved children and often
visited Ida Mae Brown and her toddling
daughter, Frances.
Margaret O’Rourke, daughter of
Agent Ralph Cookson, recalls one of the
many advantages of living in a depot as
a teenager. Whenever she found herself coming home late from a date, and
wishing to avoid parental interrogation,
she could simply wait for the next train
to pass. Its noise would kindly mask
her footfalls as she stole up the hollow
wooden stairs to the safety of her room.
More than anything else, the depot
was the domain of the children of the
community and much of what can be
W. H. Brown
set down about the depot comes from
the childhood remembrances of the men
and women of contemporary Goleta. These fond recollections are found
scattered throughout this volume.
To a large extent, the role that the depot played in Goleta’s social life
was a function of the unique job that the stationmaster held in the community. Running a local agency was one of the most desirable positions on
the line, in part because it came with its own living quarters. Only a man
with a great deal of seniority could ever hope to earn one of these positions.
Among these, the agency at Goleta was said to be the plum of the Coast Division. For many of the agents stationed at Goleta, this was their last post
before retiring from the railroad.
The stationmaster was a jack of many trades, including freight handling,
ticket selling, clerking, accounting and telegraphy. He was thus both blueand white-collar worker, one of the few of the latter in town during Goleta’s agricultural days. The 1947 Southern Pacific quasi-documentary film,
This Is My Railroad, describes the agent’s multifaceted job this way:
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There is more to railroading than just running trains around. Behind
the train crews stand the yard men, shop men, and many others. In
front of them there are others still – the “front men” of the railroad:
red caps, baggage clerks, ticket clerks, for instance.
In the larger cities, such jobs are performed by many people, each
a specialist in his own line. In the smaller town, however, one man
alone must do the many jobs: the station agent – the man who keeps
the railroad humming, and who keeps it human.

The agent served both the railroad and the town, functioning as a gatekeeper between the local residents, the railroad and the world beyond. This
Is My Railroad ascribes the following sentiments to the small-town agent:
“Well, as I see it, my job is to help both the railroad and the town. I’m
the one man on the railroad who knows most about this town. And

Frances Brown
Daughter of Agent Harry Brown in the earliest known photo of Goleta Depot,
taken in 1903. The section foreman’s house and water tower are in rear.
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I’m the one man in this town who knows most about the railroad.”

The station agent’s most important task was the issuing of train orders.
In this capacity he functioned as the “eyes and ears of the train dispatcher,”
as Agent Frank Vasquez liked to say.[54] This was crucial to railroad safety.
When it was necessary to transmit written orders, or instructions, to a
moving train, the dispatcher would contact the local agent, by telegraph in
the early days and later by telephone. The agent would copy the orders onto

Click on the photo to watch a video clip
from the 1947 Southern Pacific film, “This
Is My Railroad,” which illustrates the job
of the country-depot agent.

paper forms, called “order sheets,” and deliver them when the train in question arrived. If the train needed to stop, the orders could be handed directly
to the engineer or conductor. Or, orders could be passed to crew members
on a moving train by means of a long, curved bamboo pole to which the
orders were attached with a clothespin.
The train was then cleared or “OSed” (a reference to the Order Sheets) by
the agent, who completed the process by reporting back to the dispatcher
of the train’s passing. Beginning in the 1980s, the train dispatcher was able
to accomplish all of these tasks alone, with the aid of electronic signaling
and tracking equipment.
The agents of many one-man stations were on call 24 hours a day. It
was not unusual for these agents to be awakened from a deep sleep by the
nagging ring of the dispatcher’s telephone. For much of its history, Goleta
Depot also had “operators” who worked nighttime shifts (second or third
“tricks”) to relieve the agent.
The telephone and telegraph systems that linked the stations along the
Coast Route were a great personal boon to the agents. With these the station men could communicate with one another without charge. This often
[54] Agent Frank Vasquez, personal communication.
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spawned great friendships between stationmasters and their families in
spite of the long distances that often separated them.
The stationmasters and relief operators were held in great awe and esteem by the local boys. This was due in no small degree to the agent’s incredible dexterity with the wondrous telegraph. George Love recalls his
amazement with John Kenady, agent during the 1930s, who could carry on
a conversation with visiting youngsters while at the same time decoding
company messages arriving via the clicking of the telegraph sounder.
The agent was a local superstar for other reasons. Trains were powerful,
monstrous, magnificent machines. Some sped past at breakneck speeds.
Other trains stopped here — to disgorge marvelous things or interesting
people. Over all of this, the agent — and no one else in Goleta — possessed
a mastery that could not be denied.
The Goleta stationmasters and their approximate dates of service were:
A. Rasmussen (1901-1902)
A. Keller (1902-1903)
W.H. (Harry) Brown (1903-1906)
J.T. Burnett (1906-1907)
Edward C. Hazard (1907-1931)
John H. Kenady (1931-1947)
Ralph Cookson (1947-1952)
Lou Cady (1952-1956)
A.G. (Al) Singleton (1956-1970)
Frank H. Vasquez (1970-1973)
The personality and lifestyle of the individual stationmasters also helped
to determine the depot’s role in community affairs during the tenures of
each. Writing in 1945, Jim Smith said of stationmaster John Kenady:
We often think of different men who have helped to make our little
community of Goleta an easier place to get along in. One of the most
outstanding of these is our good friend J.H. Kenady, station agent for
the Southern Pacific Railroad Co. Whenever you go over to the depot,
he greets you with a pleasant hello and a smile – something that a
person does not expect to get at a lot of public places these days.

In contrast, some of the other agents were less receptive to visitors and
lived more secluded lives. While several agent families did much entertain-
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Margaret Cookson
ing in the upstairs apartment, for others it remained a more private place.
Harry Brown is remembered for a horse that he entered in local races.
One such race, which took place near where the airport was later built, is
memorable not for its outcome, which has long since been forgotten, but
because of other consequences.
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Although Stationmaster Brown was in attendance, he was officially on
duty at the depot at post time. So, when an unexpected train arrived, the
Goleta Valley was subjected to a long bombasting by the locomotive’s shrill
steam whistle, until Brown, driving his horse cart at full speed back to the
depot, was able to give the engineer the signal to proceed.
Brown, who later became a prosperous marine shipper in the San Francisco Bay area, was a noted telegrapher, teaching the trade to Reginald
Simpson, son of one of Goleta’s pioneer Scottish-American families. He had
also urged young Horace Sexton to become an apprentice “brass pounder.”
There were five kids in Edward Hazard’s family: Earl, Percy, Perry, Nola,
and Nettie. Ruth Culver’s first date was with young Perry, who took her to
a “home talent show” at Sexton Hall.
Mrs. Hazard was an excellent seamstress. She often invited Ruth and
sister Mildred upstairs to show off the new clothes that she had made for
Nola and Nettie.
Nola played the piano, her father the violin. Together with Joe Langman,
who also played the violin, they formed a trio that entertained at many Goleta affairs.
Stationmaster Kenady is also remembered for the beautiful Star touring
car that he owned and for his huge dog “Buddy,” the Star’s faithful passenger. Mrs. Kenady was an accomplished pianist, painter and needleworker,
and possessed a lovely singing voice.
Al Singleton was Goleta Depot’s last full-service agent and the last to
occupy the second-story apartment. Although a quiet and solitary man to
many, Singleton could share stories and experiences for hours on end from
his many years with the railroad.
Few Valley people got to know either Lou Cady or Frank Vasquez, because their tenures at Goleta were relatively short ones. Cady was agent at
the Lompoc depot before transferring to Goleta. He retired shortly thereafter. We know he had a son, Lou Cady Jr., and heard a story that he had
some sort of large cat, a bobcat, perhaps, that stayed in the Freight Office.
Vasquez, the agent in charge when the depot closed in 1973, made his home
in Santa Barbara rather than in the resident quarters. In 1982, he was still
with the S.P., running the depot at Surf. Many local railfans came to know
Frankie Vasquez quite well after his days as Goleta Depot’s last agent.
Opposite: A.G. Singleton, the last agent to live in Goleta Depot.
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Depot Life
Many people might think that living in a depot must be totally different
from life in a more conventional home. Those who have actually had the experience, however, tend to play down the differences. One might think, for
example, that the noise of the thundering locomotives and the din of steel
wheels on steel rails would be an incessant nuisance, but this was apparently not the case. Quite to the contrary, one former stationmaster’s wife
claimed that it was the silence caused by the train that failed to arrive on
time that was most likely to wake one from a sound sleep.
The upstairs apartment at Goleta Depot was cramped for some of the
larger resident families, but for others it must have been downright spacious. In any event, it was certainly an austere dwelling, at least in the beginning. More than one former depot resident has remarked that the apartment in a new station was little more than bare walls, floors and ceilings.
Improvements were generally made by the agent and his family, themselves. Many of these additions were often taken to the next station when
a transfer occurred. This might include such household essentials as light
fixtures, cabinetry, even the family bathtub. An agent might even tear out
improvements such as wallpaper or floor covering when neither his successor nor the company would reimburse him for them.
Agent Ralph Cookson tried to add a little color to his home at the depot
by installing linoleum with a bright blue jungle motif in one bedroom and
papering the walls in two of the other rooms. Remnants of these additions
remained when the depot restoration began in 1981.
Before hanging his wallpaper, Cookson had to cover the original walls
of tongue-and-groove redwood with gypsum board, using sheets that had
been used as packing material for fragile shipments unloaded at Goleta station. His technique proved less than ideal, however, for when trains passed
by, the vibrations caused the paper to rip wherever two of the underlying
boards came together. Margaret O’Rourke, Cookson’s daughter, explains
that this was how she first learned the art of wallpapering: “One person
takes the top, another takes the bottom, and then you swear at each other,”
she joked.
Other steps were taken to enliven the depot apartments. Home libraries were often extensive and some families had pianos. Because of the narrow staircase and the sharp 90-degree landing-less turn that it takes half
way to the top, it was quite an ordeal to get the pianos upstairs. Margaret
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Frank Vasquez in 1982, during his time at Surf station.
O’Rourke’s upright was raised by block-and-tackle and passed through
one of the bay window openings. Several of the families had flower and
vegetable gardens.
Although its appointments were simple, one could hardly ask for a more
stimulating or exciting atmosphere than the stationhouse. Mrs. O’Rourke
recalls that she was able to learn both arithmetic and spelling rather early
as a child, the first by counting the money in the office cash drawer and the
second by pecking away at her father’s typewriter.

The War Years
Railroad traffic along the Coast Route was particularly heavy during the
world wars, when frequent shipments of troops and supplies were the order of the day.
The movement of troops and materials during World War I brought
increased traffic loads to the Coast Line. This was especially true
during the period of federal control from December 28, 1917, through
March 1, 1920.[55]

During these times of world conflict, Goleta Depot was likely manned 24
hours a day, with second- and third-trick operators handling the railroad
[55] Signor 1994, p. 48.
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communications chores from the Freight Office during nighttime and early
morning hours.[56]
Valley native George Love recalls one military incident that occurred
about a year before the country entered World War II. A troop train had
pulled into the Goleta siding to engage in coastal defense exercises in the
Naples area. The forces would be using artillery pieces brought in by rail
and sidetracked in the vicinity. The train arrived before any proper facilities had been constructed, so the troops were forced to live in the railroad
cars for about a week, being more or less restricted there.
For teenager George, his brothers David and Richard, and neighbors
Walter and Alvin Anderson, this Valley deployment of troops was a godsend. The contact with the GIs was quite an experience, of course, but the
event also had a practical side, since the boys were able to pick up quite a
bit of spending money rounding up fresh fruit and other items for the soldiers, and running errands for them.
The Goleta area was especially busy with railroad activity during the
war years, with the establishment in 1942 of the U.S. Marine Corps Air
Station. This facility was located south of the railroad and west of Fairview
Avenue.
Many residents of the time recall seeing troops marching to the depot
for posting elsewhere. The first Marine unit to ship out for overseas duty
was Dive Bomber Squadron VMSB-244, which left by way of Goleta Depot
in early 1943. Members of the unit held a 40-year reunion in February 1982
at the Santa Barbara Elks Lodge 613. When they learned of the drive to save
the depot, the group decided to join in, raising over $200 by raffling off a
10-pound Hershey chocolate bar!
Walt Douglas, a Santa Barbara oldtimer, has his own story to tell about
Goleta Depot – one that takes us back to his days in the U.S. Navy during
World War II. Douglas was on a train from San Francisco to San Pedro,
where he and his fellow sailors would board a ship to return to the Philippines. It was about 2:00 or 3:00 in the morning, he recalls, when the train
made a stop at Goleta Depot. The sailors were greeted there by some local
women — from the USO, he believed — who served up doughnuts, cups
of steaming hot coffee and plenty of much-needed warmth and hospitality.
Goleta Depot has held a special place in Walt Douglas’s heart ever since.
The depot still bears one unmistakable mark from World War II. Half[56] Robert B. McNeel 1988, personal communication.
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way up the stairs to the agent’s apartment there is a small window. On
the indoors side, this window is bracketed on the left and right by a pair
of wooden guides, which were used to hold the blackout curtains close to
the window frame so that no light
would escape at night to guide the
enemy during any possible attack.

Today, wooden guides still mark where
blackout curtains once hung.
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Chapter 4.
Abandonment, Abuse and a Court Case
The end of Goleta Depot’s service as an active railroad station was not
sudden. Shipping by truck became increasingly competitive with the railroads, first for short-distance hauling, then, as the nation’s highway system
flourished after World War II, for cross-country transport. One of the local effects of the rise of roadway shipping was the closing of the Railway
Express Agency office in Goleta Depot on Jan. 17, 1961. On the same day,
REA extended its collection and delivery service by motor vehicle from its
Santa Barbara office to include Goleta.
The railroad companies sought to lessen the impact of the competition,
and take advantage of the new form of transportation, by starting their
own trucking companies. The S.P. started Pacific Motor Express and initiated its “piggy-back” service — the carrying of truck trailers on flat cars.
This expansion in the scope of their freight operations is also reflected in a
name change — from the “Southern Pacific Railroad Co.” to the “Southern
Pacific Transportation Co.”
Automobile and air travel cut deeply into the railroad’s once large piece
of the passenger-market pie. The Lark was discontinued in 1968, amidst
a great public outcry, and the last Daylight passed through in 1971, when
the nation’s ailing rail passenger services were united under the Amtrak
system.
The final run of Train 151, the last local along the Coast Route, took place
on May 20, 1965. On the 19th, a group of 35 children, parents and teachers
from Montecito Nursery School took a farewell trip, flagging the train at
Goleta station and traveling to Carpinteria. The day before, second-graders
from Adams School in Santa Barbara had made the same short journey. An
era of passenger service had come to an end.
Area train aficionados also said goodbye to local train service by taking
their own onboard pilgrimages. One of these was Goletan Eugene Allen,
who made the trip with about a half-dozen rail-fan buddies, including Angelo Ferrario, John Fitchen, Phil Goldman, Robert McNeel (who joined the
group in Oxnard) and Bill Milner.
“We had to flag the train down at Goleta Depot,” Allen recalled decades
later. Once on board, “the conductor asked where we were headed. When
we told him, Los Angeles, he said, ‘On this train!’” – in obvious reference to
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the train’s deliberate pace and the lengthy journey ahead. The request was
so unusual that the conductor didn’t have the appropriate tickets on hand,
but had to pick them up en route from the depot agent at Santa Barbara.
Along the way, the train made numerous stops to shift cars. Each time,
“we’d get off and supervise,” Allen quipped.
In Los Angeles, true to their hobby, the rail-fans rode one of the city’s
last operating streetcars and made the short trip aboard the Angels Flight
funicular railroad., before returning to Santa Barbara via Southern Pacific’s
nighttime Lark train.
Electronic signaling, followed eventually by computerization of the
Southern Pacific system, eliminated the need for numerous order-issuing
stations along the line. Beginning in the late 1950s, the S.P. began to close
its Santa Barbara County depots. Three based on the No. 22 design, the
Naples depot was closed in 1956, followed by Concepcion in the following year and Gaviota in 1962.[57] With these closures, Goleta Depot would
inherit much of the future business of these depots lying to the west along
the Santa Barbara Channel coast.
The oldest surviving depot building in the county, at Carpinteria, was
closed in 1967. All three of the No. 22 depots in Northern Santa Barbara
County were closed in the 1970s: Surf in 1972,[58] Lompoc in 1973 and Guadalupe in 1977.
At the same time, the S.P. decided to close Goleta Depot as well. Although train orders were still being issued from Goleta and the depot continued to manage freight, under Agent Frank Vasquez, the quantities involved had dropped substantially from previous highs.
In April 1972, the Southern Pacific notified the California Public Utilities Commission that it intended to terminate its agency at Goleta at the
close of business on June 2 of that year. This decision had been based on a
records check showing that the company had obtained full and clear title
to Parcel 16, the station grounds at Goleta, for the sum of $2,578.80, which
was paid to the Kellogg family in December 1900.
After the PUC notification, however, an S.P. attorney discovered that
“for unknown reasons” the 1900 judgment had been set aside shortly thereafter. Instead, the company had accepted a new deed, dated Jan. 31, 1901.
The attorney found that this revised agreement contained a restrictive condition regarding the use of two of the three juxtaposed strips of land in[57] The remote depot at Sudden had been retired in 1918 (Bender, personal communication)
[58] A one-story remnant of the building continued to be used for train orders until 1988.
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volved.
According to the second deed, the first piece of land mentioned was
granted outright to the railroad, that being the strip adjacent to the centerline of the new track, but the second and third pieces were granted conditionally. These additional tracts, which included the land on which Goleta
Depot was built, would remain in S.P. hands only so long as the railroad
maintained an operating depot there:
The conveyance of said two strips of land [together comprising 8.6
acres, more or less] ... is made upon the express condition that said
party of the second part [S.P.R.R.Co.] construct forthwith thereon...
a suitable depot building for the accommodation of freight and passengers, including in the same a suitable waiting room, freighthouse,
office, telegraph station and maintain the same with a resident agent
in charge thereof and if it at any time and whenever the said party of
the second part shall have omitted or ceased to maintain said depot
with said resident agent in charge thereof for the space of ninety days
continuously, then and in that case said two strips or tracts of land...
shall thereupon revert to said parties of the first part [the Kelloggs]
and their heirs and assigns...

Seventy years later, this revised deed was to have major short-term implications for the deactivation of Goleta station, as a Southern Pacific memorandum disclosed:
we were advised that closure of the station and removal of a resident
agent would jeopardize title to the reversionary parcel. Under the
circumstances I recommend that we postpone plans for closing the
Goleta Agency and that you rescind your letter of April 26, 1972 to the
Public Utilities Commission...
In the meantime a valuable piece of property, Parcel 16... is not available for any kind of development. I would recommend that the Real
Estate Department and the Law Department endeavor to clear title,
either through a Quiet Title action or by seeking out and negotiating
with the reversionary interests so that the Agency can be eliminated
in the near future. This valuable parcel of property would then be
available for commercial or industrial purposes (Memorandum from
S.P. Superintendent R.G. Thruston to R.L. King, May 5, 1972).

The reversionary clause in the revised deed kept Goleta Depot officially
in service for an additional 16 months, but it could not do so indefinitely.
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According to a Santa Barbara News-Press article, over the two-year period
ending July 1973, the depot handled a monthly average of 70 boxcars of
goods throughout the Valley. This was not considered to be adequate traffic to warrant an agency, however, and in August 1973 an S.P. official reported that “no further handling with shippers is necessary at Goleta.”
						925693/513-07
						
						LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
						SEPTEMBER 15, 1973
				 NOTICE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THIRTY (30) DAYS FROM THIS DATE,
SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION COMPANY WILL CLOSE ITS
AGENCY AT GOLETA.
ALL SERVICES NOW BEING AFFORDED CUSTOMERS AT GOLETA
WILL BE AVAILABLE THROUGH THE AGENCY AT SANTA BARBARA.
AGENCY WILL DISCONTINUE AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS ON
OCTOBER 15, 1973.
THIS NOTICE IS POSTED PURSUANT TO GENERAL ORDER 36-C OF
THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION, STATE OF CALIFORNIA.
			
				
R. G. THRUSTON, SUPT.
				
SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION CO.

In October 1973, S.P. work crews arrived, boarded the building’s windows and doors, and removed the train-order board and standard, office

Click on the image to view
the notice at full size.
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Stripped of identification, Goleta Depot was closed in 1973.
furniture and other company property. Although the metal shed adjoining
the depot continued to be used by Ontario Building Material Co., the landmark structure, itself, was now quiet. Goleta Depot’s many years of faithful
service to the railroad had come to an end.
Shortly after the depot closure, the Kellogg heirs began action to recover
this portion of their ancestral land. At that time there were 17 surviving
heirs of the original grantors. These were Virginia R. Smith, Dorothy I.
Smith Shoemaker and Floyd I. Smith, children of Lillie Belle Kellogg Smith;
Gordon Howerton and Helen Howerton Vodden, grandchildren of Ella
May Kellogg Baber; Eleanor Campbell Barnes and Gail Campbell Hartley,
daughters of Frances Louisa Kellogg Campbell; Norval C. Fast and Marion Fast Sepulveda, children of Angeline Josephine Kellogg Fast; Kathryn
Kellogg Hollister and Doris Kellogg Thornburg, children of Thomas Leslie
Kellogg; Erma Kellogg and May Kellogg, daughters of William C. Kellogg;
Eugene Edward Kellogg and Marjorie Kellogg, grandchildren of William C.
Kellogg; Franklin Leslie Kellogg Jr., grandson of William C. Kellogg; and
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Alma Culver Jones, granddaughter of Rebecca Jane Kellogg Culver.
The railroad’s abandonment of Goleta Depot opened a new chapter, the
saddest chapter, in the building’s life — a period of unchecked deterioration, looting and thoughtless vandalism. Break-ins had been reported within months of the closing. Illegal activities in and around the empty building
grew. Damage included broken windows, smashed doors and walls, and
scarring by graffiti. Looters ripped light fixtures from the ceilings and brass
hardware from the doors and windows, adding to the carnage.
The building became a haven and flophouse for vagrants and transients.
In March 1980, the Santa Barbara News-Press reported that the depot had
been declared an “illegal, attractive nuisance” and “a dangerous play area
for children.” The county fire marshall asked that the building be removed.
Several fires were set in and around the depot during this period. Shocking as it may sound, the interior blazes, fueled by redwood that had been
ripped and chopped from walls and doorways, were set to provide warmth
and heat for cooking. Miraculously, the vulnerable wooden structure survived these onslaughts.
The last unofficial passenger disembarkation at Goleta Depot also took
place during the 1970s. The event signified the sad times that had befallen
the depot. In 1974, a nationwide search was under way to locate and capture suspected bank robbers Patricia Hearst, newspaper heiress, and members of the self-proclaimed Symbionese Liberation Army.

In 1977, William Cormack, M.D.,
an avid model railroader, used
a roll of film on the abandoned
building, including this snapshot,
to further his plans to build an HOscale replica of the the depot. (See
all of Dr. Cormack’s photos.)
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Jason Smith wanted to “make Goleta station nice again.”
When law enforcement officials received a tip that Patty Hearst and two
gang members had hopped a northbound freight near Rincon, a posse of
about a dozen county sheriff’s deputies was dispatched, armed with shotguns and automatic weapons, to stop the train and capture the dangerous
trio.
The train was halted at Goleta Depot. The search that ensued, however,
failed to produce Patty Hearst and her cohorts. Instead, it found 11 transients, who were removed and taken into custody for illegally riding on a
train. A group of hobos has perhaps never been arrested by a more heavily
armed brigade.
Albert and Thora St. Clair were next-door neighbors to the depot for 35
years. They watched the building decline and did what they could to save
it. When break-ins left window and door openings uncovered, Al St. Clair
would nail up new boards and re-nail them when they were torn off.
St. Clair also created the “Depot Ghost” in an effort to keep children
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Vandals wreaked havoc with Goleta Depot’s interior.
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away from the building. He warned them that if they broke
into the depot, they would be confronted by the shocking
specters of departed railroad men and passengers. When,
in spite of his cautions, some kids would steal inside, he
would sometimes fire salvos of rocks against the outside
of the building with his slingshot. This often produced the
desired effect, for the youngsters, some thinking that a malevolent spirit might be responsible, would race away in all
directions.
The court action continued through the 1970s and into
the 1980s. Earlier reports that a settlement between the
Kelloggs and the S.P. was near proved premature. In 1977,
the Southern Pacific indicated that there were tentative
plans to use the depot again, this time to house a portion of
the line’s area maintenance crew, which would be relocated
from Santa Barbara to Goleta. The proposal was never put
into effect, however, and may simply have been a ruse to
forestall the land reversion process.
In the meantime, the depot had become the focus of much
public attention. With the demolition of station buildings
at Carpinteria, Naples, Gaviota, Surf, Lompoc and Guadalupe, Goleta Depot was now the oldest surviving S.P. station building in Santa Barbara County and its significance
The Lange family posed at the depot for their Christmas card.
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as a historical landmark became widely recognized.
Local people became increasingly concerned with trying to preserve the
building for themselves and future generations. One man who probably did
the most at this time to keep Goleta Depot in the public eye was Steve Sullivan, founding president of the Goleta Valley Historical Society and Goleta
bureau chief for the Santa Barbara News-Press.
Sullivan wrote articles that kept reminding News-Press readers and the
community at large that Goleta Depot was important; that Goleta Depot
was dying. In 1976, Sullivan wrote one especially heartwarming piece in
response to a letter-to-the-editor by Valley youngster Jason Smith, with
the help of his father, Tallant Smith. The six-year-old’s letter was a plea for
someone to “make Goleta station nice again ... like new ... so people can go
in it.”
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During this period, area residents were also seeing Goleta Depot everywhere — in sketches, paintings, and other works by local artists, which
appeared in calendars, on postcards, and in other printed forms. All of these
artworks depicted the depot during its active years, reminding viewers
what Goleta Depot meant to the community and how it might again serve.
The Goleta Valley Historical Society initiated the effort to save the depot, negotiating with the S.P. about obtaining rights to the structure, and
proposing a variety of practical uses for it. Unfortunately, the pending lawsuit kept the building unavailable to the historical group. In late 1977, having been thwarted repeatedly, the society officially suspended its efforts,
citing the continuing legal dispute, its own limited financial resources, and
the heavy vandalism that had recently taken place as the reasons for its
decision.
While keeping the depot out of the historical society’s hands, the lawsuit also had one crucial, positive effect. It prevented the S.P. from tearing
down the building — something that the railroad had accomplished with
every other abandoned depot in the county.
Finally, on Oct. 15, 1981, eight years after the depot was sealed shut, a set-

Jan Bish drawing
appeared on Goleta
Lions Club newsletter
announcing 1973
Goleta Valley Night.
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Sketch by Frank H. Stevens (left) graced cover of 1976 Goleta Valley Night program.
1979 calendar featured a Lorraine Niles artwork. (See more examples)
tlement was reached between the Southern Pacific Transportation Co. and
the Kellogg Heirs Association, whereby each party would receive specified
portions of the two disputed tracts of land.
After eight years of abuse and neglect for the depot, after eight years of
frustration for a community concerned about saving the beloved building,
the judgment handed down on Superior Court case no. 124101 set into motion one of the most exciting chapters in Goleta Depot’s colorful history.
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Chapter 5.
“Save The Depot!”
In the original 1982 edition, I began this chapter with these words:
It would be very easy to end this history here, for it has moved from
days long past to modern events which, at the time of this writing in
the summer of 1982, are both current and unfinished.
Although some may argue that the effort to save Goleta Depot is
a “contemporary affair” it is also at the very heart of the depot story,
for it embodies Goleta’s bold affirmation of its own heritage. It is a
community-wide proclamation of the building’s significance and value and an attempt to keep the depot and what it symbolizes alive and
vigorous.

Now, three decades have passed and the campaign to save Goleta Depot
has earned its own place in our community history.
In late 1979, Goleta Beautiful, Inc., a volunteer community group, attempted to revitalize the save-the-depot effort, picking up where the Goleta Valley Historical Society had left off. Persons involved in those early
efforts by Goleta Beautiful included George Adams, Jay Beckerman, Charla
Dufour, Donna Simons and Jay Torrey. Simons, in particular, urged the
group to press forward.
At its November 1979 meeting Goleta Beautiful established a committee
to study the possibility of saving the landmark building, with Simons and
Torrey as its first members. By a 4-3 vote, a reluctant board also established
a bank account to accept donations in support of the cause, but agreed not
to launch a fundraising campaign at that time.
The first half of 1980 proved a difficult time to generate much enthusiasm for a depot preservation project. The building’s condition — described
as “rapidly deteriorating” in a Dec. 1, 1979 article in the Santa Barbara NewsPress — caused many to hesitate. The court fight between Southern Pacific
and the Kellogg heirs, which confounded the issue of who actually owned
Goleta Depot, seemed as if it might never end.[59]
[59] Depot Dispatch 2000, Vol. 20, No. 3, p. 5. Beginning at this point, much of the narrative that follows
derives from the 30-plus years of the Depot Dispatch newsletter which chronicled first the Goleta
Depot Project, then the railroad museum. The footnotes that appear on these pages are only a
sampling of this book’s heavy dependence on that source.
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Six months after the Goleta Depot Fund had been established at MidState Bank, the balance stood at less than $36. It was a frustrating period,
during which a number of people left Goleta Beautiful or curtailed their
active participation. But, Goleta Depot’s luck was about to change.
At the July 25, 1980 meeting, several new members were added to the
Goleta Beautiful board. Among these were local architect Raymond Baird
and myself, director of the Institute for American Research, a local nonprofit organization. Neither Ray nor I knew much about the stalled efforts
to save the beloved Goleta landmark, but that would not last for long.[60]
In August, Goleta Beautiful’s board of directors received a letter from
Gary Ricks, the attorney for the Kellogg family, which had been battling
with the S.P. over rights to the depot land. Ricks’ letter contained the information that Goleta Beautiful had been awaiting — that a resolution to
the property dispute was expected soon. At last, the depot would be available “to an organization which would preserve it as a building of historical
interest.”[61]
[60] Depot Dispatch 2000, Vol. 20, No. 3, p. 5.
[61] Depot Dispatch 1981, Vol. 1, No. 9, p. 1.

“Hang On!” says sign of Donna Simons, left, and Charla Dufour.
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The privilege of reopening the building went to the Depot Committee chairman.
Jay Torrey’s Mission Hardware supplied the bolt cutters.
A burst of activity ensued. At Goleta Beautiful’s Aug. 22 directors’ meeting, I was added to the Goleta Depot Committee — which then consisted
of George Adams and Jay Torre. Ray Baird was added shortly thereafter.
Adams, Baird and I would quickly form the nucleus of a revitalized Goleta
Depot Committee, with Adams in charge of early fundraising, Baird as pro
ject architect and the de facto general contractor, and myself as chairman.
There were long months of hard work ahead, but the timing was finally
right. An entire community would rally to the call. The dream of saving
Goleta Depot had found new life.
The goal behind the effort to save the depot, begun by the Goleta Valley
Historical Society and continued by Goleta Beautiful, had always been to
preserve the historic structure for the enjoyment of present and future generations and to serve as an enduring monument to local heritage. Understanding the depot project and how it developed, however, means knowing
not only the goals, but also the constraints under which the depot plan was
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prepared.
A number of problems confronted the preservation project from the
start. Among these, the most significant were the following:
First, a suitable piece of land had to be found. Ample water was a necessity and the parcel had to be big enough to handle the large railroad structure. This seemed an almost insurmountable task, given the mile-high real
estate prices in the Valley and the great difficulty of acquiring water for
undeveloped land.
Second, sufficient funds were needed to permit the restoration and rehabilitation of the depot structure. It had been known for several years that
the costs of relocating the building alone would exceed $20,000. Certainly
restoration costs would be in the $200,000 range. Where would this money be found at a time of high interest rates and economic recession?
Third, how would the building’s maintenance costs and other continuing expenses be paid? These would easily total many thousands of dollars
annually.
Finally, it was clear to just about everyone that time was rapidly running
out for the 80-year old building. Neglect, vandalism and the elements all
had taken their toll. The deterioration had been especially bad since 1977.
No one could doubt that the building was quickly approaching a point of
no return. Indeed, many Valley residents felt strongly that this point had
long been passed and that the situation was already hopeless.
To further evaluate the building’s condition, a delegation organized by
the Depot Committee inspected the depot in December 1980. Among those
in attendance were local representatives of the building industry, including
Ray Baird and contractor J.W. Bailey. Steve Sullivan wrote the News-Press
article covering the visit, in which the building professionals announced
that the depot was structurally sound and could still be restored. The report also warned, however, that because of the deteriorated condition of
the foundation and roof, future bad weather would result in acutely accelerating damage.
Goleta Beautiful’s Depot Committee also attacked the siting and financial questions facing them. Several alternative sites were considered as possible new homes for the building. Some members of the committee were
hopeful that the depot could be kept and restored at its original site. When
they contacted the Kellogg Heirs Association about this possibility, however, they were turned down.
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Agent’s daughter, Margaret Cookson O’Rourke, left, came out to California to lend the
project a hand. Shown here with Phyllis Olsen a few weeks before the move.
Other options that were examined included Goleta Union School District property behind the Goleta Valley Community Center; land owned
by the Elks Lodge adjacent to the lodge building on North Kellogg Avenue,
directly across U.S. 101 from the depot site; county-owned land at Stow
Grove and Los Carneros parks; and commercially available property.
Eventually the Los Carneros County Park alternative was selected, largely as a result of the responsiveness of Park Commissioner Karen Swenson
to the Depot Committee’s initial overtures. Working closely with members
of the Goleta Valley Historical Society and County Parks Dept. staff, the
Depot Committee chose a specific parcel within the park. It was on Los
Carneros Road, adjoining the historical society’s leasehold, and directly
west of the historic Stow ranch house.
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There were both advantages and disadvantages to the Los Carneros site.
It was nearly two miles from the original depot location and more than a
mile from downtown Goleta — two disadvantages. Far outweighing these,
however, was the fact that the land would be available at no cost! Having
both a county fire station and an existing county parking lot adjacent to the
property were also clearly favorable.
The proximity of the proposed site to Stow House was felt to have both
positive and negative aspects: A plus because planners believed that by
bringing the two historic landmarks together, the popularity of both would
increase; a minus because some were concerned that the depot would disrupt the ranch atmosphere of the Stow complex.[62]
At its Dec. 12 meeting, the Goleta Beautiful board approved in concept
the committee’s recommendation of the Los Carneros County Park site
west of Stow House.
There was never any specific fund-raising plan developed for the SaveThe-Depot campaign. Rather, we adopted a shotgun approach: every pos[62] It is noteworthy that this same site is one of those that had been favored by the historical society
while it had taken the lead in trying to save the depot.

The view from upstairs. Note broken kitchen window glass, southbound Amtrak train.
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sible financial source must be tapped to ensure that adequate funds would
be collected. Besides cash, any successful project would also have to rely on
contributions of materials and labor. The fund-raising effort would have its
own sub-committee.
Many different ideas had been proposed over the years for using the old
depot. These included plans to have the building serve as a youth hostel, as
the downtown Goleta bus terminal of the Metropolitan Transit District,
as permanent offices for the Goleta Valley Chamber of Commerce, as a replacement for the resident ranger’s quarters at Stow Park, and as the site of
various commercial ventures. By far the most popular of these notions was
the pipedream that the depot would “make a great restaurant” — a phrase
that seemed to echo incessantly off the Goleta foothills.
The plan that was eventually developed for the depot was based on several considerations: that the building should be actively used rather than
serve strictly as a static museum, that income should be generated from
such use, and that the building should not compete with the existing community center.
The depot plan was based on the principle of “adaptive reuse” — that all
historic structures cannot continue to serve their original function and that
many must be adapted to current needs if they are to survive.[63]
The plan called for the complete restoration of the depot exterior, following standards set forth by the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, the California Office of Historic Preservation and the Santa Barbara
County Historical Landmarks Advisory Committee, as well as the guidelines for properties on the National Register of Historic Places.
The Freight Office and Waiting Room would also be restored, according
to the plan, to their original conditions. These two rooms would comprise
the depot museum.
The Freight Office would be authentically furnished and appointed,
while the Waiting Room would function as a display area for historic railroad artifacts and other memorabilia. Goleta Beautiful would also use the
Waiting Room for its monthly meetings, and would make it available to
other community organizations for similar uses.
The Freight Room area on the first floor of the depot and the entire second floor, the former stationmaster’s apartment, would be leased to local
nonprofit organizations as permanent office space. The second floor area
[63] Depot Dispatch 1981, Vol. 1, No. 1, p. 1.
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Stephanie Coombs presents first Goleta Depot T-shirt, which asks, “Have You Hugged
Your Depot Today?” to Margaret O’Rourke.
would be restored to the maximum extent possible, using existing materials and S.P. standard colors. In the Freight Room, the adaptive-reuse plan
would require the addition of interior walls, ceilings and other alterations.
The Baggage Room would be converted to provide the building’s public
restroom facilities.
Revenues from the leases would, under the plan, entirely pay for utility
and maintenance costs as well as for continued restoration and museum
acquisitions, thus eliminating the need for a depot endowment fund or perpetual fundraising activities.
The architectural plan included the planting of a limited number of wellplaced trees and shrubs between the depot and Stow House. Most agreed
that this would eliminate any adverse impact that the railroad building
might have on the ranch atmosphere of the Stow complex.
Since the existing Goleta water moratorium precluded the possibility
of obtaining a new water hookup, the plan proposed that this scarcest
of Goleta Valley commodities would be obtained through a cooperative
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agreement between the County of Santa Barbara, the Goleta Valley Historical Society and Goleta Beautiful, whereby the three parties would share
the water available through the existing meter then serving Los Carneros
County Park.
According to the project plan, it would cost about $190,000 to move,
restore and rehabilitate the depot. The moving costs alone were estimated
to be about $27,000.
With this ambitious plan in hand, the Depot Committee members set
out to get the approvals and take the other steps needed to make the project design a reality. It was clear that a misstep at virtually any point might
seal the depot’s fate once and for all. Nevertheless, our committee undertook its tasks with energy and optimism.
The committee met with a major success early in the project campaign.
The Santa Barbara County Park Commission approved the depot plan in
concept at its January 22, 1981 meeting. Pitching the project to the park
commissioners were Raymond Baird, Phyllis Olsen and myself. Recently
added to the project steering committee, Phyllis was also my co-worker
at the Institute for American Research. By this point, she had already contributed long hours and much effort to the project over a span of several
months.
A drawing for this quilt raised money for the project
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An auction by Fairview Merchants was a lively fundraiser.
Barber Bill Shinn was the autioneer.
The project also received a huge, unexpected windfall when the Park
Commission earmarked $10,000 of its fiscal 1981-1982 capital improvements budget for Goleta Depot — money from the Santa Barbara Channel
Oil Spill Settlement Fund.[64] The depot project was financially on its feet!
Four days after the Park Commission meeting, the County Board of Supervisors followed suit, also approving in concept the depot plan.[65]
On March 22, 1981, the fund-raising drive, under the leadership of George
Adams, was initiated with an “All-Aboard Party” at the Santa Barbara Elks
Lodge.[66] This dinner-dance and musical extravaganza was to be only the
first installment in a long and varied series of fund-raising projects, which
included a drawing for a hand-made quilt and sales of railroad caps, Goleta
Depot patches, art work, bricks from the original depot foundation, even
a custom T-shirt designed by my daughter as a 4-H project! There would
be auctions and raffles, a wine and cheese party, a “surprise trip” and runs
and walk-a-thons. Merchants placed donation jars at their registers asking
[64] Depot Dispatch 1981, Vol. 1, No. 11, p. 1.
[65] Depot Dispatch 1981, Vol. 1, No. 2, p. 2.
[66] Depot Dispatch 1981, Vol. 1, No. 8, p. 2.
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Setting up for Goleta Beautiful barbecue project fundraiser on Nov. 8, 1981 were, from left,
Norma Cavaletto, Mary Erdahl, Sabra Stevens and Harriett Phillips. Just ten days later, the
depot would be moved.

patrons to “Adopt-A-Depot.”
By the end of March, the Depot Fund balance had reached only $368, but
the total had finally begun to rise after more than a year unchanged. And,
with County funds on the way, a growing list of enthusiastic volunteers
at the ready, and a receptive public that had long waited for something to
happen, Goleta Depot’s prospects were starting to brighten.
By the end of April, early funding efforts had lifted the balance in the
Depot Fund to nearly $4,800. Most of the deposits into the fund were small
— mostly contributions of about $25 — coming from supporters and wellwishers in Goleta and along the Santa Barbara South Coast.
But April also brought a demoralizing setback. At an April 28 project
meeting, committee members learned from fundraising chair George Adams that the Santa Barbara Foundation had turned down our request for
support of the Save-The-Depot drive.[67] I recall the disappointment, the
somber mood that fell over that gathering when we all learned that the
[67] Depot Dispatch 2001, Vol. 21, No. 2, p. 5.
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linchpin of local philanthropy had rejected our plea. For a few moments
there, it almost felt as if the depot project, itself, had come to an end. In
fact, several people who had helped with the early fundraising efforts quit
the project in short order. For at least some, it was in frustration over this
major rebuke.
The fund-raising drive would have other disappointments as well. Fortunately, there was a diehard core of supporters who stayed onboard. Despite the reversals, the project limped forward.
While the rejuvenated depot project began with Goleta Beautiful, interest in the campaign spread quickly. In December 1980, the Goleta Valley
Chamber of Commerce came out in support of the project and expressed
an interest in becoming one of the building’s paying tenants. Phyllis and I
made sure that the Institute for American Research became an active proponent of the project. The Goleta Valley Historical Society began to show
renewed interest in the effort.
Many other organizations joined in, and the depot project rapidly became a community-wide program. The Goleta Center 4-H Club sold hot
dogs and lemonade at several community events and the historical society
shared with the depot the proceeds from two successive June barbecues.
Local businesses conducted fundraisers of their own.
Children recycled aluminum cans, giving their earnings to the depot:
Dear Old Goleta Depot, Here is a little money to help save you. We
collected aluminum cans and recycled them. Here is the money we
earned. Sincerely, Stephen Honikman. Love, Jeanette Honikman.

Along with their note was the $3 that had been earned by the 9-year-old
boy and his 6-year-old sister, both students at Mountain View School.
In May 1981, the “Friends of Goleta Depot” was established as a means
of organizing and channeling support for the restoration effort.[68] All contributors of $10 or more ($5 for students and $25 for businesses) became
“Friends,” and received the project’s monthly newsletter, the Goleta Depot
Dispatch, which was first published by the Institute for American Research
in June 1981.
It was also planned that the names of all Depot Friends would be permanently displayed for public viewing in the eventual depot museum. In a few
short months, membership in the Friends had soared to over 300.
At the end of August 1981, a lease agreement was signed between the
[68] Depot Dispatch 1981, Vol. 1, No. 1, p. 1.
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County of Santa Barbara and Goleta
Beautiful, providing the latter with
about 1.6 acres to accommodate the depot building.[69] On Aug. 14, the County’s Dept. of Resource Management bestowed on the property its own street
address: 300 North Los Carneros Road.
It had been decided early in the
planning that the depot should not be
moved until enough money had been
raised to pay for the entire first phase
of the project. This included not only
the relocation costs, but also site work,
building stabilization and protection
from the elements, installation of utilities and restoration of the depot exteWith this document, the landmark
rior — everything needed to reopen the
building was given to Goleta Beautiful.
building.
Click on the image to see the letter of
transfer at full size.
The cost of this work had been estimated to be $89,000. Soon it became clear
that this sum would not be in hand in time
to complete a move before the oncoming winter of 1981-82. So, when the
$50,000 figure was reached in August 1981, and sufficient cash was available to pay for the relocation itself, the decision was made to commit to the
earliest possible move date. A grant of $5,000 from the Atlantic Richfield
Foundation put this first leg of the campaign over the top.[70]
Two final major obstacles to the relocation were removed in September.
On the 3rd, the Goleta Water District board approved a permit allowing
the sharing of water with Stow House, an arrangement to which the Goleta
Valley Historical Society had agreed back in February. Then, on Sept. 10,
the Kellogg Heirs Association and the Southern Pacific Transportation Co.
both signed an agreement transferring to Goleta Beautiful any rights that
either may have then had to the depot structure. In exchange, Goleta Beautiful agreed to relocate the building within a 90-day period.
The stage was set for the most dramatic step in the depot preservation
plan.
[69] Depot Dispatch 1981, Vol. 1, No. 8, p. 1.
[70] Depot Dispatch 1981, Vol. 1, No. 7, p. 1.
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Chapter 6.
The Move
The move was begun on the afternoon of Nov. 18, 1981. It followed what
seemed like endless preparations: Obtaining permits and approvals; coordination meetings between project personnel, building movers, telephone,
electric and cable TV companies, and the County Transportation Department; the trimming of both an olive tree on Kellogg Avenue and a stately
oak on Los Carneros Road; and site preparation, including grading and the
pouring of concrete footings to compensate for the presence of “expansive
soils.”[71]
Rain fell intermittently in the weeks immediately before the move and
threatened to postpone the climactic event indefinitely. But the weather
held and everything remained on schedule.
The moving crew, AA Jet Movers of Norwalk, California, arrived early
on the morning of Monday, Nov. 9, as scheduled, and immediately set to
work.[72]
[71] Depot Dispatch 1981, Vol. 1, No. 9, p. 1.
[72] Depot Dispatch 2001, Vol. 21, No. 4, p. 5.

Dave Boccali checks plans as grading of new site proceeds.
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Pouring the footings were Tony Hernandez (third from left)and his crew.
Londi Ciabattoni (at right) looks on.
Because of the depot’s great length, at 92 feet, the structure would have
to be moved in two pieces. Using a chain saw, the movers completed the
cutting of the building on their first day. One section was much larger than
its companion, 60 feet in length and weighing about 70 tons. It included
the entire second story, the Waiting Room, Freight Office, Baggage Room,
and even a portion of the freight warehouse. The second section consisted
of the remaining 32 feet of the freighthouse.
By the end of the week, both depot pieces had been lifted onto trailers
that would carry them to the building’s new home. The foundation footings that would accept the structure at the new site were also completed
at week’s end.
Over the weekend, moderately heavy rains fell. Had these come only a
few days earlier, or had the footings or the trailering operation not been
completed, a time-consuming and painstaking rescheduling of the move
sequence would have been needed. With winter coming on, the chance of
further rains would have been even greater. The project’s luck continued
Opposite: Ray Baird agonizes over problems at the new site.
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The depot is cut in two!
to hold.
The week of Nov. 16 brought many last-minute jobs. No one had remembered to pick up the building permit from the County. The majestic oak that
had blocked the route along Los Carneros Road needed a second trimming.
Stately oak on Los Carneros Road was trimmed for a second time.
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Each section was raised, then lowered onto wheel assemblies.
Further grading was requested by Harry Steuk, foreman of the moving
crew, so that the structure could be positioned more easily and safely atop
the waiting footings. Somehow everything got done and, when moving day
Mover’s actions exposed the freighthouse interior.
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In two pieces, the depot
sits on wheels, ready to go.

arrived, all was ready.
On the afternoon of
Wednesday, Nov. 18,
the first stage of the
move took place. The
two sections of the
depot were transported about two blocks
south, to a field on the
east side of South Kellogg Avenue, between Hollister Avenue and the railroad tracks. This short
move, lasting only about two hours, was performed to get the convoy safely
past a number of utility lines that crossed its path near the starting point.[73]
Many well-wishers were on hand, along with utility linemen and project
personnel. The communications media were also well-represented, for the
depot effort had received much attention, not only in the local newspapers,
but also from television and radio stations as far away as Santa Maria and
[73]Depot Dispatch 2002, Vol. 22, No. 1, p. 5.

As moving starts, the last train passes by.
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Above: Moving-day supporters Paul Heuston, Steve Sullivan, Phyllis Olsen, Gene Allen, Londi
Ciabattoni, Ray Baird and, in front, Heather and Stephanie Coombs. Below: Moving crew.
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Heading out along Kellogg Ave.
San Luis Obispo.
Just as the depot began its two-mile trek, a favorable omen was witnessed by many of those in attendance. A cricket landed on the leg of the
project architect and committeeman Ray Baird, remaining there for some
time.
A good luck sign could not have found a more receptive audience, for
there was much concern about how the old wooden structure, recently sevThe night move began on Kellogg Avenue as a crowd gathers.
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Movers encounter first power line obstacle near tracks.
ered in two, would withstand the journey to come.
The move was resumed shortly after midnight, the large section in the
lead, followed closely behind by the smaller one. Both were pulled by diesel-powered trucks and each piece was adorned with strings of red and yellow lights. These were designed for street safety, but the effect was to make
the structures look like two monstrous mobile Christmas trees.
The night move was a magical time — at once both eerie and awe-inspiring — bigger than life and oddly out of place. On that night, the depot
and its entourage held sway over Goleta’s main streets. Although most residents were sound asleep, it was easy to imagine that for this one incredible
night the attention of the entire community was riveted on the depot.
From Kellogg Avenue, the depot turned right onto Hollister Avenue. To
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Wrong-way drivers on Hollister Avenue.
avoid several lights and signs suspended over the boulevard, the convoy entered Hollister on the wrong side of the street, continuing there for several
blocks.[74]
[74] Depot Dispatch 2002, Vol. 22, No. 2, p. 5.

Strutting down Hollister.
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One of the spectators, committee member George Adams, had brought
along a tape recorder on which he played whistle and other steam-locomotive sounds as he traveled along with the procession. As he passed one
of the bars on Hollister Avenue, a late-night customer came running out,
hearing the sound and perhaps thinking that a freight had jumped track
and was about to crash into downtown Goleta.
No sooner had he gotten outside and seen the apparition before him
than he ran back inside yelling, “Train, hell! The depot’s going by!” Goleta
Depot-in-motion was surely the pink elephant to end all pink elephants.
Moments later a crowd emerged from the bar, cheering and throwing
loose change into the street. To this day, no one is sure whether the money
was meant to further the fund-raising effort or simply as a gratuity for the
entertaining street show. In any event, project committee members eagerly
gathered up the windfall.
Reaching Fairview Avenue, the depot turned north, beginning the ascent
of the freeway overpass. As the two sections crossed the overpass, powerful flashbulbs lit up the sight for passing motorists, who honked wildly in
acknowledgment. The effect was a profoundly dramatic one, as the photographs on these pages attest.
Some voiced concern about the ability of the trucks’ brakes to control
the depot’s considerable weight on the steeper parts of the overpass, not
The convoy turns north onto Fairview Avenue.
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Climbing the Fairview overcrossing.
to mention the effect of that weight on the freeway structure, itself. These
fears proved unwarranted, however, as the convoy rolled on.
At the intersection of Fairview Avenue and Calle Real, the trailer trucks
swung westward onto the latter road, beginning the longest stretch in the
miles-long course. The drivers pulled their loads slowly but steadily, creeping along in respect of the great masses in tow.
Throughout the voyage, the building neither creaked nor rattled. Except
for an occasional gentle wave of a window screen on the second floor, the
structure stood inert and silent upon its trailers, moving relentlessly onward. “The Goleta Depot sailed smoothly, like a ship in the night,” aptly
described Santa Barbara News-Press writer Steve Sullivan in a story printed
later that same day.
One of the most troublesome spots along the route was encountered
where La Patera Lane meets Calle Real. The road was breached there by a
low-hanging bundle of high voltage wires that could not be taken down. To
meet this very problem, the movers had equipped the roof of the two-story
section with a long wooden beam extending along ridge line. With a large
electric company crew on hand to lift the line manually as high as it would
go, and with the beam serving as a skid plate, the depot was pulled slowly
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From ground level, Paul Heuston took these dramatic shots of Goleta Depot
crossing the overpass above the U.S. 101 Freeway.
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Above and top right: The only left turn was at intersection of Fairview and Calle Real.
through, the wires scraping noisily across the beam.
The depot was a bit wider than the road over much of the stretch between La Patera Lane and Los Carneros Road. So, the trailer wheels were
sometimes off of the pavement on the north side of the road. Several times
they seemed to come dangerously close to tumbling off the edge of the
shoulder.
When the depot turned the corner at Los Carneros Road, it was only a
block from its new home. Yet one of the journey’s more imposing obstacles,
the aforementioned oak whose great branches extended across both lanes
of the road, still lay ahead. This ancient tree was one of the most beautiful
specimens in the Valley, a landmark in its own right, which the County
Road Dept. had taken great pains to preserve when Los Carneros Road was
redesigned.
In preparation for the move, the tree had already been trimmed twice,
once on the 16th and again on the 18th. Now, as one local landmark confronted another, it became clear that even the second trimming would not
be enough.
Bill Goins, the driver responsible for the two-story section, steered his
cargo hard right, pulling one set of wheels onto the concrete sidewalk and
beyond on the east side of the street. This too proved inadequate, as roof
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and eaves struck several branches. Most of these rubbed and scratched
harmlessly across the building surfaces, but one small limb broke off and
became lodged between an eave and gutter.
Beginning the long march down Calle Real to Los Carneros Road.
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After setting the two-story section in place, the moving crew takes a morning break.
It had not been the first such encounter. The following morning, daylight revealed that the depot’s eaves had become choked with twigs and
branches of avocado, oak, olive and other Valley flora.
Next, the Freight Room section was rejoined with its mate.
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Both halves of the depot were off of the street and on the new site at
precisely 3:03 am.[75] A crowd of over 100 watched the depot begin its late
night adventure and, in spite of the biting cold, dozens were still around at
the end.
Many people had walked the entire distance, accompanying the depot
every step of the way. Two of these, Nancy Ried and Mary Lou Williamson,
had ceremoniously followed the white centerline in front of the two-story
section, leading the procession.
When the engines were shut down and the running lights turned off at
3:08, a small group went off for a very subdued celebratory breakfast. Most,
however, went straight home and to bed, jubilant but exhausted. A brief
but memorable chapter in the depot’s amazing history had come to a close.
The following morning, the movers returned and placed the two depot
pieces on wooden cribbing over the foundation footings. It was now up to
the Depot Committee and the community to finish the job.
Most of the $23,700 that was spent on the relocation went to the movers. The balance paid for the temporary moving of utility lines.
[75] Depot Dispatch 2002, Vol. 22, No. 2, p. 5.

A new home!
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Chapter 7.
A Building Reborn
On the morning of Nov. 19, only a few hours after the move had been
completed, a visitor to the trackside spot where Goleta Depot had stood for
80 years might have been surprised to discover that the building was gone.
That same visitor might have been even more startled to find that, where
the building had been, four people were now busy digging industriously
with pick, shovel and trowel.
The four were salvaging bricks from the old depot foundation. Their plan
was to sell them, as another fundraiser for the restoration project. Three of them — Gene Allen, Nancy Reid, and Mary Lou
Williamson — had witnessed
the overnight move. Nancy and
Mary Lou were on hand to the
very end, to see the depot safely
to its new home at 3 a.m. But,
here they were again, toiling at
back-breaking work to keep the
project moving ahead.
The sale of depot bricks was
to bring in over $1,000 for the
Above and below: Harvesting bricks from the old site, Nov. 19, just hours after the move
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Nancy Ried, right, and Phyllis Olsen sell depot bricks to Ike and Joy Bonilla.
preservation effort, but the true significance of the early morning deed is
that it typified the commitment and drive of so many of the people who
made the depot project a success — people who gave time, energy and deStart of construction was postponed by late November rains.
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Michael Glassow removed all window sash for later reconstruction.
votion whenever there was a job that needed to be done.
The building restoration and rehabilitation was the final and most important step in the Save-The-Depot campaign. It continued to be a community-wide effort, gathering momentum as the work progressed.
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This early photo at the new site was taken by Bob Burtness (see more).
Local trade unions, especially the carpenters and painters, donated hundreds of hours of skilled labor to the project. It was at this time that Ralph
Moore, a local journeyman carpenter, became a regular around the depot,
first bringing his class of apprentice carpenters to volunteer their skills,
then completing projects of his own. Companies too numerous to mention
contributed thousands of dollars worth of building materials and equipment. Dozens of concerned citizens came — as individuals, couples, families, or in groups — donating their spare time on Saturdays and weekday
evenings to haul trash, paint and perform
odd jobs.
The County of Santa Barbara was a
regular source of support to the project,
through the granting of approvals and by
other means. The County Parks Dept. was
especially helpful. During the rebuilding,
County Parks gave us two baggage carts,
originally from the Santa Barbara train
station, which are used to this day to decorate the perimeter of Goleta Depot.
The depot might be gone, but S.P. still had a Goleta
station ... and needed something to mark the spot!
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Apprentice carpenters ready the building to be lowered onto its new foundation.
Workers pump concrete to complete the block foundation.
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There were many cleanup sessions in which Depot Friends and the public were invited.
Many visitors came to watch, marvel and cheer the progress. Here, Norma Marotto describes
what they see to neighbor Deena Hetfield (left) and daughter Vicki Marotto, Feb. 1982.
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Handyman Bob Hiestand proudly points to first water from depot faucet.
Soon after the building had been moved, the Depot Committee stabilized with five permanent members: Phyllis Olsen, in charge of fund-raising; Raymond Baird, project architect and construction; Gene Allen, whose
committee was responsible for reviewing the restoration; George Adams;
and myself as chairman. All five had been active in the project since early
1981. Together, we formed a congenial and effective team.
County Parks Dept. lent a hand by backfilling around completed foundation.
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Ernest Thomsen readied and hung many replacement doors through the building.
While the construction was under way, the funding subcommittee continued its program of fund-raising events and solicitations. Both cash and
in-kind donations, each absolutely essential to the campaign, were sought
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Old wood shingles had to be removed before a new roof could be installed.
Trenches were dug for utility lines and, here, sewer hookup.
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To add strength, plywood sheathing was applied beneath the new roofing material.
without respite by this dedicated and hardworking handful of volunteers.
The relocation of Goleta Depot was proof to many that this long-held
dream was becoming a reality. This attracted new financial support, as well
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Ralph Moore built a new loading dock for the building.
as a large number of artifacts and other railroad memorabilia for the promised depot museum. These included an antique desk, door knobs and hardware, a railroad clock, telegrapher’s key and sounder, table service from an
old S.P. dining car, photographs and many other items. Most of these were
donated by members of the local community.
Opposite: Carpenters rebuild roof eave removed in the late 1930s.
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Worker uses water to remove loose and scaling paint.
Opposite: Gene Allen tackled the challenge of finishing the window bay.
Goleta Beautiful holds a first meeting in unfinished Waiting Room, July 1982.
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Painter’s Union prepped, painted and trimmed Goleta Depot’s exterior walls
Unquestionably, the most cherished of these items were the two “GOLETA” station signs, which had graced the building’s exterior since its earliest days. These had disappeared by the time the station was closed in the
Tony Hernandez’s crew returned to pour the sidewalks around the depot perimeter.
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Depot Committee poses before the work-in-progress. Left to right: Gary Coombs,
George Adams, Ray Baird, Phyllis Olsen, and Gene Allen.

early 1970s and few expected ever to see them again. The first signboard
was returned anonymously in December 1981, to Marie Harden, a Goleta
Beautiful board member. What a perfect Christmas gift for the depot and
the community! The other sign surfaced only weeks later. Barbara Cornish
was the go-between in the recovery of the second sign.
Over the next 30 years, only two other original Goleta Depot artifacts
came back to the building. The first was the old waybill box, which had
been removed when the depot was closed in 1973 and moved to the Goleta
Lemon House. Carlo Bottiani arranged for the Lemon Association to donate
the box to the museum in 1984.[76] The second artifact was Goleta Depot’s
ticket box, which had been hung on the Freight Office wall adjacent to the
ticket window. Bob Burtness discovered the box in a local antique shop in
[76] Depot Dispatch 1984, Vol. 4, No. 2, p. 2.
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1989 and purchased it for the museum.[77] Both artifacts can be found today
where they were originally affixed to the depot building.
The year 1982 was marked by a number of honors that were bestowed
upon the rejuvenated depot. In February, the Seventeenth Annual Goleta
Valley Night featured the depot as its theme. Bray’s Restaurant, a Valley
landmark itself, introduced a new menu in August and the depot graced
its cover. The depot was also featured that fall on the Goleta Valley Days
commemorative button. This was the second time the railroad landmark
had received this honor.
In July, the Santa Barbara County Historical Landmarks Advisory Committee recommended that Goleta Depot become a county landmark. On
Aug. 2, the county Board of Supervisors unanimously approved this sing
ular recognition, noting that “Goleta Depot ... has great historical signifi[77]Depot Dispatch 1989, Vol. 9, No. 2, p. 2.
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cance and interest to the general public as a landmark and a reminder of
pioneer days in Santa Barbara County.”
Landmark status was officially conferred in a formal ceremony on Oct.
10, 1982. It was only fitting that Goleta Depot, the last surviving Combination Depot No. 22 in the county, would become the county’s 22nd historical landmark.
The dedication ceremony marked the beginning of a new era of service
to its community. In attendance were local residents, public officials and
representatives of the two donors, the Southern Pacific Transportation
Co. and the Kellogg Family heirs. There were speeches and presentations
of framed resolutions and special American and California flags. The Dos
Pueblos High School Band played.
An event highlight was the unveiling of one of the original “Goleta” staDepot Friends Photo was taken Oct. 9, 1982.
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During the dedication, Committee members shared the growing list of Depot Friends.
tion signboards. This rare depot artifact had been temporarily taken from
safe storage and returned to its historical spot atop the building roof.
In his invocation at the dedication, Rev. David Lunde, pastor of neighboring Christ Lutheran Church, said the depot represents “memories of our
history, and symbols of our life together.” Steve Sullivan would later write,
“by the end of the year, when it was the new home of the chamber of commerce, (Goleta Depot) had become – as it was at the turn of the century –
symbolic of Goleta, itself.”
The dedication was also a first chance for many people to tour the building and see firsthand what had been accomplished over the past year. Goleta Depot’s reborn facade served as the ceremony’s stage and backdrop. The
Ladies of Stow House League hosted an open house of the building interior.
These early depot visitors could also see the results of early efforts to
create a depot museum. With that end in mind, railroad artifacts had been
collected for more than a year. These were mostly small three-dimensional
objects, as well as some printed materials and photographs, all donated by
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Dos Pueblos High School Band played for the dedication.
Depot Friends and well-wishers. Gene Allen had taken temporary custody
of these items, which were shared in the Waiting Room in an old retail
display case. Gene prepared hand-written labels that named and briefly described the objects.
Dedication was the first chance for the public to tour the reborn depot.
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Goleta Depot stands ready for new challenges at the end of 1982.
The dedication of Goleta Depot as a Santa Barbara County Historical
Landmark was only one of a number of notable project events at the end
of 1982. The year was one of the busiest in Goleta Depot’s history. It also
set a clear dividing line between the building’s days as a Southern Pacific
railroad building and the new, very different life that lay ahead.
The dedication was a main event of that year’s Goleta Valley Days, which
ran Oct. 9-17. Phyllis Olsen and I, with an assist from my daughter, Stephanie, conducted tours of the depot during much of Goleta Valley Days. On
Sunday, October 18th alone, we greeted over 150 visitors.[78] A few weeks
later, starting on Dec. 5, guided tours of the historical building were offered
every Sunday afternoon. Among the first tour-guides, or “docents,” were
Phyllis, Bob Burtness, Nancy Ried, and Mary Lou Williamson.
On Oct. 9, the day before the dedication, the Depot Friends Photo was
taken. Everyone who had contributed time, money or resources to the project was invited to take part in a special photo session in front of the revitalized depot. About 135 Friends showed up for the photo session.[79] The
black-and-white photo, taken by Paul Heuston, was published twice in the
Santa Barbara News-Press. The second run was needed because an editor
[78] Depot Dispatch 1982, Vol. 2, No. 11, p. 2.
[79] Depot Dispatch 1982, Vol. 2, No. 11, p. 1.
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had inadvertently reversed the image the first time around!
The depot’s first tenants — the Goleta Valley Chamber of Commerce,
the Santa Barbara Audubon Society and the Institute for American Research — began moving into the building in October. The chamber would
occupy a portion of the freighthouse, which had been partitioned to create
separate office rooms. The Audubon Society took the agent’s bedroom upstairs, while the Institute leased the remaining second-floor rooms.
Thus began the flow of rent money that would become the new life‑
blood of the historic structure. All three tenants were active community
organizations and their presence also started the flow of people back to
the building. It was another big step in bringing Goleta Depot back to life.
The first edition of
this history of Goleta Depot, published by Goleta
Beautiful and the Institute for American Research, was unveiled at
an autograph party held
at the Holiday Inn on
Nov. 28. Besides the author, many of those who
contributed information,
anecdotes and photos to
the book were also on
hand to add their signatures to the pages where
their names and images
appeared.
Because the depot
book was an important
fundraiser, and since the
project always needed
more money, the publiDecorated tree in upstairs bay
marked Goleta Depot’s first
holiday season after reopening.
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cation date had been pushed up. As a result, the book included a photo of
the building taken on Oct. 5, but not the Depot Friends Photo or any images from the dedication. The book’s closing paragraph contains only a few
words in anticipation of the Oct 10 dedication which took place after the
book went to the printer.
The book was available in both hardcover and paperback. The latter
featured on its cover a handsome watercolor by local artist Lynn Sexton,
which was also duplicated so that the prints could be sold as another project fundraiser. Both versions could be ordered in advance and nearly all of
the hardbacks had been reserved by Sept. 1. Prints of the Sexton watercolor
are still available for purchase.
On Dec. 17, a Christmas tree was lighted in the upstairs window bay.[80]
This revived a tradition practiced down through the years by countless station agent families across America, of placing their tree in a prominent location where its Yuletide message of wonder and joy could be shared with
those on passing trains. The practice was renewed nightly through Christmas Day. This holiday-season custom has been revived annually at Goleta
Depot ever since. The Dec. 17 tree-lighting was part of a holiday party, in
which invitees were encouraged to bring an ornament and help with the
decorating.
Dec. 31 was the last day that names were added to the Friends of Goleta
Depot, who would be listed on the permanent plaque displayed publicly
inside the building. By the deadline, 586 Depot Friends, including many
families and other groups, had been recorded. At the time it seemed like a
lot of people, but Goleta Depot would be making countless new friends in
the years ahead, as the landmark building and its faithful entourage moved
forward into uncharted territory.

[80] Depot Dispatch 1982, Vol. 2, No. 12, p. 1.
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Chapter 8.
The Long New Journey
The Depot Dispatch newsletter went to a quarterly schedule in 1983. Back
when the very first issue appeared, in June 1981, a frantic bimonthly schedule had been used. Then, in November, a monthly schedule was adopted.
The slower pace of publication was a reflection of the tempo of the project,
itself. There was still work to be done, of course, but the essentials, most of
the heavy lifting, had already been achieved.
In March 1983, Goleta Beautiful’s Board of Directors approved the transfer of the depot and the County lease agreement to
the Institute for American Research. This followed
weeks of discussion by the Depot Committee, Institute directors and Goleta Beautiful members, about
the future of the building and its property.
In a letter to the County Board of Supervisors,
Peter Chapman, Goleta Beautiful president, wrote
that the transfer was in the best interest of both
organizations and of
Click on the newsletter image to
access the complete Depot Dispatch the depot, noting that
the Institute has the
archives in your browser.
“skills and resources
Ray Baird and Ralph Moore install the street sign.
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Click on the document
to develop the depot
image
to read the letter of
landmark and railroad
museum in a manner transfer in your browser.
which Goleta Beautiful
cannot.”
Chapman was referring to the Institute’s
technical expertise in the area of historic preservation, as well as its special knowledge of
Goleta Depot’s history, acquired during the
research and publication of the depot book.
While Goleta Beautiful had achieved its goal –
to save the depot – the Institute was interested
in taking the process much further, including the development of the museum and the long-term conservation and care of the landmark building.[81]
The Institute already had strong ties to the depot project, beyond Phyllis’s and my leadership roles on the committee. Institute President Michael
Glassow had been responsible, together with Bob Hiestand, for coordinating the restoration of the depot’s windows, smashed by vandals in the 70s.
Vice-President Paul Heuston
had been the project’s faithful
photographer since the historic
move to Los Carneros County
Park on Nov. 19, 1981. The Institute had published the Depot
Dispatch since its inception and
co-published the first edition of
this book with Goleta Beautiful.
The organization also had been
responsible for several depot
project fundraisers, including
the raffle for a handmade quilt,
organized by Kelli Greene and
Marilyn Romine.
							

[81] Depot Dispatch 1983, Vol. 3, No. 2, p. 1.

Gene Allen and Gary Coombs install
the first replica station signboard.
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Early Asphalt Regattas, like this March 22, 1986 event, were held at Goleta Beach.
The Institute board of trustees left many depot-project features intact.
The Depot Committee would continue to be the decision-making body regarding Goleta Depot planning, development and operations. Depot Fund
monies would still be used only for the building’s upkeep and related expenses. The board also created an annual membership program for depot
supporters, using the name “Depot Friends,” thus in effect reactivating the
Friends of Goleta Depot. All of the project’s original supporters, along with
others in the community, were invited to join. Annual dues were a nominal
$5, whether for an individual, family, organization or business.
During the height of the project fundraising effort in 1982, the Institute
First rail-travel group in 1983 was bound for faraway San Luis Obispo.
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had inaugurated its own event in support of the Save-The-Depot campaign.
It was called the “Asphalt Regatta.” This “walk-bike-jog-a-thon with a
twist” was held at Goleta Beach on April 24. After the Institute assumed
stewardship of Goleta Depot, the Asphalt Regatta was reprised on March
26, 1983. It has continued as an annual museum event, known more than a
quarter-century later as the South Coast Railroad Museum’s Spring Fundraiser.
In July 1983, a meeting of the Depot Friends was held, during which the
Depot Committee was expanded to seven members. The additions were
two longtime project activists, Nancy Ried and Ralph Moore.[82] There
were few changes to the committee over its lifetime. In January 1984, project handyman Bob Hiestand filled a slot vacated by George Adams. Gene
Allen assumed the chair in Sept. 1983, a position he would hold until a new
“Museum Committee” replaced the Depot Committee in 1987-88.
After the dust had settled following the dedication, especially that first
critical year, came a period of transition, of settling in and establishing new
routines for the transformed depot. For depot planners, on the committee
and the Institute board, a central question began to emerge: How would
this special building become an active part of its community once more?
Bringing Goleta Depot back to life came to mean two things. First, people
needed to return to the building. Second, the attractions used to accomplish this return of people should be consistent with and reminiscent of the
landmark’s life as a country railroad station building.
[82] Depot Dispatch 1983, Vol. 3, No. 3, p. 2.

La Patera School group was first on a museum youth rail trip.
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Phyllis Olsen greets 1991 Sweetheart Special travelers.
Ironically, one of the first ways we attempted to accomplish the second
of these goals was in contradiction to the first goal: We focused on activities that encouraged the public away from the depot — and back to the
tracks! This took the form of a series of railroad journeys aboard Amtrak
trains.
The first rail excursions took place in 1983. The shake-down trip was an
overnight run to San Luis Obispo on Feb. 11-12. Three months later, there
was another, longer getaway, this time to Sacramento and the California
State Railroad Museum. It was the first of many trips that would be conducted to the state capital over the years, including ones to Railfair ‘91 and
‘99. These and all subsequent group rail adventures were open to the general public, as well as to members.
From these earliest days, rail travel was always viewed as a very important activity for Goleta Depot, and for the museum that would follow, precisely because the building had to be moved away from the tracks. These
organized trips were seen as a way of maintaining a connection with the
depot’s history by restoring some of its passenger-handling duties.
These early rail trips were also the beginning of a partnership with Am-
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In 1983, the emphasis inside turned to work in the Freight Office.
trak that would grow and blossom over the years. This included such activities as the selling of Amtrak tickets at the depot. Sales never raised much
money but always seemed like exactly the kind of activity that was appropriate for an organization built around a revitalized train-station building.
Over the years there would be many other Amtrak rail destinations, including Las Vegas, Anaheim/Disneyland and San Diego. The Las Vegas trip
became known fondly as the “Slow Train To Vegas” because it took over
12 hours, including the Los Angeles layover, to complete the longer return
portion of the trip. A couple of Las Vegas adventures were completed in
1992 and 1993 before Amtrak discontinued its Desert Wind train. Group trips
to Anaheim also led to the development of an unescorted “Disneyland Getaway” package for families that included hotel accommodations as well as
rail. Sales of these family packages began in 1991, but were short-lived.
The most popular museum rail trip of the 20th century was without
question the Sweetheart Special. These February overnighters to San Diego
featured a Valentine’s theme, with onboard games and decorations. Several
Sweetheart Special trips took place from 1989 through 1995.
The museum organized and led its first rail excursion for a school
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John Morelli installs a new floor
in the station office, Sept. 1983.
group in 1987.[83] The April
23 fieldtrip included 53 students, teachers, aides and
parents, representing John
Strickley’s third-grade class
and Donna Nelson’s Special
Education class, both from
La Patera Elementary School.
Phyllis and I escorted the San
Luis Obispo-bound group.
The only mishap that day involved the bus chartered to
return everyone to Goleta,
which broke down en route.
There would be many elementary-school and youthgroup trips over the years,
involving a variety of destinations. In 1989 and 1990, the museum led excursions to Simi Valley and
Glendale, respectively, in conjunction with the Summer Reading Program
of the Santa Barbara Public Libraries. Each included a train-themed storytime organized by library staff. These trips established a relationship with
the Summer Reading Program that continues in 2015.
On May 4, 2000, following the late-1998 opening of the Goleta Amtrak
station, the museum led its first school-group trip from that location. Reflecting the strong relationship that had bloomed with the museum by this
time, Amtrak waived all of the rail fares, to the benefit of Toni Schinnerer’s La Patera first-grade class. Significantly, it was 35 years, almost to the
day, since the May 19, 1965 trip from Goleta Depot to Carpinteria taken by
children, parents, and teachers from Montecito Nursery School as they bid
farewell to the last local train along the Coast Route.
Sadly, the museum has not organized another school rail trip since that
May 2000 adventure. During its run, the program was a jewel in the mu[83] Depot Dispatch 1987, Vol. 7, No. 2, p. 1.
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seum’s crown. As Amtrak’s former Public Affairs Director for the Western
United States, Arthur L. Lloyd, wrote, “I have worked with school groups
and group tours over much of my 40-year tenure with transportation, more
especially railroads, and know of no other rail field trip as comprehensive,
carefully thought-out, and with the attention to personal content as these
sponsored by the (South Coast) Railroad Museum ... they do a most professional job.”
The Museum took 51 students from Kellogg Elementary School on a
railroad fieldtrip aboard Amtrak’s Coast Starlight. The March 8 (1989)
excursion included children from two third grade classes; their teachers, Betty Galusha and Diane Lemons; 10 parents; and Museum staff
members Phyllis Olsen and Gary Coombs. Amtrak provided us with
an unscheduled stop in the town of Guadalupe, which is the only way
that a one-day northbound round-trip can be made.[84]
[84] Depot Dispatch 1989, Vol. 9, No. 1, p. 3.

First Depot Day featured a railroad-tune contest.
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Gene Allen gave free rides using a short piece of track and his steam loco, “Chloe.”
The year 1983 was a time of many other firsts for Goleta Depot. The first
promotional brochure, encouraging the public to visit the historical landmark, was published that year. The project was underwritten by the Goleta
Valley Chamber of Commerce, using funds from its annual County “bed
tax” allocation. The Goleta chamber maintained this printing support into
the 21st century.
The first Depot Day was also held in 1983, on Sunday, Oct. 9. This was
the closing day of Goleta Valley Days, precursor to today’s California Lemon
Festival. Depot Day would serve as the anchor-leg event of that popular community celebration through all of its remaining years.
Many Depot Day traditions were established that first year, including
miniature-train rides and a display of stream-driven stationary engines and
tools, both organized by Gene Allen. For the rides, Gene put down a short
stretch of straight 7-1/2-inch-gauge track along the sidewalk behind the
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Jim Higman, left, and Gene Allen, right, share the Depot Day working steam display.
depot. He used one of his own Allen Models miniature steam locomotives
to haul one or two youngsters at a time back and forth in one small car.
The train rides were so popular that they led to expansions in subsequent years of the track system and the ride operations: More locomotives,
more cars, more track, more ride volunteers. In 1984, during Depot Day’s second year, a much longer piece of track was set down in front of the depot,
with passengers boarding at the sidewalk near the entrance to the grounds.
Depot Day 1983 was also the first museum event featuring live music. It
took the form that year of a railroad tune contest. In 1984, Depot Day was
used to introduce “Depot-Grams,” a unique way for the public to send
greetings to friends and loved ones. Frank Vasquez, Goleta Depot’s last
agent, was on hand to assist in issuing the first of these special messages.
As the organization’s only community event, Depot Day was emerging as
the museum platform for experimentation and innovation — the place for
trying out ideas or unveiling something new. This was never more evident
than in 1985, the year that the first of many Depot Day silent auctions was
held. The ‘85 event also featured a preview of the model-railroad exhibit
and was the first occasion in which Bob Mahan gave rides on his Ventura
County Railway inspection car, or “speeder,” making use of the newly com-
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Goleta Depot agent Frank Vasquez was a special guest for that first Depot Day.
pleted standard-gauge track in front of the depot. Bob has only missed one
or two Depot Days since that inaugural run.
With the building re-opened, the grounds became an important focus
for the first time in 1983. To provide a visual screen between the depot and
neighboring Stow House, Ray Baird and Phyllis Olsen planted a line of six
California pepper trees behind the depot — a gift from the Goleta Lions
Club. Maria Ealand, a member of the pioneer Stow family, also donated
Phyllis Olsen and George Adams arrange geraniums in front of Chamber entry.
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First picnic area was an Eagle Scout project.
a number of primrose jasmine plants for this area.
Landscape architect Isabelle Greene designed the
arrangements of trees and shrubs.
The first flower bed, in front of the Chamber of
Commerce entrance, was planted in 1983. Phyllis
designed the layout of red and white geraniums, french lavender and marigolds, bordered in white alyssum. George Kalusky donated the plants.
Opposite: Gene Allen,
right, and Bill Everett
supervise placement of
the train-order pole.

Brownies plant freeway daisies in 1984.
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County of Santa Barbara provided a massive rock to hold the
Native Sons plaque . . . and delivered it!
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First steps between depot and sidewalk were made of railroad ties.
The second bed, south of the first, was planted with freeway daisies the
following year, by Brownie Troop 9. Goleta Beautiful supplied the daisies.
Goleta Depot’s train-order board, which had been removed when the
station was closed in 1973, had been safely stashed away by Seth Hammond, owner of Goleta-based Specialty Crane & Rigging. Ten years later,
in 1983, the apparatus came out of storage to be
reassembled and raised. Then, it was reconnected
to the system of rods, bell cranks, and levers that
had enabled the station agent to change the signal
boards at the top of the order pole from inside the
Freight Office. By changing the position of the order-boards, the Goleta agent could stop rail traffic
or allow it to proceed, and issue written orders to
the crews on passing trains. As with so many projects around the depot, Gene Allen spearheaded the
train-order-board project.
Ralph Moore was responsible for a lot of the carpentry work that was done around
the grounds at this time. This in- Click on the image
to read the first
cluded picnic tables and benches,
promotional
many of which have survived into
brochure.
the second decade of the 21st cen-
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Workers carefully position the commemorative bronze plaque.
tury. Ralph used railroad ties as steps in a rustic wooden stairway between
the flower beds. Other, less-substantial picnic tables were supplied later by
the County Parks Dept.
A 1984 Eagle Scout project by Steve Rowley produced the first picnic
area on the grounds. Located where the birthday-party area stands today,
it also had a decomposed-granite surface.[85]
In 1984, Ray Baird, Bob Hiestand and Gene Allen installed a series of
lights along the sidewalk from the parking lot. They were ready in time to
illuminate the walk on the evening of Dec. 15 to guide those attending the
holiday party that year.
Inside Goleta Depot, the focus turned in 1983 to the Freight Office,
which had been largely ignored until that time. Nancy Ried and I painted
the room. Ralph Moore revitalized the bulletin board and repaired or replaced cabinetry doors and drawers that had been largely destroyed during
the period of closure.
To accent the Freight Office, Bill McNally donated a vintage brass fire
[85] Depot Dispatch 1984, Vol. 4, No. 2, p. 2.
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extinguisher in 1983, while former S.P. signal supervisor Bill Shrives supplied a number of pieces of original S.P. electrical equipment to help properly refurnish the railroad office. Depot-style green shades were installed
over the windows there and in the Waiting Room, also in 1983.
Moore was also responsible for the carpentry needed to create three
replicas of the station signboards. Two of these matched the original 1901
signboards, which were longer, showing the elevation and distance to
San Francisco as well as the station name. These original boards had been
shortened and repainted by S.P. workers, to yield versions that read simply,
“GOLETA.” The third replica sign matched this last, shorter form. It had
been installed on the roof by Gene Allen by early 1983.
A draft Master Plan for Goleta Depot and the grounds was prepared in
1983 by the Depot Committee. Copies were made available for public review at Goleta Library and the Institute office. This would be the first of
many steps taken over the years to assemble a working library of governing
documents that would guide decision-making, set professional standards
and goals, and help to keep the organization on a proper course. These key
documents would included, among others, a Statement Of Purpose (1988),
Collections Management Policy (1989) and a succession of Strategic (that
is, long-term) Plans, the first adopted in 1996.
On Nov. 19, 1983, the Native Sons of the Golden West held a landmark
Grand President Walter Perazzo presided over the Native Sons ceremony.
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dedication to honor Goleta Depot and commemorate the preservation
effort. The occasion was the second anniversary of the depot move. The
elaborate ceremony was led by Grand President Walter G. Perazzo and
included his unveiling of a bronze plaque mounted in a large rock installed
along the entry sidewalk. The massive boulder had come from County
Flood Control’s reserve supply and was hand-picked by County employee
Al Jaramillo – a Native Son and active Friend of Goleta Depot.
American and California flags, which had been given by Congressman
Bob Lagormarsino and the Native Sons Santa Barbara Parlor 116, respectively, were raised on a new flag pole, a recent gift from the County Parks
Dept. Goleta Depot’s last S.P. agent, Frank Vasquez, raised the recentlyinstalled train-order boards, signaling a symbolic re-opening of the Goleta
station.
The Nov. 19 event was also the occasion for unveiling the Friends Of Goleta Depot plaque. Permanently installed in the Waiting Room, the plaque
listed the names of all those who had contributed to the preservation effort. It was also the first time for public viewing of the small brass commemorative plaques on all of the depot’s doors and windows, which had
been an important project
fundraiser.
The Native Sons event
proved to be a perfect way
to close out a very eventful first year following the
reopening of Goleta Depot
at its Lake Los Carneros
Park home.

Bill Shrives framed the
Depot Friends plaque
and installed it in the
Waiting Room.
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Chapter 9.
Back To Basics
It is tempting to think of Goleta Depot’s “Museum Period” mainly in
terms of the major happenings during these years, the blockbuster events
and milestones — like the first Depot Day or the Native Sons dedication ceremony — that were such an important part of 1983. But, like the building’s
early years beside the tracks, so much of Goleta Depot’s later life has been
marked mostly by routine chores and unremarkable occurrences: keeping
a museum open to the public, caring for a historical building and artifacts,
finding the funds needed to make it all happen. These little things were the
glue that would hold it all together.
The name “Goleta Depot Railroad Museum” was first used in the Spring
1984 issue of the Depot Dispatch. We were becoming serious about the creation of a museum institution.
For nearly two years after its reopening, Goleta Depot was shared with
the public almost exclusively through Sunday afternoon docent-guided
tours. Then, in the summer of 1984, we began experimenting with opening the museum on weekdays. An electronic motion detector and threshold buzzer were used to notify staff — Phyllis and me working upstairs
— whenever someone passed through the open Waiting Room door. One
of us then went down, greeted the visitor, opened the Freight Office and
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Early agents included, clockwise from top left, Ernest Thomsen,
Robert McNeel, Paul Conover and Bev Casselman.
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supervised the visit.
This practice wasn’t advertised, however, until the following year:
The Goleta Depot Railroad Museum is now open Monday thru Saturday from 1 to 4 p.m. Admission is by donation. Free docent-guided
tours are offered Thursdays and Saturdays, at 3 p.m. Reservations
should be made for groups by calling the Institute office. The museum
is closed on Sundays and most holidays.[86]

We were able to add Saturdays and to formally announce this expanded
schedule because the museum had successfully enlisted a new category of
volunteer — the “depot agent” — to staff the museum, provide security,
greet visitors and share the building and its history with them. That particular name was selected “because the person on duty is responsible for
many of the same activities that the Southern Pacific agent was required to
do.” Among the volunteer depot agent’s duties for many years was to raise
and lower the train-order boards in front of the building, signaling that the
museum was open or closed, much as the S.P. agent had done to mark the
station’s opening and closing.
Some of the earliest depot agents included Bonnie Adams, Perry Adams,
Bev Casselman, Paul Conover, Bob McNeel, Ernie Thomsen and myself. At
that time, guided tours were being given on Thursday and Saturday afternoons by a docent corps that included Eugene Boswell, Bob Burtness, Neil
Fetter, Merna McClenathen, Charlotte Moore, Phyllis Olsen, Christine
Negus, Sue Peterson, Nancy Ried and John Starr. The first weekday agents,
in 1987, were Bob McNeel and Hilda Volkman.
The museum schedule changed very little over the years. On Dec. 1, 1987,
Mondays and Tuesdays were dropped and Sundays were added, establishing the Wednesday through Sunday, 1 to 4 p.m. schedule that has become
so familiar to the visiting public over the last quarter-century. In 2000, we
experimented with longer summer-season hours, opening each day at 11
a.m., but that lasted only three years. More recently, when finances ran
short in 2010, Wednesdays and Thursdays were removed from the schedule, with extra Friday and Saturday hours added as partial compensation.
This only lasted for six months, however, and when the familiar Wednesday-Sunday 1- to-4 resumed on July 1 of that year, it would be the first time
that the public could enjoy train rides all five days.
[86] Depot Dispatch 1985, Vol. 5, No. 1, p. 2.
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Keeping the doors open as much as possible, and maintaining a regular
schedule, were just two of the steps that were taken to build the museum’s
audience. It was also important to develop a menu of diversions and attractions that would draw people in and encourage return visits. In the mid1980s, this meant the creation of the museum’s first permanent exhibits.

Exhibits Were An Early Draw
Our first effort, in 1984, was a simple hands-on exhibit that described
the operation of the railroad telegraph and invited the visitor to “Try Your
Hand” at the telegraph code key located on the Freight Office express counter. Ray Anderson and Pete Langlo donated the telegraph equipment used.
Also created at that time was another hands-on display, shared in the
Waiting Room, that demonstrates the workings of a motor-car indicator.
Bill Shrives supplied the indicator, while Ray Anderson designed the electronics.[87]
[87] Depot Dispatch 1984, Vol. 4, No. 3, p. 2.

Telegraph display has been a favorite with youngsters as in this 1987 La Patera School visit.
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Above: Bill Cormack, Bill Everett and Ray Baird confer on the first day of model railroad
constuction, January 1985. Below: Exhibit builders pose for the camera.
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S.P. Daylight crosses Ray Baird’s Arroyo Hondo bridge model.
An early static Waiting Room exhibit describes the functions of the
railroad caboose and the evolution of the Southern Pacific caboose. It incorporates three detailed car models built by Stuart Wallace.
The walls in the Waiting Room received another permanent exhibit
in 1985. Entitled “The Streetcars of Old Santa Barbara,” it describes the
main periods of city streetcar history and is based on the 1984 Institute for
American Research publication, Mule Car and Trolley: The Story of The Santa
Barbara Street Railway. The display incorporates detailed scale car models
by book co-author Bill Everett, along with route maps and historical photographs.
All of these early exhibits and displays can still be found, as of this writModel railroad is a perfect way to explain Goleta Depot’s role in the community.
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ing in 2015, in their original Waiting Room and Freight Office locations.
Before their creation, the museum’s only presentations consisted of individual artifacts, or groups of similar artifacts, with corresponding labels.
They also laid the groundwork for the design and development of the museum’s ambitious model-railroad exhibit.
Originally announced in 1984 as a joint project with the local South Coast
Society of Model Engineers club, the exhibit would eventually become a
museum-volunteer undertaking, with funding from the Alice Tweed Tuohy
Foundation. The operating display would occupy a 300-square-foot room
at the extreme end of the Freight Room, previously designated as rental
space by Goleta Beautiful. Members of the South Coast Society of Model
Engineers prepared the original design for the layout. It depicts both the
Santa Barbara and Goleta railroad yard areas during the mid-20th century.
Work on the model-railroad exhibit continued for a number of years,
under the leadership of Ray Baird and Bill Everett. Bill and Dr. William
Cormack were responsible for most of the scratch-built structures that remain among the layout’s most distinctive features. Hilda
Volkman painted
the
eye-catching
panoramic
backdrop, which she
began in late 1987.
Ray Baird built the
impressive model of
the Arroyo Hondo
Bridge.
Gene Rantanen
installed an electronic motion detector in the model-

Exhibit shows the
Santa Barbara
railroad yard in action.
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The Freight Office display looked like this in April 1986
railroad room in 1995, which activates the trains when a visitor enters the
exhibition space. This was a first step toward making the popular exhibit
open during all museum hours, without the need for visitor supervision.
This effort was completed years later, with the addition of a security camera and, in 2009, the installation of a clear acrylic viewing enclosure that
separates visitors from the layout. The enclosure was built and donated to
the museum as an Eagle Scout project by Nicholas Vanhecke.
Equally challenging were the museum’s “period-room” displays — rooms
within the depot that were refurnished, in whole or part, to interpret that
space for visitors and, more generally, to help tell the Goleta Depot story.
The most elaborate of these period rooms is the Freight Office. Features
and furnishings in this former depot “action-center” include the express
counter, train-order window, semaphore levers, telegrapher’s bench, desk,
telegraph key and sounder, dispatcher’s phone and bell, pot-bellied stove,
S.P. route map, station clock and other items. The exhibit, which incorporates several pieces of operational equipment, also includes the museum
“agent” when on duty, to demonstrate and explain the room and its appointments.
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Grading work paved the way for the track laying, January 1985.
The Waiting Room exhibit includes travel posters, waiting bench, replica railroad timetables, caboose stove, ticket window, baggage, and, for
many years, the sounds of steam trains entering and leaving the station. Finally, the Agent’s Bedroom contains bed, dresser, chair, chest, mirror, foot
stool, curio shelf, lamp and a variety of smaller bedroom artifacts.
Many museums use changing exhibits as a way of reaching new audiences and generating return visits among their current clientele. Our museum started its modest changing-exhibits program in 1991, with the purchase of a custom-designed display case that was installed in the Waiting
Room. The first exhibit there, titled “Toy Trains Need Depots, Too! The
Railroad Station in Miniature,” featured 19 antique toy stations from the
collection of Robert Sponsel. The case has housed a number of temporary
exhibits and displays over the years, but the program never developed into
the effective museum attraction it was meant to be. The case has been home
to the museum’s holiday-season display, “Toy Trains and Teddy Bears” —
a festive assemblage of keepsake stuffed animals and toy locomotives and
railcars, drawn from the museum collections and the private collections of
museum trustees, staff, volunteers and members — which has been shared
with visitors every Yuletide since 1991.
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Standard-Gauge Tracks: A Different Kind of Exhibit
The Master Plan for Goleta Depot included the addition of standardgauge track in front of the building. This was seen by museum planners
as a crucial element in recreating the atmosphere of an active railroad station. The track would make it easier for visitors to understand the various
Ties are in place, waiting for the rails.
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functions of the depot within the broader framework of the railroad environment and operations. Like the period-room displays, the track complex
would be an essential ingredient in interpreting and explaining how Goleta
Depot served both the railroad and the community.
Track-laying at Goleta Depot got under way in 1985. The first track included a mainline, switch and house track. Erbie Daw and Banner Construction donated the grading work. A volunteer rail gang, led by Gene Allen, completed the track work on May 11 and June 15. Representatives from
both the Southern Pacific Transportation Co and the Santa Maria Valley
Railroad provided technical assistance to the project. Seth Hammond’s
Specialty Crane & Rigging, along with Garrett Van Horne and Steve Tilford, donated the use of heavy equipment for moving the rails into place.
All of the proceeds from the 1985 Asphalt Regatta fundraiser went to the
track project.
When all of the work was completed, a “Last Spike Ceremony” was held
on Oct. 6. A pair of gold-plated spikes were driven by museum volunteer
Bob McNeel, representing the Southern Pacific Railroad, and board president Paul Heuston, for the Institute for American Research. Then, a common iron spike was started in the final tie plate by Gene Allen, Depot Committee chairman. Everyone in attendance was invited to help drive the last
Heavy equipment is needed to lift the 30-foot rails into position.
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Museum crew sets the switch points into place.
spike.[88]
The track was then put to the test using Bob Mahan’s inspection car.
The first riders included Depot Committee members Phyllis Olsen, Gene
Allen and Ralph Moore. When the speeder reached the end of the line, the
switch was thrown and the car was successfully shifted onto the house
track. The event also included the unveiling of a commemorative plaque
listing the names of the financial sponsors of the track project.
The track was extended south by 33 feet in 1987. The track materials
came from the old Sears warehouse spur, on the west side of La Patera
Lane, across from the Goleta Lemon House. They were a gift from property
owner Lewis Storrs. That same year, the old train-order hook-post from
the Santa Barbara passenger depot was installed. The 12-foot pole had been
given to the museum by Southern Pacific two years earlier, when written
train orders were discontinued on the Coast Route between Los Angeles
and San Jose.
The “wig-wag” crossing signal was erected along the tracks in front of
Goleta Depot in May 1987. Philip Goldman donated the signal mechanism,
while retired S.P. signal-maintenance supervisor Bill Shrives procured the
pole. Boy Scout Ryan Maloney, grandson of Hilda and Al Volkman, had
chosen the wig-wag installation as his Eagle project. Ryan’s crew — in[88] Depot Dispatch 1985, Vol. 5, No. 4, p. 2.
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Wig-wag is raised onto awaiting concrete foundation, May 1989
cluding friends and his father — dug the foundation and painted all of the
metalwork. Gene Allen and Al Volkman poured the foundation. The work
of erecting the pole was donated by Specialty Crane & Rigging, with owner Seth Hammond running the hoist. Seth’s young son, Colin, took care of
several chores, including bolting the signal mechanism onto the upright
pole. On June 8, Bill Shrives and his crew completed the signal wiring and
performed a successful test of the electrical and mechanical equipment.[89]
The wig-wag operated successfully on a timer during museum hours for
many years.
The installation of track and accessory equipment in front of the depot
helped to recapture much of the railroad atmosphere that had been all but
lost with the building’s move. The new track also had some unexpected
consequences, including requests to use the building and grounds for commercial advertising. These uses became a welcome source of new revenue.
This first occurred in 1986, when still photographs were taken for a Chrysler Voyager promotion, followed by an AT&T brochure. In the latter, several dozen Depot Friends and other local residents were recruited to pose as
citizens of a rural community bidding farewell to a loved one who was leav[89] Depot Dispatch 1989, Vol. 9, No. 2, p. 2.
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ing by train for military service.[90] In the years that followed, there would
be more shoots — for Toyota, Kawasaki motorcycles, and Carrow’s Restaurants — as well as countless student-photography projects, especially
from Brooks Institute of Photography and Santa Barbara City College, and,
in 1998, a USC student film.[91] In the early 1980s, the Depot Committee
turned down a request from Playboy magazine to conduct a nude photo session on the depot grounds.
In the minds of some people, however, the depot was still located along
the Southern Pacific tracks, serving as the railroad’s local watchdog. On the
morning of March 16, 1984, I took a call from a woman in distress. She said
that some “mysterious looking men” were unloading a boxcar somewhere
in Goleta. Finding “Goleta Depot” in the phone book (or securing the number from directory assistance), she called us to make sure that their actions
were okay. She was surprised when I told her we weren’t affiliated with the
railroad and referred her to the County Sheriff. We got a number of calls
like that in those early years. Sadly, such calls have long ceased.
[90] Depot Dispatch 1986, Vol. 6, No. 4, pp. 1-2.
[91] Depot Dispatch 1998, Vol. 18, No. 2, p. 2.

Museum assembled a large local cast for this August 1986 AT&T shoot.
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Caboose SP4023 arrives at La Patera spur, Sept. 21, 1986.

Sept. 25: After removing the trucks, Gene Allen prepares the caboose body for transit.
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Heavy hauler pulls 4023 down La Patera Lane.

Caboose and Handcar: Our Own Rolling Stock!
With the new tracks came the possibility of adding a railcar or giving
rides to visitors on a conveyance like Bob Mahan’s inspection car. This
spawned two new projects, the museum caboose and the museum handcar.
Caboose SP4023 was acquired in 1986 with much fanfare. The Master
Plan already included the addition of a railcar to rest on the house track
Caboose is reassembled at the museum.
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Gene Allen and Ralph Moore give the museum’s new handcar an Oct. 1989 shakedown run.
adjacent to the depot’s elevated freight platform. This was originally conceptualized to be a boxcar, to help interpret freight-handling activities to
and from the loading dock. When the chance to get a caboose presented
itself, however, the Depot Committee didn’t hesitate.
The steel bay-window caboose was purchased from Southern Pacific for
$2,000, which included delivery from S.P.’s Colton, Calif. yard. The railcar
left for its new home on Sept . 19, followed en route by S.P. employees and
railfans alike. It was delivered to the spur at La Patera two days later. About
two dozen museum partisans were on hand to welcome the new arrival.[92]
The caboose was moved to the museum grounds later that week. Two
“lowboy” truck-trailer rigs were used — one for the two wheel sets and a
second for the caboose body. The hauling services were donated by Dennis
Romero Heavy Hauling and (Frank) Marton Trucking. For lifting the three
[92] Depot Dispatch 1986, Vol. 6, No. 3, pp. 1-2.
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Handcar with museum’s racing team aboard rode in Oct. 1989 Goleta Valley Days parade.
pieces onto the awaiting tracks, the museum hired Specialty Crane & Rigging, Seth Hammond’s company, which had donated crane work on several
previous occasions. TV stations KEYT and KCOY covered the event, which
was spotlighted on the weekend news.
SP4023 was first opened for public viewing the following month, during
Depot Day. Since then, the caboose has welcomed ten of thousands of museum visitors, from places near and far. The caboose has become an exhibit
in its own right, with displays of photographs and informative labels used
to share with museum guests both the functions of the railroad caboose
and the special story of SP4023.
In 1997, the house track was extended 22 feet. This made it possible to
move the caboose about the same distance to the north, giving visitors to
the grounds a less obstructed view of Goleta Depot’s handsome front architecture.[93]
The seed for the handcar project was sown in 1987, when the museum
first sent a team to compete in the U.S. National Handcar Races in Sacramento.[94] The next year, another museum team participated in the event.
[93] Depot Dispatch 1997, Vol. 17, No. 1, p. 4.
[94] Depot Dispatch 1987, Vol. 7, No. 2, p. 1 and Vol. 7, No. 3, p. 2.
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Monthly free handcar rides began in November 1989.
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Handcar ride is especially popular with older children, teens, and younger adults.
After the 1988 races, the California State Railroad Museum kindly loaned
one of its competition handcars to our museum. During the handcar’s
month-long stay, it appeared in the Goleta Valley Days parade and was
used for rides on Depot Day, during which more than 300 event attendees
enjoyed their first-ever handcar experience.
Suddenly, “handcar-fever” was sweeping the Goleta Valley. The museum had to have its own car! Two members of the 1988 racing team, Dave
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Noel Langle gives a ride to eager youngsters during 2008 Depot Day.
and Jane Hieter, donated $100 to start a Museum Handcar Fund. Gene Allen used the car’s short stay in town as a chance to prepare a set of detailed
drawings so that the visiting handcar could be reproduced.
While the money in the Handcar Fund grew, a group of skilled volunteers worked on the museum car. Over the next year, carpenter Ralph
Moore toiled over the vehicle’s wooden platform and A-frame. Jim Higman
cut the massive 72-tooth bull gear from a 220 lb. slab of solid steel. Higman
and Gene Allen shared the job of creating the 10-tooth pinion gear. Bob
Mahan built the pump-lever and prepared the four wheels, which were salvaged from an old inspection car, which also provided the handcar with its
axles and journal boxes.
The handcar was completed in October 1989 and went into service that
same month during Depot Day. In November, the museum inaugurated
free monthly handcar rides for the visiting public.[95] The free handcar-ride
program, and its Third-Saturday-Of-Every-Month schedule have persisted
now for more than two decades.

[95] Depot Dispatch 1989, Vol. 9, No. 4, pp. 2-3.
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Chapter 10.
Goleta Short Line Miniature Railroad
The exhibits of the 1980s, the period-room displays, the standard-gauge
track, the caboose and the handcar were important museum attractions.
All paled in comparison, though, with what would become the museum’s
super attraction: the miniature-train ride.
The popularity of train rides offered during early Depot Days underscored
the value of adding a miniature railroad on the museum grounds. The original plan, unveiled in the Depot Dispatch, called for a portable track, which
would be “put down immediately before a run day, and dismantled after the
event.” This approach was based on the assumption that the track would
“only be used a few times each year.”[96]
Gene Allen designed the track layout, which would run three-quarters
of the way around the grounds, beginning at a passenger-boarding station
east of the depot. The station would have a wye to reverse the arriving locomotive in preparation for the next outbound trip. Before the plan was put
[96] Depot Dispatch 1986, Vol. 6, No. 1, p. 1.

George Potter installs the switch to the balloon loop, October 1986.
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Gene Boswell and Malcolm Alexander offload track panels, June 1987.
into effect, this feature was changed to a turntable.
From the boarding location, the track ran north, curving around the
northern end of the property adjacent to the parking lot, then south, along
Los Carneros Road, ending at a balloon loop southwest of the depot. Each
ride would start and end at the boarding station, a round-trip of about onethird mile. The locomotive would then be reversed on the turntable, taken
to the front of the awaiting passenger cars by means of a passing track, and
recoupled, ready for the next trip.
Once implemented, this basic route design remained virtually unchanged
over the first 20 years of the miniature railroad’s existence. Indeed, even
today’s train riders will be familiar with most of the features contained in
Gene’s original concept.
All of the money raised during the 1986 Asphalt Regatta, over $4,000, was
used to purchase the aluminum rail and other supplies that were needed.
Then, Allen and other volunteers set to work building track.[97] About onehalf of the track was ready for Depot Day that fall – enough for rides that
started at the entry sidewalk near the parking lot, running west, then south
through the completed balloon loop, before returning to the start.
With nowhere to turn the motive power around, Perry and Bonnie Adams’s steam locomotive made alternate runs pulling and pushing the bor[97] Depot Dispatch 1986, Vol. 6, No. 2, p. 1.
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Passenger loading area had tracks, a turntable and little else for Fourth of July 1987 rides.
rowed passenger cars — running in reverse every other trip. The previous
year, with no balloon loop in place, the Depot Day rides were shorter but
also more equal for all riders: Outbound passengers were uniformly pulled
to the end-of-track; once there, seats and riders were both turned around
before being pushed back to the starting point by the engine, which was
Train heads back after completing loop during July 4, 1987 event.
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“VIP Saturday” during SB Railroad Centennial, Aug. 22, 1987.
now running in reverse.
The Santa Barbara Railroad Centennial, planned for summer 1987, became a
huge incentive for the museum to complete the miniature railroad months
before October’s Depot Day. Gene and his helpers were successful in that
effort and the steam-train rides in Goleta became an important part of the
event celebrating the 100th anniversary of the coming of the railroad to
Santa Barbara.
For nine consecutive Saturdays in July and August, the Goleta Depot
Railroad Museum welcomed visitors from throughout Santa Barbara
County and Southern California. They came to ride the steam trains
... and see the museum’s other attractions. More than 1,500 persons,
young and old, enjoyed the scenic one-third-mile trip around the station grounds. Hundreds took advantage of the complimentary tickets
given away by the Goleta, Santa Barbara, and Montecito merchants
who helped to sponsor the event. The average daily attendance was
350-400.
A fine assemblage of rolling stock took part in the celebration. The
‘iron workhorse’ was Perry and Bonnie Adamses’ ten-wheeler, which
hauled passengers every weekend without fail. Ed Winnewisser’s
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Gene Allen, above, and Steve Kramer, below, give rides during RR Centennial, Aug. 1987.
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0-6-0 switcher, Gene Allen’s American, and George Potter’s 0-4-0
diesel switcher also saw service for one Saturday each. The passenger
cars used were the Adamses’ two three-seat flat cars and Gene’s twopassenger gondola.[98]

The track was pulled up after Depot Day. It was stored temporarily on
an open trailer owned by Gene Allen, while a search began for an enclosed
trailer that could serve as a permanent home.[99] It would be two years before a more suitable place for the track to stay was found.
In 1988, another summer of miniature steam railroading was planned.
The event was appropriately named Another Steaming Summer. This event, its
name soon shortened to Steaming Summer, would become a mid-year fixture
of the annual museum calendar. It was held each year over a number of
[98] Depot Dispatch 1987, Vol. 7, No. 3, p. 1.
[99] Depot Dispatch 1988, Vol. 8, No. 1, p. 1.

Goleta’s first mayor, Margaret Connell, was aboard this 2003 Steaming Summer train.
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Steaming Summer became a showpiece for miniature live-steam locomotives.
summer Saturdays until 1996, when it was held over a single weekend for
the first time. Steaming Summer eventually grew to become Goleta Railroad
Days in 2009.
The 1988 Another Steaming Summer schedule included runs on the second
and fourth Saturdays of July, August and September, from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Thanks to museum friend Denny Franks, the event was sponsored that
year by Joe Redford’s Toyota, with complimentary tickets available at the
car dealership.
Money from the 1989 Asphalt Regatta fundraiser was used to purchase the
museum’s own miniature locomotive, a gasoline-powered diesel-prototype
engine. No. 1316 was detailed after a historic Southern Pacific EMD switcher. Also added were four eight-foot passenger cars and a shorter “riding car”
for the engineer. Jim Higman donated ball-bearing trucks and couplers for
the cars, while Gene Allen, Ed Winnewisser, and Steve Kramer all contributed time to design, build and outfit the cars. All five cars, along with No.
1316, are still in regular museum service in 2015.
The new locomotive and cars were crucial to Steaming Summer and Depot
Day that year. When Depot Day had passed, however, the “portable” tracks
were not pulled up. Instead, we had secured permission from the County
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The author’s father, Elmer Coombs, lends Gene Allen a hand during 1990 shed building.
Parks Dept. to leave them permanently in place. This made it possible for
the museum to offer train rides on a regular monthly basis throughout the
year. This started in November 1989, when train rides on the second Saturday of every month began.[100] This was the same time that the museum
initiated monthly handcar rides.
The miniature railroad grew to become one of the enduring central attractions of the museum. Along the way, a number of improvements and
expansions were undertaken to handle the increasing demand for rides.
In 1990, a shed was built for the handcar and train equipment.[101] The
following summer, the little trains were hauling passengers every Saturday.
In 1992, we experimented with mid-week rides for the first time, offering
rides every Thursday in March and every Wednesday in May.[102] The passenger station was improved significantly in June that year, again thanks
largely to Gene’s efforts. The new boarding area featured a level platform
of decomposed granite protected on three sides by post-and-rail fencing,
with separate entry and exit gates. Materials were provided by the County
[100] Depot Dispatch 1989, Vol. 9, No. 4, p. 3.
[101] Depot Dispatch 1990, Vol. 10, No. 2, p. 4 and Vol. 10, No. 3, p. 1.
[102] Depot Dispatch 1992, Vol. 12, No. 1, p. 2 and Vol. 12, No. 2, p. 3.
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Museum purchase of diesel-prototype engines allowed expansion of train-ride operations.
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Train equipment is decorated during Easter Bunny Express and other special events.
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Park Dept.[103]
Fridays became a regular part of the weekly ride schedule in 1993, joining Wednesdays and Saturdays.[104] Sundays were added the following year,
establishing a four-day-a-week ride schedule that would remain in place
for more than 15 years.
At a special meeting on Dec. 15, 1993, “Goleta Short Line” was chosen as
the official name of the miniature railroad. Those casting votes were “stockholders” who had purchased “shares” in the railroad earlier that year.[105]
About 600 feet of new track were added to the railroad in 1994, increasing the size of the return loop to a maximum extent. This made operations
[103] Depot Dispatch 1992, Vol. 12, No. 3, p. 2.
[104]Depot Dispatch 1993, Vol. 13, No. 2, p. 2.
[105] Depot Dispatch 1994, Vol. 14, No. 1, p. 1.

Train ride has always been a main attraction, during busy days and quiet ones.
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Ed Leska, Gene Allen and William Simpson rest during 2007 construction.
far easier on busy event days, since inbound and outbound trains could
now be on separate tracks anywhere beyond the station yard limit. This
updated track plan remained unchanged until 2006-2007.
The museum also purchased a second diesel-prototype locomotive in
1994. It was christened No. 2655 and first saw service on Depot Day that
year, joining Gene’s 4-4-0 American and Dan O’Brien’s 2-6-0 Mogul in
hauling passengers. It was the first time that No. 1316 had rested during a
day of museum train operations. Since being placed into service five years
earlier, No. 1316 had pulled trains carrying more than 30,000 passengers.
It is difficult to imagine what the museum would be like today without
the Goleta Short Line. The miniature railroad has long been responsible
for a significant share of the museum’s visitors and its revenue. The train
ride has introduced Goleta Depot to new generations of residents and visitors alike — boys and girls who love the little trains, and their families —
who come to the museum to ride, but leave with a greater awareness of and
appreciation for the landmark building and everything else they discover
there.
All of this stands as a lasting testimonial to Gene Allen, who designed
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the railroad and devoted so much of his time to its realization and care. So
many others have assisted in that effort, especially Gene’s friends from the
Goleta Valley Railroad Club back in the early years, and countless other
helpers along the way. Today, Ed Leska and his crew of John Green, Doug
Winter and Tony Ramirez continue in that great tradition, meeting on
Wednesday mornings to perform repairs to the track and rolling stock and
make other valuable improvements at the museum.
The museum was able to pay fitting tribute to Gene on Jan. 28, 2012. The
occasion was the 16th annual Super Saturday, which marks the year’s first
weekend day of free train rides for the general public. A ceremony was held
before the rides began that afternoon, during which the Goleta Short Line
was officially dedicated “in honor of Eugene G. Allen” the railroad’s “designer and master builder.”[106] A permanent plaque proclaiming those facts
was unveiled by Phyllis Olsen and Board President Noel Langle.
Since the late 1980s, there has been hardly a single event at the museum
in which the miniature railroad and train rides have not played a central
role. The 2012 edition of Super Saturday is only one example. Two trains ran
that day, the volunteer crews serving up more than 190 free rides. Further
honoring Gene, the trains ran on two different routes, the original 1987 onethird-mile route that he designed, and the expanded, half-mile-long route
completed two decades later under his supervision and leadership. True to
form, Gene had built all of the switches and the four elaborate crossover
tracks needed for the expanded rail system.
The years 1993 and 1994 were a period in which the museum experimented with new family events built around the miniature-train ride. Some
of the museum’s most enduring and endearing events got their starts at this
time, including the Easter Bunny Express (first held April 10, 1993: “Don’t miss
this hare-raising eggs-perience. Hop aboard!”) and the Candy Cane Train,
which was called the Holiday Train when it made its inaugural run Nov. 26Dec. 24, 1993.
Two lesser but equally long-lived museum events, Free Rides For Moms
and Free Rides For Dads both began in 1994. Experimentation does not always mean success, of course. The Fiesta Train got off to a great start in 1993
as an official event of Santa Barbara’s Old Spanish Days celebration, with
about 300 persons attending. It would only last for two years, however.
The Valentine’s-themed Little Luv’ Train made its first and only run in 1994.
[106] Depot Dispatch 2012, Vol. 32, No. 1, p. 3.
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Chapter 11.
Money, Money, Money!
There were other activities and resources that were added to the menu
of visitor attractions. Many of these, too, were created in the 1980s and
early ‘90s. Some of these were quite small, in cost or scope, when compared
with the community events, exhibits, rail excursions, caboose, and miniature-train and handcar rides discussed in previous chapters.
There is no better example of this than the “coloring pages” that are still
given away to our young museum guests. This series of sketches depicts a
variety of railroad scenes, mostly around the museum, itself. All are the artistic creation of the late Hilda Volkman and are suitable for home display,
either with or without additional touches applied by their young owners.
The first issue showed an exterior view of Goleta Depot. Many thousands
of these pages have been distributed to visitors since the program was
started in 1987. The printing costs were donated by Kinko’s for many years
back when Tom and Mary Cole operated the Goleta Kinko’s store. Wilson
Printing donated pages for the first time in 1999.
Goleta Depot has never been a good venue for traditional museum exhibits in wall or floor displays. That is partly because the available space is
so limited, but even more because exhibit cases are intrusive and can take
away from the railroad-station atmosphere that we are attempting to recreate. Instead of using these conventional exhibit forms, our museum has tried
whenever possible to leave objects and features where they would normally
occur in a depot or railroad environment, occasionally adding interpretive
labels to give the visitor
more information about
what they are viewing. For
example, the Goleta Short
Line boarding area displays
labels about turntables, car
couplers and train whistle
codes. The Freight Office
contains a single label that
The first coloring page depicted
Goleta Depot’s front facade.
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serves as a key for all of the room’s furnishings and features. The handcar
ride has its own label with information about the history and purpose of
the railroad handcar.
Although special guided tours are still given today to school, youth and
other visiting groups, the importance of the guided tour as an attraction
and as a teaching method gradually declined at the museum. Instead, the
volunteer agents, combined with labels, came to be used more and more to
tell the Goleta Depot story. This changed in 1999 when the museum unveiled its original self-guided tour for visitors. This large, full-color twosided tour card contains a detailed building floor-plan and many historical
and other illustrations. Copies of the laminated tour card can be checked
out by visitors to aid them as they explore the depot and grounds. A Spanish-language version of the tour was also added in 1999, thanks to Stella
Kramer, who donated her translation services.
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The popularity of the self-guided tour would soar in 2001, when it became a required activity for children participating in the “Passport To Santa Barbara,” a cooperative program of the Santa Barbara Educators’ Roundtable.[107] This led, in turn, to the development of a children’s version of the
self-guided tour in 2004-2005.
Any mention of early museum attractions must include the museum
store and theater. The store began as little more than a shelf or two of books
in the Institute for American Research offices upstairs in the depot. When
the Chamber of Commerce vacated the Freighthouse area in 1988, the store
was moved into the chamber’s former reception area. The store then became the museum’s welcome center for its visitors, with the shop clerk
doubling as museum receptionist.
Theresa Caccese was the first shop clerk, starting as a volunteer in the
fall of 1988, then hired as a paid clerk and museum assistant the following year. The museum
has utilized a mix of
paid and volunteer shop
clerks ever since. Other
early volunteer store
clerks included Edee
Brown, Stella Kramer
and Judy Savage.
I’m proud to say that
my dad, Elmer Coombs,
built the first sales
counter for the store.
[107] Depot Dispatch 2002, Vol. 22, No. 1, p. 1.

Theresa Caccese was the
first shop clerk.

[106] Depot Dispatch 2002,
Vol. 22, No. 1, p. 1.
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Spanish version of the self-guided tour was published in 1999.
Gene Allen installed the large-scale train that ran around the room’s perimeter, just above door height.
The theater was opened in a room adjacent to the shop, formerly the office of the chamber’s executive director. The theater program included free
screenings of railroad history and travel documentaries, as well as a few
feature films, beginning in 1990. The names “Gandy Dancer Theater” and
“Trackside Shop” were bestowed in 1991, the results of a naming contest
held by the museum. The following year, the program was expanded to include Wednesday showings as well as screenings on Sundays.[108] On days
when there wasn’t a scheduled showing, the shop clerk would always make
sure there were continuous screenings in the theater of “preview tapes” and
other videos containing miscellaneous railroad content.
We worked hard to develop and expand the list of things-to-do at the
museum. Our goal was twofold: to grow our audience and to strengthen
the museum’s financial condition. Growing the museum’s audience meant
[108] Depot Dispatch 1992, Vol. 12, No. 1, p. 2.
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increasing the total number of visitors, of course, but it also meant reaching new and different audiences, and improving return-visitation rates —
giving visitors a reason to come back again and again. Strengthening the
financial condition of the museum meant increasing total revenues, as well
as making those revenues more dependable from season to season and from
one year to the next.
What was the result of this expanding menu of museum attractions that
eventually came to include rides, tours, exhibits, gift shopping, a theater
and much more? How did these changes and improvements affect the museum, its visitors and its financial condition?
Attendance figures show a pattern of steady growth from 1986, when we
first began to keep daily visitation records, through the 1990s. The total for
1987 was about 10,000 visitors, rising to about 13,200 in 1991, for example,
then to about 16,900 in 1995 and to 20,500 in 2000. It is important to note,
however, that because the museum has never had a turnstile or daily admission charge, the numbers that we have for daily visitors are estimates
only. Most of these numbers are from tick-mark tallies recorded on paper
or from hand-held counters.
Train ridership figures are much more accurate, however, because every ride passenger has a ticket and riders are also individually counted and
recorded by the conductor before each trip. These ride figures show a rise
through time that is similar to the increase described above for annual visitation. The museum gave about 2,034 total train rides in 1987, 4,421 in 1991,
11,947 in 1995 and 14,614 in 2000. The largest number of museum train rides
in a single year was 15,379, recorded in 2001.
How did this rise in visitor numbers from the mid-1980s through the ‘90s
affect the museum’s bottom line? Museum income rose in a similar fashion
over this period. This was a result of both the increase in visitor numbers
and the growth in the number of income sources at the museum’s disposal.
Revenue also became more dependable, with fewer seasonal hills and
valleys and no big drops from year to year. Sadly, despite the stronger and
more reliable income streams, the financial challenges never abated. There
was simply never enough to allow us to be comfortable, certainly never
complacent, about where the next dollar was coming from or whether it
would be enough to keep the museum going. These never-ending financial
constraints prevented the organization from growing as much and as easily
as museum planners would have liked.
The problem was simple. Although the museum had a lot of income
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“Georgia Short Line” locomotive was sold to start the endowment. It appeared in the
museum’s “float” during the 1986 Goleta Valley Days parade,
sources — train-ride tickets, store sales, rail excursions, railroad-themed
events, rental income from the Chamber of Commerce and Audubon Society and more — most of these only brought in small amounts of money.
The few that were more lucrative, like the special events and Amtrak excursions, couldn’t be used often enough to produce the amount of extra
income that was really needed.
This is not at all unusual for museums, in general. Unless a museum can
depend heavily on admissions income or has at least one special program
that can generate solid revenue on a regular basis, it must turn to other
financial means to make ends meet. In addition to revenues earned from
sales and fees, all museums must depend to a greater or lesser extent on
various forms of outside support — donations, gifts, grants and other types
of charitable help from public or private sources.
In the early days of our museum, a huge dose of financial support came
from the Institute for American Research, itself. Even before the museum
began, Phyllis and I, as employees of the Institute, were able to participate
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actively in the depot project only because of the money earned through the
archaeological and historical research being done by the organization at
that time, especially for the Bureau of Land Management, as a principal
contractor for the California Desert Project.
A few years later, other Institute activities became crucial to the early
survival of the museum. The Institute started its archaeological and historical research program in Arizona in 1983, the same year that Goleta Beautiful transferred Goleta Depot to the Institute and the museum was started.
Contract and other income from its Arizona operations enabled the Institute to support the museum to the tune of about $20,000-25,000 annually
through much of the 1980s.
This was a significant share of the museum’s total operating budget at
the time. It was a harsh blow when we had to discontinue our Arizona
activities in 1989. The timing couldn’t have been worse. Just one year earlier, the decision had been made to expand the museum to include Goleta
Depot’s entire first floor. To accomplish this, the Chamber of Commerce’s
lease was not renewed, removing an important revenue stream that became
all the more dear when support of the museum from Arizona revenues vanished.
Now it was more crucial than ever to find outside sources of support
sufficient to supplement the museum’s modest income. Many museums
have endowments that produce a share, sometimes a sizable share, of the
money needed to cover their expenses. Indeed, some museums couldn’t exist without their endowments, which are often created with substantial
founding bequests at the birth of the museum.
The South Coast Railroad Museum’s endowment was started in 1988.[109]
As the seed for the endowment, the museum would use the expected proceeds from the sale of two one-eighth-size operating steam locomotives
donated by Dr. Richard and Georgia Thomas of Los Altos Hills, Calif. Gene
Allen, a friend of Dick Thomas, arranged for this generous founding gift
valued at tens of thousands of dollars.
The endowment target for an initial five years was set at a modest
$175,000. Museum members, businesses and organizations, and the general public would be invited to make contributions of $500 or more, which
could be spread over several tax years if the donor so desired. The endowment principal would be invested, with the income that was produced be[109] Depot Dispatch 1988, Vol. 8, No. 2, p. 1.
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ing used to help cover museum costs and expenses.
Four years earlier, Deborah Spalding Pelissero and Godwin Joseph Pelissero had established a publication fund in their name. Income produced
by the invested fund money had already been used to publish two Institute books, Mule Car and Trolley: The Story of the Santa Barbara Street Railway and
Those Were The Days: Landmarks Of Old Goleta, as well as several shorter works,
all on local-history topics.
The publication fund was combined with the Thomas gift, getting the
endowment drive off to a good early start. Then, in 1989, the Earl and Rose
Ann Hill Education Fund for Children’s Programs was established as another, separate component of the overall endowment.[110]
[110] Depot Dispatch 1989, Vol. 9, No. 3, p. 1.

Earl and RoseAnn Hill present a check to Phyllis Olsen, starting the Children's Education Fund,
while Goleta Sun photographer records the 1989 event.
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Gene Allen installs a replica Western Union sign, May 1989.

Eventually, income from the endowment investments would be used
to help cover the museum’s general operating costs. At the start, however,
endowment income was also used to make several well-publicized purchases, as a way of emphasizing the value of the endowment to prospective contributors. One early purchase included a large-screen monitor and
video-cassette-recorder to power the Gandy Dancer Theater. Endowment
income was also used to pay for the re-creation of two historic signs that
had once graced the first-floor facade of Goleta Depot’s bay window – a
Western Union sign in 1989[111] and a Wells Fargo & Company Express sign
two years later.[112] Both signs survive to this day.
A big boost to the endowment came in 1991 when the museum received
a $24,500 bequest from the estate of Verna Smith. Verna and her husband,
Carl, who preceded her in death, had been longtime museum supporters
and it seemed appropriate to place this money in the endowment. The bequest was divided between the three funds, with $5,000 each placed in the
publication and education funds and the balance in the general museum
[111] Depot Dispatch 1989, Vol. 9, No. 2, p. 1.
[112] Depot Dispatch 1991, Vol. 11, No. 3, p. 2.
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endowment.
A number of others, mostly museum members and supporters in the
business community, contributed to the endowment, in amounts ranging
from $500 to $5000. Despite some early successes, however, the endowment campaign failed even to reach its original $175,000 target, stalling at
about the $136,000 mark. Only a handful of endowment gifts were received
after those first few years of tantalizing promise. The endowment investments would never yield as much as $10,000 of income in a single year.
The effort may have been doomed before it even began. After Phyllis and
I had made a detailed presentation, outlining a suggested plan-of-action for
the endowment campaign, the board of trustees unanimously approved the
proposal. At that point in the meeting, the board president blurted, “Let
us know when you’re done.” Intended at least partly as a joke, perhaps, his
words seemed to cast a pall that would eventually extend far beyond that
evening’s proceedings. While most board members supported the endowment campaign with their personal gifts, their pledges never reached the
100% board-participation level that was a cornerstone of the endowmentbuilding plan. More significantly, beyond Gene Allen’s crucial acquisition
of the Thomas’s founding gift, the board did not help with another key
campaign building-block, the solicaitation and recruitment of additional
endowment contributors.
With a small endowment providing only limited funds, the museum
needed to find other forms of support to cover operational costs. One solution was to place more emphasis on the Depot Day Silent Auction as a fundraising tool.
Participants in the 1990 Asphalt Regatta pose for a snapshot.
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Depot Day’s Silent Auction became an important source of operating support.
We also repurposed the Asphalt Regatta. Throughout much of the 1980s,
the springtime event had been used to fund special projects: standardgauge track construction in 1985, the miniature-train ride in ‘86, the caboose (1987) and purchase of Goleta Short Line engine No. 1316 (1988).
From 1989 onward, however, all proceeds from the Spring Fundraiser would
be used to support general museum operations.[113]
A few years later, the museum began a Year-End Appeal to garner additional support. Directed primarily at the museum membership, it would
join the Spring Fundraiser as the second of the organization’s two main annual requests for support.
The Spring Fundraiser, Depot Day Silent Auction and Year-End Appeal each
would contribute significantly to the museum’s financial well-being. But
more was needed. Financial sponsorships of existing museum programs
and attractions proved to be another successful method for generating the
additional funds to keep the museum going.
[113] Depot Dispatch 1989, Vol. 9, No. 1, p. 1.
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One of the core elements of the museum philosophy had alwys been to
keep the museum open to the largest possible audience by making it affordable for everyone. Museum admission was free. Many programs, such as the
theater and handcar ride, were also free. If a fee was charged for an activity,
the price would usually be kept as low as was practical.
That philosophy has endured. In 2012, the museum asked for the same
$1 donation per person for Depot Day admission that was requested back
in the 80s. There was no charge for admission to events such as the Easter
Bunny Express or Steaming Summer/Railroad Days until long after 2000. When
that occurred, the price was kept low and included rides and other event
activities, in addition to admission. Museum membership was increased in
1994, from $10 to $15, where it remains today.
Sponsorships became a way for the museum to take advantage of these
many free and low-cost programs and activities. This involved seeking additional outside funding from businesses, organizations and individuals —
asking them to sponsor the continuation of those programs and activities
with their financial support.
The history of sponsorships at the museum can be traced back to 1987,
during the Santa Barbara Railroad Centennial. The museum enlisted a
number of Goleta, Santa Barbara and Montecito businesses to give away
free-ride coupons for the miniature-train runs at the museum made over
that special summer. Although the museum didn’t receive any money from
these business-community partners, it laid the groundwork for future collaborations that were true financial sponsorships.
One of the museum’s most successful and enduring types of sponsorships has involved free miniature-train rides. These have taken a variety of
forms, showing a clear evolution over time. The earliest free-ride sponsorships were aimed at children and other special groups, rather than being
something for all museum visitors.
Mid-State Bank was one of our first financial sponsors, underwriting
the museum’s participation in the Summer Reading Program of the Santa
Barbara Public Libraries. The bank’s first sponsoring gift came in the early
1990s. Rabobank, the successor to Mid-State, continues that tradition in
2015. In return for the bank’s monetary support, the museum gives a pair of
free train rides to children who successfully complete the reading program,
in recognition of their reading excellence.
Another early free-ride program for children was sponsored by Cox Ca-
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ble, now Cox Communications. This program, which started in 1993 and
lasted until 1998, awarded free rides to all school and youth groups that
came to the museum and took a staff-guided tour of the historical landmark.
Today’s museum visitors are familiar with the Free Rides for Moms and Free
Rides for Dads events, which are held each year on Mother’s Day and Father’s
Day. Both were started in 1994, with Santa Barbara Bank & Trust sponsoring the moms event that year and Goleta National Bank making free rides
for fathers possible. The Goleta bank sponsored both events the following year and continued to do so through 2000. Although these two events
continued into the new century, this would be largely without the help of
financial sponsors. The museum was shifting the focus of its sponsorship
efforts.
The museum next tried larger free-ride events, involving more than one
sponsor and benefitting everyone, rather than just individual groups or
one segment of the population. These took the form of “free-ride days,” in
which all visitors who meet the ride’s height requirement can enjoy unlimited free rides.
Super Saturday was started in 1997 and has been the museum’s first freeride weekend day of every calendar year ever since. Usually held the day
before the Super Bowl football game, the event was the brainchild of museum trustee Michael J. Gartzke, CPA. From six sponsors that first year,
the event eventually grew to include 15-20 financial sponsors, each giving
donations of $100. On that first Super Saturday, Feb. 1, 1997, 251 free rides
were given — more than there had ever been on any single museum day in
the November-through-March period! We had found a winning formula.
That same year, the 16th annual Spring Fundraiser was transformed into a
free-ride-day event. A “Great Goleta Rail Race” theme was adopted for the
first time and the event included free miniature-train and handcar rides.
The event’s sponsors made possible three public free-ride days that year, on
the May 17 Great Race day, itself, as well as on July 26 and Nov. 8.
Mike Gartzke was also largely responsible for Rotary Day, another annual free train and handcar ride day, which was started in 2001. Sponsored
by Gartzke’s own Rotary Club of Goleta Noontime, the event has always
had club members on hand to greet attendees and assist with the handcar
rides. Starting in 2011, Rotary Day has been held on Father’s Day, thus continuing the free-rides-for-dads tradition.
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Children from Cliff Drive Care Center enjoy a depot tour and train rides in July 1994.
Free-ride days at the museum took another turn in 1999, with the appearance of March Madness. Prompted by low museum attendance during
the month of March, we decided to give free rides every day that the museum was open. We even added an extra day, Thursday, to the weekly trainride schedule. Further demonstrating our lunacy, that first March Madness
was held without any financial sponsor.
The event proved enormously successful, however, attracting Goleta
National Bank to become March Madness sponsor the following year. The
2000 event set an all-time record for a single month with 2,154 train rides.
It was only the second time in the museum’s history that a month’s total had passed the 2,000-ride mark.[114] March ride totals went beyond the
2,000 mark during each of the next two years, as well, with Fairview Car
Wash taking up the sponsor’s reins. There would be no fifth March Madness
year, though. The museum’s sponsorship focus was changing once again.
The museum experimented briefly with free train rides on selected
weekend days, supported by one or two sponsors. In 2003, Channel Communications, Bermant Development Co. and Santa Barbara Elks Lodge No.
613 each sponsored one or two free-ride days. The Elks and Bermant company both renewed their support the following year. Absent for nearly a decade, a variant of this sponsorship form was brought back to the museum
by Michael Towbes and Montecito Bank & Trust in 2010, when they began
sponsoring a free train-ride day for the public in conjunction with their an[114] Depot Dispatch 2000, Vol. 20, No. 2, p. 2.
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Noel and Peggy Langle sponsor free monthly handcar rides.
nual employees’ day next door to the museum at Stow House.
Free train rides on weekdays have been very successful at the museum.
A monthly event, First Fridays Free, was begun in 2002 with the support of
Cox Communications. The Olitzky family assumed the sponsor’s role in
2006, which they continued for several years.
Starting in 2003, every Wednesday became a free-ride day, with Fairview Car Wash and Bermant Development Co. sharing the sponsorship
that initial year and in 2004. The event ran all the way to Thanksgiving,
when the holiday-season’s Candy Cane Train began. Fairview Car Wash has
been the sole sponsorship of this highly popular mid-week event ever since,
bringing free rides to thousands of delighted museum visitors. Free Wednesdays became Free Fridays briefly when, in 2010, the museum schedule was
shortened to three days.
Monthly free handcar rides at the museum started in Nov. 1989, just a
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month after the car was put into service. Like March Madness, however, this
free-ride program was begun without the benefit of any financial support.
It would be more than a decade before Channel Communications started
to sponsor the handcar rides, in 2000. Two years later, Fairview Car Wash
took on the sponsorship duties, at the same time that the company was
underwriting the final year of March Madness.
Noel and Peggy Langle have sponsored the monthly rides since 2008.
The handcar has long been a special project for Noel, who built a new storage shed for the car in 2007 and also worked on the handcar boarding platform, which was completed in 2006.
The pressure to focus largely on those activities that made money for
the museum was unrelenting. Even so, there are some tasks that all organizations must perform, even if there is no income as a result. This is especially true for museums, because of all of the behind-the-scenes work that
must be done to properly care for the collections, the precious objects with
which the museum has been entrusted. In our case, of course, the most dear
of these is Goleta Depot, itself.
A museum’s collections can get out of control quickly, especially when
the practice is to indiscriminately “take everything that is offered.” Fortunately, our museum adopted a policy of “selective collecting” in 1989 as part
of its comprehensive Collections Management Policy. This kept the size
of the collection manageably low by limiting the collections only to those
items that were directly relevant to the museum’s mission.
Museum work was not entirely new to me when I became involved with
the Goleta Depot Project. In graduate school, I had served for a time as acting curator of UCLA’s Museum of Anthropology, a research facility. While
I was no expert, this experience did prepare me to be able to recognize
when a museum needed help. Our museum needed some help.
Luckily, the American Alliance of Museums[115] has a wonderful help
program that is especially well-suited for small needy museums like ours.
AAM’s “MAP” or Museum Assessment Program provides assistance to museums in the form of consulting services provided by skilled museum professionals.
We were awarded a MAP grant, which brought Allan Griesemer, Director of the San Bernardino County Museum, to our museum in 1987. Dr.
Griesemer’s advice and recommendations would become the fountainhead
[115] Then known as the American Association of Museums.
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for a long list of benefits to the museum that continue to this day. The Collections Management Policy of 1989 was one result of the Griesemer visit.
Another was the Statement of Purpose, adopted in 1988, which set into
words the museum’s scope, its goals and aspirations.
That original MAP project also made possible additional MAP grants, as
well as similar grants from other agencies, including the National Endowment for the Humanities and National Institute for Conservation. Each of
these, in turn, brought one or more museum professionals to our museum,
providing consulting services on topics ranging from collections care and
management, to governance, to publicity and marketing, to preservation of
the historical building.
The museum’s efforts to obtain these assistance grants reflected our
commitment to do the best possible job that we could of serving the public,
informing and educating our many audiences, and caring for and managing
the collections, including the landmark building. The grants, themselves,
gave us the guidance, the encouragement and some of the tools that we
needed to work toward achieving these goals.
One of the most important outcomes of that first MAP in 1987 was another grant that we received from the Institute of Museum Services[116] in
1988. It was our MAP consultant, Allan Griesemer, who had made us aware
of our eligibility for this grant program.
This new grant was very different from the MAP grants. It was a “general
operating support” grant, which meant it could be used to help pay for the
museum’s day-to-day operating expenses! So, it turned out that our efforts
to do a better job of fulfilling some behind-the-scenes responsibilities that
yielded no direct financial benefit actually led indirectly to some additional
financial support to help us cover the museum’s costs.
The IMS/IMLS General Operating Support (GOS) grant program was
open to museums of all sizes and types throughout the United States. The
grant that our museum received was one of only 416 awards made that year.
In announcing the award, IMS Director Lois Burke Shepard wrote, “These
prestigious grants are the most sought after federal museum awards.” Our
museum was selected, she wrote, because of its
judicious management of the museum’s available resources to provide
the best possible services to its community and the general public.
The competition for these funds is strong and museums that receive
[116] Later renamed the Institute of Museum and Library Services or IMLS.
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General Operating Support awards have demonstrated their commitment to high standards in operations and services to the public
... Please accept my congratulations and my encouragement of your
continued excellent performance.[117]

Going to head-to-head with other small museums, our museum proved
to be very competitive in the GOS grant program. Over the next 14 years,
until IMLS replaced the General Operating Support grants in 2003, we
would receive GOS funding every year except one. No other U.S. transportation museum and no other California museum of any type, large or small,
could claim a record as successful. Our GOS grant awards would increase
over the years, starting at only $5,000 but eventually reaching a high of
about $20,000.
[117] Depot Dispatch 1988. Vol. 8, No. 4, p. 1.

Goleta National Bank
sponsored “Free Rides For
Dads” on Father’s Day,
June 18, 1994.
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Chapter 12.
Reaching Out For New Audiences
The strong growth in the numbers of visitors coming to the museum began to level off in about 2000. Since then, visitation figures have been more
or less constant from year to year. The museum’s total audience has continued to grow, however. What made the difference? With time, more and
more people were taking part in programs that were offered away from the
museum, rather than coming to the museum’s physical site. Among these
emerging “outreach activities,” the museum’s website and our programs
aboard Amtrak trains proved to be especially important.
Some of the museum’s earliest outreach efforts involved exhibits that
were shared with the public in display cases that were available for a few
weeks or months in libraries, banks and other local public venues. Some
First artifacts were shared in Mission Federal Savings display in Oct. 1982.
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of these exhibits and displays even preceded the museum, itself. They had
been used during the Goleta Depot Project to call attention to the efforts
to save the historical landmark. Later, they would serve to attract visitors
to the museum, as well as to introduce the public to the museum themes of
trains and railroading.

The Continuing Lecture Series
The speakers program was another early outreach activity. It grew out
of the regular meetings that were held in the early 90s for the museum’s
volunteers and those interested in becoming volunteers. The first such
meeting that also included a publicly-announced live presentation was
held May 20, 1992 at Goleta Library. The speaker was Michael G. Powers,
Deputy Director of the Santa Barbara County Association of Governments.
Powers discussed current plans for a new Amtrak station in Goleta that
would bring passenger rail service back to the community after a hiatus of
more than a quarter-century.
Several more speakers were enlisted to make presentations to museum
audiences in 1992. The following year, the speakers program went to a
monthly schedule. All of the programs were free to the public and were
held in Goleta Library’s multipurpose room, where standing-room crowds
of about 60-70 persons were possible. Topics ranged from local and community history to a wide range of train topics, including the hobby of model
railroading, passenger-station architecture, the operation of a steam locoMarch 1982 display at Goleta Library told depot story through photos and mementos.
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Rich Thom speaks to a 2008 museum audience about China’s Qinghai-Tibet Railway.
motive and many others. The program included a few “celebrity” speakers, including noted author and historian David Myrick, who spoke on
the railroads of Nevada. Most of the programs, however, were by museum
members and volunteers, railroad retirees, local historians and other more
casual presenters.
The museum’s most prolific speaker was Rich Thom, who was a museum trustee for many years and also served as board president in 2000.
Thom made about a dozen impressive multimedia presentations from 1994
to 2008, documenting his many international railroad travels, in Latin
America, India, the Philippines, China and other places around the world.
A monthly pace for the speakers program could not be sustained for
long, however. Although we occasionally filled the room to capacity, attendance could also prove very disappointing, with a few programs drawing
only single-digit audiences. To some presenters and program organizers,
such poor turnouts were simply unsatisfactory.
It also became more and more difficult to find good presenters who could
cover topics that would attract bigger audiences. Presentations slowed to
a few offerings each year, then to one every year or two. Since 2000, only
about a half-dozen programs have been offered.
The real problem that doomed the speakers program, however, was
neither low attendance nor difficulty finding speakers or subject matter.
Mostly, the program was just one of the victims of the museum’s tight financial situation. The museum had to give up this and other programs simply because they did not generate their own sustaining revenue.
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Museum Website
The museum website was started in 1996, thanks to a donation of Internet services from local provider Silicon Beach Communications. The first
web pages were crafted by Dana Trout as another gift to the museum. The
website address was www.silcom.com/-scrm/
With the website, we were able to tell people all around the world about
the museum — our schedule of operation, contact information, driving directions to the museum, descriptions of programs and activities, an organizational history, our nonprofit mission and basic information about the
historical landmark.
From those first few pages of unequivocal self-promotion, the website
would grow over the years to become an essential part of the museum’s
overall educational programming. The scope of the website’s content also
grew, eventually reaching far beyond just the history and architecture of Goleta Depot. A general reference section on railroad terms was added to the
site. Several train-themed activities for children were brought in to create
a section just for young people. With help from Bruce Morden, a chronology of local railroad
history was developed. Another page
shares examples of
English-language
poetry about trains.
Pages with videos
and information on
high-speed rail travel have been added

Two of the first and
longest-serving guides,
Perry and Pat Lorentzen,
show off the original, preTrails & Rails uniform.
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more recently.
Today, the website’s most popular page, by far, is the one about “Trains
& Railroads In the Movies,” which lists both feature films with a railroad
theme and other movies that contain memorable scenes in which trains
play an important role. Because of this page’s popularity in search engines
and hyperlinks across the Internet, about 28% of all the site’s visitors come
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Guides Bern Verbit, opposite page, and Jim Felland, above, tell Coast Starlight
passengers about local sights, history of the area.
to the movies page first, rather than the website’s homepage. Except for the
homepage, there are twice as many visits to this page as to any other page
on the website.
It appears that, even by the most conservative estimates[118], since about
2005 the museum website has enjoyed a monthly average of about 2,000
different visitors. That easily exceeds the number of people coming to the
museum, itself. In a typical month today, the museum website entertains
visitors from about 60-80 different countries.

Coast Starlight Trails & Rails Program
In 1994, the museum was invited by Amtrak to create an interpretive
program for passengers aboard the Coast Starlight.[119] Based in the train’s
[118] Methods for counting website visits are notoriously inaccurate. Many yield bloated visitation
figures.
[119] Depot Dispatch 1994. Vol. 14, No. 3, p. 1.
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Guides Carla Cabanatuan and Nancy Johnke issue an Anza Historic Trail passport
stamp to a young passenger during an overnight trip to Oakland,
Sightseer Lounge car, the program would share information about local and
railroad history, things-to-do, communities and commerce, and the natural history of the area. Tying everything together would be a “California’s
Wonderful Corner” theme coined by the late author and historian, Walker
A. Tompkins, in his 1962 book of the same name.[120] Originally planned to
cover the route segment between Oxnard and San Luis Obispo, the design
was soon changed to a Santa Barbara-San Luis Obispo round-trip.
The recruitment of volunteer guides began in early 1995. On May 22,
Phyllis and I conducted a one-way rehearsal of the draft program. First, we
rode the early morning San Diegan train south from Santa Barbara. Later that
morning we boarded the Coast Starlight in Oxnard, where we began our test
presentation.
The northbound train that we were riding was late, however, which
meant we were going to miss our return train in San Luis Obispo. Fortunately, we had arranged the trip in advance with the Coast Starlight conductor, who was kind enough to stop the train just for us in the town of Guadalupe. There we were able to catch the Santa Barbara-bound Coast Starlight
[120] Depot Dispatch 1995. Vol. 15, No. 1, p. 1.
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by means of yet another unscheduled train stop. In those days, it was relatively easy for Amtrak crews to make these special accommodations.[121]
Startup of the Coast Starlight program did not get under way as planned
in 1995. Postponed first by “problems related to Amtrak’s financial troubles
and ongoing reorganization,”[122] the museum program was later sidetracked
by time changes to the Coast Starlight schedule that made impractical the
one-day round-trip to San Luis Obispo on which the program depended.
Two years would pass before the Coast Starlight’s schedule had been relaxed enough to make the program feasible once more.[123] A call went out
for volunteers, and by the end of 1997 more than 30 “guides-in-training” had
been recruited. Everything seemed ready to begin onboard training in early
1998, with program presentations to commence that summer. But, another
obstacle arose.
In the spring of 1998, El Niño storms battered the Santa Barbara County
South Coast. The museum was closed for a week due to treacherous conditions caused by fallen trees and flooding on the grounds. There were no
miniature-train rides for an even longer period because one of the toppled
trees had damaged some of the track.[124]
Only two Coast Starlight training trips were completed in January before
the storms brought a halt not only to the museum’s onboard training, but
to the very operation of Amtrak’s Coast Starlight, itself a victim of track damage! The return leg of one of the January training trips had been so delayed
by the weather that it caused many of our volunteer recruits to resign from
the program. But the experience would leave behind a hardened corps of
volunteers who would serve the museum for many, many years.
With the bad weather behind us, nine training trips were conducted
in April and May. The program presentation, itself, was also tested successfully three times in May. Using the onboard PA-system and a prepared
script, I served as narrator while Phyllis interacted with passengers in the
upper level of the lounge car. This basic two-person approach became the
standard format for the “Coast Starlight Interpretive Program.” Guides-intraining were aboard each trip to observe and learn.
In June, pairs of volunteers began presenting the program on their own.
By fall, about 20 total programs had been presented, reaching a total audi[121] Depot Dispatch 1995. Vol. 15, No. 2, p. 2.
[122] Depot Dispatch 1995. Vol. 15, No. 3, p. 3.
[123] Depot Dispatch 1997. Vol. 17, No. 2, p. 2.
[124] Depot Dispatch 1998. Vol. 18, No. 1, p. 1.
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ence of about 1,000 passengers.[125] The program would grow to four guide
trips per week, with a season that ran almost year-round, with a short respite during the year-end holidays. This break increased in length over the
years so that by 2013 the operating season ran roughly the same as the period of Daylight Savings Time, about eight months in all.
In 2002, the museum program became part of “Trails & Rails,” a nationwide program of the National Park Service. The Juan Bautista de Anza National Historic Trail became our park sponsor.[126] This was a most appropriate choice since much of the historic colonizing expedition that Anza
led to Alta California in 1775-76 followed the same basic route between
Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo that was later used by the Southern
Pacific railroad.
The Trails & Rails partnership meant new uniforms and larger audiences. Guides were now reaching more of each train’s total audience, with the
addition of train-wide PA announcements and guide visits to passengers in
cars other than the lounge.
Starting in 2004, a weekly overnight guide trip to Oakland was inaugurated. This extended program runs from Memorial Day to Labor Day. The
destination was changed to San Jose in 2010.
The Coast Starlight program has become one of the museum’s most effective forms of outreach, with audiences that include rail travelers from
across the U.S. and around the world. It has also grown into the best way
of keeping Goleta Depot true to its railroad roots, by maintaining a connection with today’s operating rail system. The program is also now responsible for a significant share of the museum’s total audience. During 2010,
the museum’s 24 Trails & Rails volunteer guides gave 202 program presentations, serving about 43,600 passengers.

[125] Depot Dispatch 1998. Vol. 18, No. 3, p. 1.
[126] Depot Dispatch 2002. Vol. 22, No. 4, p. 2.
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Chapter 13.
Memorable Museum Moments
As the years passed, the museum became more adept at creating and
maintaining a routine that worked both for our visitors and for the organization. Whether it was daily procedures, or weekly or annual calendars
of events and activities, we learned to keep whatever was successful and
drop or improve what wasn’t. The result was a productive, efficient and
dependable distillation. It could also be tedious. After a time, even the special events, despite their bigger crowds, added attractions and unique challenges, came to lose much of their special quality.
But there have also been occurrences and encounters that really stand
out from the routine. There have been many of these memorable moments
during the museum period of Goleta Depot’s life. I’ve been lucky to have
witnessed a lot of them.
Many of these special occasions involve the wild animals that inhabit or
visit the museum property. The animals most commonly sighted include
ground squirrels, gophers, lizards and — in the air — woodpeckers, swallows, yellow-jacket wasps, vultures, crows, various smaller birds and raptors, especially owls, red-tailed hawks and the white-tailed kite.
Great blue herons and egrets are frequent visitors to the property, coming to hunt the burrowing rodents. Coyotes live nearby, hunt frequently
on the grounds, and
can often be heard
howling in the distance, usually in reply to the siren of a
fire truck responding
to a call.
Collectively, this
menagerie of wildlife

Great blue heron explores
the picnic area.
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is an important part of the fabric that makes the museum what it is. If you
don’t believe that, you probably don’t know that hardly a week goes by
that the museum isn’t visited by at least a few youngsters, or families with
young children, who have come not so much to ride the train or check out
the model-railroad exhibit, but with the primary purpose of hunting for
lizards! In a similar way, the Audubon Society ensures that birdwatching
is another pastime enjoyed by many at the museum that has nothing to do
with trains and railroads.
Against this busy backdrop of everyday animal life at the museum, there
are a few unusual events and occurrences that really stand out from the rest.
Some of these are notable simply because they are rare. This would include,
for me personally, bobcat sightings — numbering only two or three over
my 30-plus years on the property — and fewer than a half-dozen encounters with turtles, who have strayed away from their watery homes in and
around nearby Lake Los Carneros. Unquestionably the most memorable
rare encounter for me had to be the sighting of a long-tailed weasel, which I
spotted one afternoon scrambling into a hole near the Visitor Center.
Some encounters with animals stick in the memory because of the events
that surround them. Among hundreds, if not thousands, of heron sightings
over the years, I’ll never forget the one time I saw one patient heron successfully spear a ground squirrel, then make a long, lumbering off-center
takeoff with the rodent still on its beak.
Raccoons are regular nocturnal visitors to the grounds, but the one raccoon I’ll never forget was the one that caused so much trouble that we had
to seek the aid of the state trapper to help capture the animal. I was shocked
to see the raccoon in the trap the first morning after it had been set. My first
startled impression, grossly exaggerated, was that the raccoon was so big
that it completely filled the cage trap, floor-to-ceiling and wall-to-wall!
Bats are also around a lot at night, but my one memorable interaction
involved the one bat that decided to take up residence attached to the light
bulb suspended from the ceiling in the Waiting Room. I’ll never forget the
afternoon when Bruce Morden and I spent the better part of an hour trying
to catch the bat, or at least chase it out of the room.
Black-widow spiders had their banner year in 1988, when their numbers
inside Goleta Depot hit infestation level. A professional exterminator had
to be summoned to eradicate the problem.[127]
But the most memorable animal encounter, without question, involved
[127] Depot Dispatch 1988. Vol. 8, No. 4, p. 4.
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Pair of killdeer eggs in nest between the Goleta Short Line rails, April 1990.
the killdeer incident of 1994. Killdeer are shorebirds that can also frequently
be found inland. They lay a spotted egg and often build their nest in areas of
small gravel, where the varied colors of the rock can help to camouflage the
eggs. In 1990, some killdeer discovered the gravel ballast that the museum
was using for the Goleta Short Line track. They decided it would be perfect
for their needs. When the first killdeer nest was built in spring 1990, there
was no strong conflict with human activity. The track had only been down
permanently since the previous fall, and train rides were only being offered
once a month. Even though the eggs were laid right between the rails, the
locomotives and cars had sufficient clearance to pass safely over the nest
without as much as touching the eggs.
But as the ride schedule intensified, first to a weekly routine, then even
more often, the likelihood of a clash of species rose dramatically. It all came
to a head in spring 1994.
The Goleta Short Line engineers and conductors had come to know the
nesting killdeer
s’ behavior very well. When the nest is approached
by a potential predator (or train!) one of the nesting pair will attempt to
distract attention away from the nest. This is often done with much drama, by limping around a few yards away, as if they had a broken wing and
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Little Gardens Club members plant jacaranda for Arbor Day, March 1986.
would therefore be an easy alternate prey.
During the early days of the nesting cycle, the sitting bird would quickly
abandon the nest whenever a train approached, returning as soon as the
train had passed. But as hatching time approached, the birds’ protective
behavior escalated spectactularly. Eventually, the killdeer would stay, as
if challenging the approaching locomotive to a fight, daring the 300-pound
vehicle to push it off the nest.
I’ll never forget the standoff between the killdeer and engineer Al Jaramillo. The killdeer won — its bluff forcing Al to bring his train to a halt
only a few feet before the intransigent bird.
The Great Killdeer Encounter of 1994 peaked on April 2, just a few
hours before the Easter Bunny Express began carrying a record 549 passengers across these same egg-bearing tracks, on one of the busiest days of the
museum calendar. With little hope of success but no clear alternative, I
used a soup spoon and little else to move the nest, eggs and all, a few yards
out of harm’s way.
Miraculously, Mrs. Killdeer accepted the new situation and returned to
the relocated nest. For the next couple of weeks, the killdeer and the riders
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on passing trains enjoyed one another’s company, without further incident.
The youngsters hatched during the week of April 18.[128]
The killdeer returned for brief visits over the next few years but never
built another nest on the grounds after 1995. That has always been a relief
to me — but one touched with a dash of disappointment.
The trees and shrubs found around the grounds are another essential
part of the museum environment. It is worth noting that little more than
a dozen of these — just a few of the oaks, jacarandas, peppers, and fan
palms — were intentionally planted during the museum period. A few of
the others, especially the eucalyptus and some of the other, more mature
trees along the northern edge of the property are descended from the earlier, Stow ranch period. All of the trees and bushes are volunteers from the
post-1981 period, carried to the property as seeds by birds or weather, or in
the green-waste that the County of Santa Barbara and its contractors used
to provide by the truckload to the museum for many years as ground cover.
These trees and plantings have become such an integral part of the museum scene that we added a botanical guide to the museum website, en[128] Depot Dispatch 1994. Vol. 14, No. 2, p. 2.

Friends and loved ones gather for a memorial tree planting for Earl Hill, August 1992.
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titled “Trees and Plants of the Museum Grounds.” Besides paying tribute
to their importance, the web page helps to answer some of the botanical
questions raised by many of our visitors over the years.
There have also been a number of memorable events associated with
these members of the museum community. Most of these have involved
tree ceremonies, like the March 1986 planting of three jacaranda trees by
the Santa Barbara Little Gardens Club. All of the jacarandas on the property are descended from those three individuals, except one. Planted Aug.
8, 1992 in memory of museum benefactor Earl Hill, it has been the only memorial tree placed in the ground at the museum over its 30-year history.[129]
To complement the 1984 planting of freeway daisies behind the Waiting
Room and Freight Office, Harriett Phillips donated the funds to add a pair
of rose bushes to the bed, in honor of Phyllis and me.[130]
[129] Depot Dispatch 1992. Vol. 12, No. 3, p. 3.
[130] Depot Dispatch 1984. Vol. 4, No. 2, p. 2.

El Nino storms cause trees to fall, closing the museum in Feb. 1998.
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Actor Bill Smitrovich and Trustee Mary Cole pose for the camera on Depot Day 1993.
Other well-remembered occasions involve the loss of trees. The El Nino
storms of early 1998 caused several pepper trees to fall, along with one of
the towering eucalyptus trees flanking the northern edge of the property.
The eucalyptus fell across the entrance to the grounds, closing the museum
for a week and causing track damage that would shut down train operations even longer.[131]
The saddest such loss involved the grand Monterey pine near the southwest corner of the museum property. It toppled during high winds on the
night of Feb. 19, 2003. This great tree, which had marked the end of the
miniature train’s return loop, had been keeling over inch by inch for more
than a decade. From her desk upstairs in the depot, Phyllis watched helplessly over the years as the 100-foot giant slowly tipped. She had no choice:
the vertical framing of the windows in front of her served as a precise gauge
for measuring the tree’s gradual surrender to gravity.[132]
The museum has enjoyed its share of celebrity visitors. Kathy Ireland,
[131] Depot Dispatch 1998. Vol. 18, No. 1, p. 1.
[132] Depot Dispatch 2003. Vol. 23, No. 1, p. 4.
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Dennis Miller, veteran character-actors Bill Smitrovich[133] and Stuart Pankin are among those who have visited while I’ve been on site. Some drop by
frequently, especially when children and the train ride are involved.
Phyllis spent some time one afternoon with two notable visitors, Lady
Fiona, the 8th Countess of Carnarvon, and her husband, George Herbert,
the 8th Earl of Carnarvon. This was at a time when their home, Highclere
Castle, was just beginning to receive widespread recognition for its starring role on the PBS television hit series, Downton Abbey.
My unforgettable celebrity encounter took place during a Candy Cane
Train event some years earlier. On this particular trip, the train had barely
left the station when I noticed from my rear vantage point as conductor
that one of the passengers was using a camcorder to tape the ride. I blew
my whistle, stopped the train, then stepped forward and spoke to the passenger. I advised him that it was unsafe to use a camera, especially when
it involved holding the camera off to one side, as he was doing, because he
might lose his balance or strike a neighboring tree branch or fence post. He
graciously complied.
It was only later I learned that I had busted someone who knew his way
around cameras: It was Academy-award winning director and producer
Robert Zemeckis! Today, passengers are cautioned, as part of the conductor’s pre-trip announcement, to refrain from using cameras or cell phones
during the ride. You can think of that as the “Roger Rabbit” Rule, in honor
of one of my favorite Zemeckis films.
The museum has also hosted celebrity impersonators of a unique kind,
as the Winter 1993-94 issue of the Depot Dispatch reported:
In October, Goleta Depot was the site of a training exercise conducted
as part of the State of California’s “dignitary protection school,” sponsored by the U.S. Dept of Justice. School attendees, which included
law enforcement officers from throughout the state, acted out a scenario involving a fictional foreign official’s visit to Goleta Depot. The
purpose of the exercise was to give law officers throughout the state
experience handling the special kinds of problems associated with
such visits - everything from protesters to assassins so they would be
able to help federal officials when called upon in a real situation. Two
different groups participated in the two-day exercise. The railroad
museum has participated in this program for a number of years.[134]
[133] Smitrovich’s son, A.J., became a member of the museum’s Junior Engineers Club.
[134] Depot Dispatch 1993. Vol. 13, No. 4, p. 2.
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Mysterious red spot appeared on telegrapher’s bench during 1983 Freight Office work.
In 2012, the museum continued its long tradition of cooperating annually with state and federal law enforcement by providing a venue for this
important training activity.
After celebrity impersonators, this might be an appropriate place to
discuss the possibility of visits from the spirit world. You may recall from
Chapter 4 how neighbors Albert and Thora St. Clair had created the story
of a Depot Ghost back in the 1970s to try and scare away kids who were
nosing around the abandoned building. But could Goleta Depot really be
haunted? I attempted to answer that question, mostly in a tongue-in-cheek
fashion, at an Oct. 20, 1993 speakers-program presentation especially for
Halloween, entitled “Goleta Depot Ghosts, Goblins, and Things That Go
Bump In The Night.”[135]
I began the program by talking about two personal experiences that had
mystified me. The first took place in June 1983 in the Freight Office. While
refinishing the telegrapher’s bench, I uncovered a bright red spot, about
three inches in diameter, on the top of this built-in desk. Could this be
blood? My imagination raced even more when I realized that the red spot
was still liquid – even though the room had been out of use for nearly a decade! When I tried to remove the liquid, more seemed to appear to take its
[135] Depot Dispatch 1993. Vol. 13, No. 3, p. 3.
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place! Could this be blood — somehow connected with the spirit world?
Once I had calmed down — and not being a believer in such things — I
decided to find a more down-to-earth explanation. Perhaps this was just a
spill a red ink, or maybe paint, from the 1970s. Perhaps this mystery liquid
hadn’t dried because it had been sealed from the air by a later coat of paint.
Perhaps. To the best of my recollection, the red spot remains there today,
under another coat of paint applied shortly thereafter during the rehabilitation of the agent’s office.
A second mysterious experience that I recounted during that Halloween
program occurred upstairs in the living room, where Phyllis has now kept
her office for the past 30 years. It was about 1983 and I was working in
the northeast corner of that room. For some long-forgotten reason, I had
occasion to strike or tap the north wall with my closed fist. After about a
second, or maybe two, I heard the clear sound of a return tap from the other
side of the wall. I knocked again, and the result was the same. Eventually, I
would strike the wall dozens of times. Without fail, the wall would reply!
Or, was it something trapped inside of the wall? Again applying my nonbeliever intuition, I eventually concluded that the most reasonable explanation was that there was something dangling inside the wall — a loose
electrical cord, wiring or a rope. When someone taps in the right place,
the cord swings away from wall, then makes the sound I heard as it swings
back and hits the wall. The wall there has never been opened, so the source
of those return taps — whatever it may be — should still be in place to
1904 streetcar crash killed five in Santa Barbara.
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answer the call. Phyllis has kept two packed filing cabinets in that corner
for many years, so it has been decades since anyone has tested to see if this
particular depot ghost is still home and ready to answer the call.
The final encounter that I related during that Oct. 1993 presentation
is very different from the others. It still makes my skin crawl whenever I
think about it, or share the story with others. It was 1984, a time when Bill
Everett and I were busy working on our book, Mule Car and Trolley: The Story
of the Santa Barbara Street Railway. I was busy with the mock-up of the pages
for the book, pasting down copies of photographs and patches of text onto
dummy sheets. The finished sheets would eventually provide a guide for
the printer as to how the final pages should look. I was alone, upstairs in
the depot, with some of the windows open on this warm summer evening.
During my work, I came to the section of the book that had always disturbed me — about the April 10, 1904 Santa Barbara streetcar tragedy. It
was Easter Sunday and Car 16 was leaving the Old Mission after Mass.
The new Brill Co. car was overcrowded, with 125 passengers to fill only 48
seats. During the descent down Laguna and Mission Streets, the motorman lost control of the car. After picking up a lot of speed, the car finally
crashed, rolling over on its side at the sharp Garden Street curve. Most of
the passengers remained trapped in the overturned streetcar until their rescue arrived. Five were killed.
I was pasting down the text and photos related to this horrible accident
when I was startled to see out of the corner of my eye that a bird had flown
into the room. It was a mourning dove and as it attempted to escape the
room’s confines, it smashed into a wall and fell to the floor. Rushing over, I
saw that the bird had died instantly.
I was at once overcome, chilled really, by the unmistakable parallel between the streetcar crash and what had just happened in front of me. Could
there be some mystical connection between the trapped streetcar victims
of 80 years before and the dove? Was my experience a glimpse into the
spirit world? I’m a lifelong skeptic, but this is one experience that I have
always found difficult to label as a mere coincidence.
Most of the museum’s memorable encounters involving people have
nothing whatsoever do to with celebrities, real or fictional, or with visits
from the hereafter. Instead, they involve real everyday, flesh-and-blood visitors, whose names and lives would not be at all familiar to most readers.
One such visit that I’ll never forget took place on March 18, 2007. The
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Train’s only passengers were three sets of twins and their parents.
Goleta Short Line carried ten passengers on its first run that day. The ten
represented three families, each with two children. The families had never
met. What was so memorable? Only that the six youngsters were three sets
of twins!
They were identical twins Andrea and Rachel Monarrez, age 4, accompanied by their father, Rafael; Diego and Kai Casas, age 2, with their parents, Laura and Chris; and Morgan and Liam Phillips, age 2, visiting with
their mom, Lorie. Wow![136]
Many of these memorable occasions involve return visits to Goleta Depot, like the woman visitor who introduced herself as one of the Brownies who helped plant freeway daisies back in 1984. Or, the young parents
who bring their kids to ride the train, mentioning in passing that they were
young riders themselves back in the late 1980s or ‘90s. Over the years, several visitors have told us that they were among the youngsters who had
trespassed back in the mid-‘70s when Goleta Depot was closed and boarded up. Return visits by members of the depot moving crew or by workers
who helped to bring the building back to life in the early 80s have always
been memorable, as well.
There have also been visits by members of agent families. Frank Vasquez,
the last Goleta agent, has been a frequent visitor and was involved in early
[136] Depot Dispatch 2007. Vol. 27, No. 1, p. 2.
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events at the museum. Like Vasquez, Margaret Cookson O’Rourke, daughter of agent Ralph Cookson, was very important to the research going into
the first edition of this book. She was on hand when we went into the closed
depot in 1981, during one of our very first visits to the abandoned building.
Marc and Natalie Rodrigue recreate historic family photo (inset) with daughter, Emily.
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This has to rank as one of most memorable Goleta Depot moments since
the end of its service to the railroad over a quarter-century ago.
One of the most unusual of these agent-family visits took place when
Marc and Natalie Rodrigue and their daughter, Emily, dropped by the museum back on March 1, 2008. More than a century earlier, Marc’s grandmother, Frances Brown, had posed for a family snapshot behind Goleta
Depot. Little Frances was the daughter of Ida Mae and Harry Brown, one
of the depot’s first agents. That 1903 image is also the earliest known photograph that shows any part of the landmark building. The purpose of the
Rodrigue family visit was to recreate the 105-year-old family photograph,
with Emily in her stroller, positioned in the same spot as her great-grandmother.[137]
Steve Wagner is a Goleta native who has had several notable returns to
Goleta Depot. Steve was one of the many youngsters who had explored the
abandoned depot back in the late ‘70s. A few years later, he was the drum
major of the Dos Pueblos High School Marching 100, which played for the
depot’s landmark dedication ceremony in 1982.[138] At that time, Steve’s father, Chuck Wagner, was Public Works Director for the County of Santa
Barbara — an important person involved in much of the planning, permitting, and construction during the Depot Project. Steve would follow in his
dad’s footsteps to become Director of Public Works for the City of Goleta.[139] In that capacity, Steve became a VIP in his own right when the South
Coast Railroad Museum became a tenant of the new municipality.
Some of these return visits to Goleta Depot are very personal ones for
me. The Candy Cane Train is a very special event, particularly for the children. The iconic ingredient of the event is the yummy candy cane that all
passengers receive from the conductor at the end of their ride. This simple
holiday gift can leave a lasting impression on many. This was never made
more evident to me than on a warm summer day, many months after the
previous Candy Candy Train had made its last run. I was serving as conductor
that afternoon, shepherding passengers through the exit gate, when I felt a
tug on my pant leg. Looking down, I saw a little boy, not more than three,
looking up at me. Seeing that he had gotten my attention he extended an
open hand and asked, “Candy cane?” Remembering this little story, sharing
it with others, never fails to warm my heart.
[137] Depot Dispatch 2008. Vol. 23, No. 1, p. 4.
[138] Depot Dispatch 1982. Vol. 2, No. 10, p. 2.
[139] Steve Wagner left the city in March 2014 to join the staff of the Goleta Sanitary District.
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Goleta firm uses the depot as the setting for its company photo.

Most special for me, of course, was the wedding of my daughter, Stephanie, which took place on the museum grounds in 1989. She and her sister,
Heather, had been Goleta Depot regulars throughout much of the Depot
Project. A similar event of note was the 1983 wedding reception at Goleta
Depot of railfan John Roskowski, an accomplished photographer and authority on the history of Surf, once home of another Combination 22 station building.[140]
There are many one-time events like these, which, whether public or
private, rank as memorable museum moments. This would include, for
example, the 1994 company photo of the 140-member staff of Medical
Concepts Inc., a Goleta-based research firm, which assembled its entire
140-member staff on the depot’s loading dock for the Sept. 14 shoot.[141] The
official 1993 Old Spanish Days committee photo was also set on the museum grounds.[142] The use of Goleta Depot and its grounds for various TV
commercials and national magazine ads have been mentioned earlier in this
narrative.
Another one-time event that deserves memorable mention took place
[140]Depot Dispatch 1988. Vol. 8, No. 2, p. 2.
[141] Depot Dispatch 1994. Vol. 14, No. 4, p. 4.
[142] Depot Dispatch 1993. Vol. 13, No. 3, p. 2.
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Video captures steam train
breaking banner to open new
Goleta Short Line track during
2007 Rotary Day.
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Margaret Connell, Goleta’s first mayor, speaks during National Register ceremony.
June 16, 2007. It was the 7th annual Rotary Day and the occasion was used
to open the expanded Goleta Short Line route. The event included VIP rides
and Gene Allen’s 4-4-0 American steam locomotive, which broke through a
banner to kick off the ceremony.[143]
No 21st-century event at the museum can hold a candle to the June 8,
2002 ceremony celebrating the addition of Goleta Depot to the National
Register of Historic Places. The National Register is our Nation’s official
list of buildings, sites and other properties that have been declared worthy
of preservation.
Goleta Depot had been added to the National Register earlier that year,
on Jan. 18, by the U.S. Dept. of Interior, upon the recommendation of the
California Historical Resources Commission. At the same time, Goleta Depot was also added to the California Register of Historical Resources. The
National Register recognition fulfilled a commitment, made years before
in the original Depot Project plan, to restore the building exterior in accordance with National Register guidelines. For many of us, it was also a
[143] Depot Dispatch 2007. Vol. 27, No. 2, p. 2.
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dream that had finally come true.[144]
Placement on the National Register is one of a number of notable honors
and awards that have been bestowed during the museum period. In 1996,
for example, Goleta Depot was recognized as a “Great American Railroad
Station,” in a book by that name penned by architectural historian Janet
Greenstein Potter and published by the Preservation Press.[145] A few years
later, the museum was declared one of “Eight Great Railroad Museums”
between San Diego and Bishop, Calif. in an article appearing in the March/
April 2001 issue of Westways magazine.
When Amtrak inaugurated San Diegan train service to Santa Barbara
on June 26, 1988, the museum was singled out for special attention by the
event organizers. I was asked to speak at the opening ceremony and was
designated the train’s official “First Passenger.” Phyllis was also honored,
joining State Senator Gary Hart and CalTrans representative Carolyn Ewing in launching the inaugural train by breaking the obligatory bottle of
“champagne” over the front of the Amtrak engine. The museum had organized a one-day roundtrip excursion to San Diego that day, including the
southbound leg aboard the inaugural train. Our 72 passengers comprised
more than half of the total that would board in Santa Barbara that morning. The whirlwind trip, including a brief few hours in San Diego, ended at
about 11 p.m. when the return train arrived back home.
This would prove to be just the first of many memorable honors and
events that came from our friendship with Amtrak. In Spring 1993, Phyllis
and I were invited to ride the inaugural cross-country run of the Sunset Limited train. As it turned out, the two of us were the only passengers on that
unforgettable trip who would ride all the way from Los Angeles to Miami
and back.[146] Later that year, we took a ride to San Diego aboard a special
train that was testing the high-speed German ICE train equipment for possible use by Amtrak.[147]
The following year, the museum arranged for several of its volunteers —
including Ron Ferguson, Jack Cogan, Ben Beede, Tom Braunger and John
Schaller — to ride another high-speed test train, this one using the Spanish
Talgo equipment. Talgo was subsequently adopted by Amtrak for service
on its Cascades trains that run between Eugene, Oregon and Seattle.[148]
[144]
Depot Dispatch 2002. Vol. 22, No. 2, p. 1.
[145] Potter (1996).
[146] Depot Dispatch 1993. Vol. 13, No. 2, p. 1.
[147] Depot Dispatch 1993. Vol. 13, No. 4, p. 4.
[148] Depot Dispatch 1994. Vol. 14, No. 4, p. 2.
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The 1998 opening of the Goleta Amtrak station was a milestone event for
the museum. We had been consulted during the station’s planning, including both its architecture and the selection of a station site. Several of our
speakers-program presentations leading up to the opening focused on the
new station. For several months, I wrote a bi-weekly column for the Goleta
Valley Voice newspaper that discussed Amtrak’s plans for the new station,
its historical predecessors and related topics.
The big event finally arrived on Sept. 19. Amtrak again honored the museum — this time by giving a handful of museum staff, volunteers and friends
an exclusive ride on the train coming up from Santa Barbara for the event.
Aboard the “deadhead” equipment were Gene Allen; Phyllis, her daughter,
Kari Adams, and grandsons Robert and Ben Adams; Kip and Stella Kramer;
Ed Leska; Bruce Morden; Nancy Reid and myself. The group received the
royal treatment from Amtrak, including exclusive use of the Pacific-Class
car, champagne to toast the occasion, and other food and beverages.[149] The
real honor, of course, came with the privilege of being the very first passengers to detrain at a Goleta station in more than a quarter-century!
[149] Depot Dispatch 1998. Vol. 18, No. 4, p. 3.

First Lady poses with museum representatives on White House South Lawn.
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Perhaps the greatest honor bestowed on our organization came on May
18, 1990, when I had the great privilege to represent the museum at a White
House ceremony. The occasion was the awarding of that year’s Institute
of Museum and Library Services General Operating Support grants. The
event was hosted by First Lady Barbara Bush. Following the South Lawn
ceremony, there was a reception-tea in the First Lady’s Garden, during
which President Bush, himself, made a surprise appearance. Emerging from
the White House shortly after Mrs. Bush had returned inside, the President
explained, “I asked my wife, Who are all those people out on our lawn?”
He said when she told him, he just had to come out and say hello! Our museum was one of only 390 museums, zoos, historic sites, botanic gardens
and science centers to receive this high recognition. The list of winners was
a veritable Who’s Who of American institutions, including the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Monticello Home of Thomas Jefferson, the San Diego
Zoo, American Academy of Sciences, Colonial Williamsburg and the American Museum of Natural History. It was the only time that the IMLS-GOS
grants were presented in Washington, D.C.
Two weeks after the White House ceremony, a party was held at the
Calle Real branch of Home Savings in Goleta to celebrate the museum’s accomplishment. In attendance were trustees, staff, docents, museum benefactors and community leaders.[150] The party was a wonderful way to share
an extraordinary experience with many of those who had helped to make
it all possible.

[150] Depot Dispatch 1990. Vol. 10, No. 3, p. 1.
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Chapter 14.
Looking Back, Planning Ahead
When I look back and think about what has happened at the museum
in the recent past, my first reaction is that the organization has made very
little progress over that period. It almost seems as if we’ve been stuck in
neutral, doing the same thing day after day, week after week, year after
year.
Don’t get me wrong. There’s a lot to be said for a museum that can establish a successful routine and stick with it. If you find programs and activities that are popular, of course they should be continued. If you can set
a schedule and procedures that work, stay with them. Creating and maintaining a consistent modus operandi can be very beneficial, especially when
resources are limited and productivity is crucial.
Still, compared to all of the growth and excitement and novelty that took
place during the museum’s first couple of decades, the more recent years at
the museum seem rather dull. But much of that is mere illusion. When I
looked more closely at what has taken place at the museum over the last
decade or so, there’s a lot that is new and different, even game-changing.
Consider the 2002-2012 period. The year 2002 is a great place to start
National Register ceremony included unveiling of this commemorative brass plaque.
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Workers install westside walkways and new train-ride boarding platform.
because that was when Goleta Depot was placed on the National Register
of Historic Places. That was unquestionably one of the crowning moments
in the history of the museum and of the depot, itself.
The year 2002 was also marked by the addition of sidewalks to the front
portion of the property. This fulfilled a key goal of the museum’s decadesold Master Plan. For the first time, visitors were able to experience Goleta Depot’s handsome architecture from all sides, without having to walk
Westside Station looked like this before roof was added.
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Interns from UCSB help with research, office work, train rides and more.
across railroad tracks and uneven terrain. For those in wheelchairs, that
experience was no longer an impossibility. A second passenger-boarding
location for the miniature train, the “Westside Station,” was also added
along the new walkway at this time. The Westside Station included an
east-facing waiting bench that was perfectly situated for people to enjoy
Goleta Depot’s grand facade. The spot was almost exactly where the Master Plan had called for a landmark-viewing bench.
Our internship program also was started in 2002. This opened a new
door for us, allowing the museum to reach a very different educational audience for the first time. Over the ensuing years, the program has attracted
scores of UCSB students, who learn about what it means to work at a small
museum.
The museum’s educational program aboard Amtrak’s Coast Starlight
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David Chapman and Noel Langle
install a Visitor Center window.

joined the National Park Service’s Trails & Rails program in 2002, as well.
This broadened partnership brought with it a critically-important new
source of monetary support for our efforts. The collaboration with the National Park Service has also led to such program improvements as the annual summer expansion that includes extended guide trips to Oakland and
San Jose.
The 2002-12 period has also been the time frame when the museum’s
website, and the organization’s overall Internet presence, have really grown
and blossomed. The first big jump came in 2006, with the addition of a new
National Trails & Rails Coordinator Jim Miculka speaks during annual guide training.
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section, “About Trains & Railroads,” where we first began to use the website as an important aspect of the museum’s overall educational programming. Since 2006, further expansions have included a diverse social-media
presence — including Twitter, Facebook, and Blogger activities — the
launch of a separate Goleta Railroad Days website, and the 2011 creation of
a separate online store. The online store was expanded and improved substantially in 2012, thanks to a generous gift from the Volusion company.
At end of 2006, we opened the Visitor Center. This wonderful new building gave our visitors a vastly improved museum shop — with more space,
more products and a friendlier shopping environment. The Visitor Center
also provided a venue for making two valuable additions to the menu of
visitor attractions: the model-train display and the “Information Station”
electronic kiosk.
The operating large-scale display quickly grew to three trains, including
a magnificent Daylight passenger train, all suspended from the room’s openbeam ceiling. Contributions from museum members and friends made this
crowd-pleasing amusement possible.
Ed Leska and John Green lay track for Visitor Center’s overhead train display.
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Two trains run side-by-side during Goleta Railroad Days.
Development of the Information Station was funded by a Learning Opportunities Grant from the Institute of Museum and Library Services. The
electronic kiosk provides all visitors, including researchers, with a wealth
of information about Goleta Depot, local railroad history, and trains and
railroads in general. It includes rare photographs, early maps of rail yards
and routes, railroad videos and music, train-theme games and diversions,
and much more. A session of the 2006 annual meetings of the California Association of Museums was devoted to this innovative South Coast Railroad
Museum educational project.[151]
The Goleta Short Line track expansion was finished in 2007. Visitors
could now enjoy a 50% longer and more interesting ride experience. But,
the added track added so much more. During special events, the museum
could, for the first time, operate two train rides simultaneously using two
different tracks. In fact, three different routes are available today thanks to
the extra track added in 2007. Running multiple trains is fun for passengers and crew, alike, with lots of waving between those passing trains, and
more challenging operations for both engineers and conductors. We also
began using the Westside Station a lot more: With the additional track,
the second station became a fun and practical option for the boarding of
ride passengers.
The added track also greatly enhanced all of the museum’s annual events
[151] Depot Dispatch 2006. Vol. 26, No. 1, p. 1.
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Bern Verbit talks to Silver Splendor dome riders during 2013 Sweetheart Special reprise.
by allowing us to operate on three different routes — the new long 9-minute-long run, the old 6-minute route and a hybrid 3-minute figure-8. The
Goleta Railroad Days event would never have even been started were it not
Overland Trail is the flagship of the Central Coast Flyer fleet.
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for this new ability to run multiple trains on a variety of routes.
Started in 2009, Railroad Days is, itself, another example of a new and
exciting post-2001 addition to the museum’s list of recurring attractions.
No previous museum event has offered the visiting public so many rides, so
many model trains, so many partnering organizations and so many activities expressly for children.
In 2009, the museum also added an entirely new dimension to its activities aboard Amtrak trains.
This came in the form of
museum-sponsored
daytrips for the general public
on vintage railcars. The first
such trip, on Nov. 7, 2009, involved Overland Trail, a 39-seat club lounge
built for the Southern Pacific by the Pullman company and delivered in
Acoma passengers wait in San Luis Obispo for return trip to the South Coast.
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1949, which served on the San Francisco Overland train. By 2012, these economical Santa Barbara/Goleta-to-San Luis Obispo museum trips had become known collectively as the Central Coast Flyer. Four different mid-20th
Century passenger cars had seen service in the Central Coast Flyer fleet, including the Vista Dome car, Silver Splendor, and Colonial Crafts, built in 1949
for the Pennsylvania Railroad.
In 2013, we added new trips aboard Acoma, the club-lounge car from the
original 1937 streamlined version of the Santa Fe Super Chief, “The Train Of
The Stars,” which ran between Los Angeles and Chicago. Acoma is the only
car from this first stainless-steel Super Chief train set that remains in active
service today. Only two of Acoma’s sister cars survive: the dining car, Cochiti,
showcased at the California State Railroad Museum, and the observation
car, Navajo, displayed at the Colorado Railroad Museum.
These vintage-rail trips have proven to be a perfect match for the muDoug Winter and Gary Coombs apply the finishing touches to under-eave
swallow netting, with a big assist from Specialty Crane & Rigging.
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A.J. Medina paints second-story wood gutters from scaffold platform.
seum. They are another way for us to acquaint the public with both train
travel and railroad history. They also help to keep alive the connection between Goleta Depot and the working railroads. These trips have become a
In 2012, Goleta Depot gets its first new roof in 30 years.
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Historic S.P. depot safe was moved from S.B. Amtrak station to Goleta Depot in 2008.
valuable revenue source for the museum.
The museum’s rail-trip program continues to grow. More than two dozen vintage-rail trips had been completed by the end of 2012. Even more
took place in both 2013 and 2014. In 2015, the museum reduced the number
of vintage rail trips, replacing some of them with lower-cost excursions
aboard Amtrak’s Pacific Surfliner cars. The first of these was an April 18 daytrip to Grover Beach.
Starting in 2011, the museum began an unprecedented campaign of repairs and improvements to Goleta Depot, all designed to better protect the
landmark building. With grant funds from the City of Goleta and the Santa
Barbara Foundation, and a generous donation from Charles Alva, the early
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Noel Langle applies his carpentry skills to the handcar-boarding station.
focus of this campaign was on the depot’s second-floor exterior. Activities
included carpentry and painting, gutter repair, mending of woodpecker
and swallow damage and measures to prevent future bird activity. In 2012,
Goleta Depot’s deteriorating 30-year-old roof was replaced, including the
addition of hidden vents at the ends of the roof ridges to allow warm air to
escape during the warmer months.
Later in 2012, attention turned to the building interior. Measures were
taken to protect the 111-year-old unfinished wooden floor in the Waiting
Room, with the installation of a free-standing security barrier and floor covering. In combination, these additions protect the floor while still allowing
visitors access to the room, where they can still enjoy the room’s displays
and appointments, including exposed areas of the Douglas fir flooring. To
complete the project, we will eventually add labels to the security barrier
to inform visitors about the room and its features.
There are many other recent accomplishments and occurrences that
could be cited here: The handcar boarding platform added in 2006;[152] the
[152] Depot Dispatch 2006. Vol. 26, No. 3, p. 3.
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new handcar shed (2007);[153] creation of a conservation plan for the museum caboose (2008);[154] acquiring the historic depot safe from Amtrak
(2008).[155] Meanwhile, the Wednesday morning work crew keeps making
important improvements to the miniature railroad, including wooden security fencing around the main-station boarding area, completed in 2012
and, in 2013, a major overhaul and upgrading of the turntable.
The point is simple: The museum continues to change and improve. The
museum and Goleta Depot endure.
To enhance security, wooden pickets are added to station fencing by Tony Ramirez.

[153] Depot Dispatch 2007. Vol. 27, No. 4, p. 2.
[154] Depot Dispatch 2008. Vol. 28, No. 2, p. 3.
[155] Depot Dispatch 2009. Vol. 29, No. 1, p. 4.
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Lorentzen, page 15; and Art Maskala, page 59.
Also, Phyllis J. Olsen, photos on pages 90 (#2008.3.1), 92 (#2008.3.4),
93 (#2008.3.10), 136 (#2008.3.221), 137 (top – #2008.3.211 & bottom –
#2008.3.222), 142 bottom (#2008.3.246), 143 bottom (#2008.3.241), 148
(#2008.3.305), 149 (#2008.1.309), 150 (#2008.3.312), 151 top (#2008.3.310)
and 157 (#2008.3.251); Margaret Cookson O’Rourke, page 69; Pentrex, video
represented on page 67; Frances Rodrigue, photos on pages 64 and 65; Mrs.
George Rutherford, photo on pages 26-27; Santa Barbara Historical Society,
pages 6-7 and 10 top; and the Santa Barbara News-Press, photos on pages
12, 40-41, 42-43, 46, 66, 80 (Ray Borges photo), 82 and 83 (photos by Rafael
Maldonado), 89, 95 (#2001.1.15), 97, 101, 106 top (Steve Malone photo) and
117 (#2001.1.3); 28-29 - Southern Pacific Transportation Company, pages 2829 and 30-31; Walker A. Tompkins, page 230; and Glee Willis, page 62.
Many other photographs from the museum’s collections were also used,
including those on pages 8-9 (#2001.1.14, arrows added), 37 (#1985.16.1),
* Images that are in the South Coast Railroad Museum collections, whether in digital or other form, are
indicated by listing here of the museum accession number (preceded by the “#” symbol).
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56 (#2002.1.1), 73 (#2005.1.289), 86 (#1990.10.2), 87 right (#1991.1.1),
96 (#2005.1.1), 98 (#2005.1.2), 102 (#2005.1.40), 103 (#2005.1.37), 104
(top – #2005.1.25 & bottom – #2005.1.59), 105 (top – #2005.1.33 & bottom – #2005.1.51), 107 (top – #2005.1.84 & bottom – #2005.1.71), 108 top
(#2005.1.79), 116 (top – #2005.1.93 & bottom – #2005.1.100), 118 (top
– #2005.1.109 & bottom – #2005.1.106), 119 (top – #2005.1.164 & bottom – #2005.1.121), 120 (#2005.1.126), 121 bottom (#2005.1.135), 122 (top
– #2005.1.151 & bottom – #2005.1.159), 123 (top – #2005.1.239 & bottom – #2005.001.162), 124 (top – #2005.1.284 & bottom – #2005.1.256),
125 (#2005.1.275), 126 (top – #2005.1.233 & bottom – #2005.1.140), 127
(#2005.1.267), 128 (#2005.1.286), 129 (#2001.1.19), 130 (#2005.1.328), 131
(top – #2005.1.287 & bottom – #2005.1.269), 132 (top – #2005.1.318 &
bottom – #2005.1.341b), 138 (#2005.1.349), 139 (#2005.1.344), 141 bottom
(#2005.1.348), 143 top (#2005.1.563), 144 (#2005.1.781), 145 (#2005.1.1447),
146 (#2005.1.369), 147 (#2005.1.411), 151 bottom (#2005.1.378), 152
(#2005.1.426), 153 (top #2005.1.449c & bottom – #2005.1.447), 154
(#2005.1.407), 155 top (#2005.1.394), 156 (#2005.1.438), 158 (#2005.1.455),
159 (#2005.1.729), 160 (top left – #2005.1.699 & top right – #2005.1.726 &
bottom left – #2005.1.581 & bottom right – #2005.1.584), 162 (#2005.1.744),
163 (top – #2005.1.470 & bottom – #2005.1.526), 165 (#2005.1.573), 167
(#2005.1.1483), 168 (#2005.1.465a), 169 (#2005.1.512), 170 (#2005.1.525b), 171
(#2005.1.508), 172 (#2005.1.1172), 173 (#2005.1.597), 174 (top – #2005.1.603
& bottom – #2005.1.617), 175 (top – #2005.1.624 & bottom – #2005.1.638),
176 (#2005.1.1211), 177 (#2005.1.1218), 178 (top – #2005.1.1220 & bottom –
#2005.1.1227), 180 (#2005.1.647), 182 (#2005.1.810), 183 (top – #2005.1.828
& bottom – #2005.1.834), 184 (#2005.1.848), 185 (top – #2005.1.852
& bottom – #2005.1.857), 187 (#2005.1.1429), 196 (#2005.1.1016), 198
(#2005.1.648), 201 (#2005.1.1191), 202 (#2005.1.1189), 203 (#2005.1.1297), 207
(#2005.1.1986), 211 (#2005.1.1957), 212 (#2005.1.373), 213 (#2005.1.205), 223
(#2005.1.1325), 224 (#2005.1.551), 225 (#2005.1.1785), 226 (#2005.1.2135),
227 (#2005.1.1875), 229 (#2005.1.359) and 235 (#2005.1.2007).
The book also contains many South Coast Railroad Museum digital images that have not been added to the museum collections. These are the
images on pages 4-5, 13, 22-23, 24, 75, 79, 99, 141 top, 142 top, 155 bottom,
164 top & bottom, 165, 179, 180, 186, 187, 189 top & bottom, 190, 191, 193, 192,
194, 197, 204, 208, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 221, 232, 233, 235, 237, 241, 242 top
& bottom, 243, 244 top left & top right & bottom, 245, 246, 247 top & bottom, 248 top & bottom, 249, 250 top & bottom, 251, 252, and 253.
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